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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
When civil engi neering structures made of reinforced concrete (RC) such as some types of 
apartment buildings, hospitals, office buildings, bridges etc. are subjected to sufficiently 
high dynamic loads it is well known that some kind of damage will occur in the structure. 
The damage introduced in the structure can range from insignificant cracking of hitherto 
uncracked concrete sections to severe damage such as yielding of reinforcement, crushing 
of concrete or slipping between reinforcement and concrete. In the worst cases part of the 
structure or even the entire structure may have collapsed as shown in figure 1.1. 
Figure 1.1: Structure that collapsed during the Dinar earthquake in Turkey, 1995. Photo 
taken by Ms. B. Ta§kin, Istanbul Technical Uni versity. 
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Depending on the type of damage incurred by the structure the reliability level of the 
structure may be unchanged from the state before the dynamic load or it may have 
changed dramatically. In order to perform a proper updating of the structural reliability 
some kind of assessment of the structural damage is necessary. This profession of assessing 
structural damage is normally referred to as damage assessment or error detection . 
The traditional way of assessing damage in RC-structures is by visual inspection of the 
structure by measuring cracks, permanent deformations, etc. This is often very cumber-
some and time consuming, since panels and other walls covering beams and columns need 
to be removed. Additionally, internal damage such as bond slippage can be very difficult 
to determine by visual inspection. 
Furthermore, experiences from past earthquake events in densely populated areas such 
as the 1994 Northridge earthquake in California, USA or the 1995 Kobe earthquake in 
Japan have shown a growing need for methods for rapid assessment of structural damage. 
An attempting approach is to use global response measurements during the potential 
damaging event. The final implementation of such a structural failure monitoring systems 
could e.g. be a fully autom~ted system where the structure was instrumented during its 
entire lifetime. When the system is triggered the measured response of the structure 
is simultaneously processed and the damage state of t he st ructure is evaluated. When a 
certain threshold value of the damage state is exceeded the structure would right after the 
earthquake be declared unsafe and the building could be evacuated before any after-shocks 
occur. 
Naturally, the implementation of such a system involves as lot of difficulties. First of 
all continuous instrumentation with accelerometers is very expensive and trained damage 
evaluation engineers would argue that they will be able to give a better and cheaper 
damage assessment from ordinary inspection such as visual inspection, eddy current etc. 
The main problem with this kind of inspections is time. When an earthquake strikes a 
densely populated area, tens of thousands or perhaps hundreds of thousands of habitants 
are forced to leave their apartments and often the only possibility is to live in parks, 
parking lots, etc. In such a case a fast damage assessment stating whether it is safe to 
move back or the building can only be accessed for a short time is crucial. 
1.2 Scope of Thesis 
Of course, the implementation of such a damage assessment system in a real apartment 
building, hospital or other type of building occupied by a large number of human beings 
involves many aspects. E.g. 
1. Is it at all possible to instrument a building in a way that allows a qualified damage 
assessment from measurements only? 
2. If so, what kind of damage indicator should be used? 
3. What is the uncertainty of the damage assessment?? (how large is the probability 
that the structure collapses encountering the next severe earthquake even though it 
has been declared safe?) 
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4. Or from the more economic point of view, does the cost of the instrumentation and 
data processing equipment "pay off" in terms of saved lives and reduced costs for 
alternative housing? (is there a resonable balance between what we have to pay and 
the number of lives that is saved?) 
Obviously, answering the above questions in a general manner requires an enormous 
amount of research in order to cover all types of structures. The items 1-3 can be consid-
ered as pure technical aspects whereas item 4 is of a more economic/ political character 
since the answer really depends on what you want to pay for saving the life of a human 
beeing. 
Based on the motivation and the above questions t he scope of this thesis is limited only 
to cover the technical aspects of structural damage assessment of reinforced concrete 
structures, i.e. questions 1-3. Furthermore, even though the methods presented are 
formulated to be generally applicable the verification in terms of examples is limited only 
to considered plane reinforced frame structures. Then, 
the objective of the present thesis is to give an overview of existing methods, examine these 
methods and develop a new method for structural damage assessment of plane reinforced 
concrete frame subjected to earthquakes 
More precisely the specific goals of the thesis are 
1. To give an overview of methods for damage assessment of RC-structures, suggested 
in the literature and evaluate the performance in a numerical study. 
2. To develop the tools necessary to apply the methods to "real" response measure-
ments from RC-structures. 
3. To develop a new method for damage assessment based on a measured response 
only. 
4. To present the data obtained from a series of shaking table tests and use the data 
to test and verify the developed as well as existing methods. 
To reach these goals several disciplines may be involved such as e.g. 
• Measurement theory 
• Signal processing 
• System identification 
• Finite element theory 
• Damage mechanics 
• Fatigue t heory 
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Obviously, a Ph.D. thesis cannot cover all the above-mentioned disciplines in detail, so the 
presentation in this thesis is for some of the disciplines kept at a summary level whereas 
others are presented in more detail in order to describe how the theory applies to damage 
assessment . 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
With the intention to present an overvie·w of the contents of the thesis and thereby allow 
a selective reading, the thesis outline is summarized in the following. 
In general the out line of the thesis can be divided into three parts. First the chapters 
2, 3 and 4 are devoted to reviewing the concept of damage, available damage indicators 
for damage assessment suggested in the literature and methods for estimating these in-
dicators. Secondly, a new method developed within this Ph.D. project is presented and 
verified through a simulation study. Finally, chapters 6, 7 and 8 describe the labora-
tory tests performed in connection with the project, and the various methods for damage 
assessment are tested and compared. 
Considering each chapter in more detail, chapter 2 outlines the concept of damage and 
describes the different types of damage and the levels at which damage can be considered. 
Next, chapter 3 gives a discussion of the desirable characteristics of a damage indicator 
and an overview of the various damage indices suggested in the literature is presented. 
Afterwards , a comparative simulation study is performed and the necessary input for 
each of the indices is stated. Chapter 4 describes the process of estimating the inputs for 
the various damage indicators, such as time integration to convert measured acceleration 
time series to displacement time series, evaluation of restoring forces from acceleration 
time series and extraction of time-varying eigenfrequencies. Based on the experiences 
from chapters 3 and 4 a new method for damage evaluation of reinforced concrete frames 
is presented in chapter 5. The method is based on identification of changes in modal 
parameters, i.e. natural frequencies and mode shapes. The theory of the method is 
outlined in detail and the method is verified in a simulation study using the SARCOF 
finite element program. In particular, the applicability to structures of varying complexity 
is investigated to reveal how detailed damage assessments are possible using a given 
degree of instrumentation. Chapter 6 deals with the laboratory experiments and the 
estimation of the input parameters for the various damage assessment methods. Since 
the method suggested in chapter 5 is based on changes in modal parameters special 
emphasis is put on modal identification of the considered test structures. In chapter 7 
the results in chapter 6 are used to perform damage assessment of the model test frames 
using the methods reviewed in chapter 3 and the new methods proposed in chapter 5. 
The damage assessment obtained by these methods is compared to visual inspect ions 
and a damage assessment performed using static testing of the different elements in the 
structure. Chapter 8 considers a special case where the tested structure is designed with a 
weak fourth storey, where the amount and quality of the reinforcement have been reduced 
in the columns. 
Chapter 2 
Aspects of Damage 
Modern engineering materials subjected to unfavourable mechanical conditions such as a 
reinforced concrete structure subjected to severe earthquake loads decrease in strength and 
stiffness due to accumulation of microstructural changes. For example considering damage 
in reinforced concrete one can mention ductile damage (yielding) in the reinforcement , 
brittle fracture in the concrete, ductile sliding between reinforcement and concrete and 
ductile crushing of concrete. 
In this chapter an introduction to the behaviour of these two main components, concrete 
and steel, in reinforced concrete is given separately and it is described how the behaviour 
and structural changes of such materials can be modelled. Initially, a description of the 
behaviour of reinforcement bars and concrete to dynamic loads is given. Afterwards a 
more general approach to the concept of damage is given and it is described how damage 
can be modelled at different levels. It should here be noted that the purpose of this 
chapter is not to give a complete theory for reinforced concrete, but merely to give an 
insight into the fundamental characteristics of the two materials , concrete and steel and 
how damage in general can be modelled. 
2.1 Hysteresis and Damage in Reinforcement Bars 
In this section a description of the behaviour of reinforcing steel bars in RC structures 
when subjected to dynamic loads is given. When modelling reinforced concrete structures 
the hysteretic behaviour of the reinforcement steel is important because it has a significant 
influence on the response of the concrete member/structure. 
2.1.1 Stress-Strain Curves 
In the case of monotonic loading of steel the material can be described by three different 
branches. At initial loading the stress-strain relation is linear until the yield JY level is 
reached. In this interval 0 ~ f.s ~ f.y the stress is calculated as 
(2.1) 
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where the modulus of elasticity Es equals the tangent stiffness. The yield strain is given 
as 
(2.2) 
At the yield branch ( ty ~ ts ~ Es h ) the steel st ress remains constant at the yield level 
until the strain hardening strain Esh is reached. 
(2.3) 
At the strain hardening branch ( tsh ~ f.s ~ f. f) the stress starts increasing again unti l a 
maximum value ! su is reached. At a certain failure strain EJ the material will separate 
into two pieces. The strain hardening branch can generally be described by the following. 
The steel stress !s is given by 
(2.4) 
and the tangent stiffness on the hardening branch is described by 
E 
_ _ s _ E J~u - fs P 8! 
I 1
(1-!.) 
t- - sh 
Ot:s fsu- Jy 
(2.5) 
where the parameter pare given by 
_ E Esu- Es 
p- shj - J su y 
(2.6) 
Esu is the strain at the ultimate stress and Esh is the modulus of elasticity at the beginning 
of the hardening branch, see figure 2.1. 
The different branches are illustrated in figure 2.1. 
f 
Figure 2.1: The t hree characteristic branches for reinforcement steel. 
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2.1.2 Cyclic Properties of Steel 
When reinforcement steel is loaded in the pre-yielding regime, the behaviour will be very 
close to linear but even though there should not be any degradation of the material at 
that level of loading damage will occur if the loading is repeated for a sufficien t number 
of cycles. This phenomenon is known as fatigue. In general t he fatigue characteristics 
of steel arc described by a relationship between the applied stress range and the number 
of cycles required to cause failure. This approach is based on so-called S-N curves, see 
e.g. A. Almar-Nress [3]. The principle is simply by experiments to determine the number 
of cycles N to cause fa.ilure at a given stress amplitude 6.u. The most frequently used 
relationship is of the type 
N = [{ 6.u-m , 6.u > 0 (2. 7) 
where m and J( are fitted to the experimental results. 
In many cases there is a. lower value So for the stress amplitude to cause damage which 
modifies (2. 7) to 
(2.8) 
It is then assumed that the fatigue damage is aq:umulating linearly in an interaction 
manner according to the accumulation law attributed to Palmgren [81] and Miner [70]. 
Failure will then occur when the accumulated damage exceeds 1, i.e. 
n· I: · s 1 
i N(6.u;) 
(2.9) 
where ni is the number of stress cycles at a particular stress range level 6.u; and N(6.ui) 
is the number of constant amplitude stress cycles at the stress range level that causes 
failure. 
Another approach for fatigue analysis is to des cri be the growth of cracks by use of linear 
fracture mechanics. The most simple and generally appliable crack growth equation is 
due to Paris and Ergodan [85] 
(2.10) 
Where a is the crack depth, N is the number of stress cycles, 6,/( is stress intensity range 
in a stress cycle. C and m are material constants. 
According to (2.10) a plot of log(J;,) versus log(6.K) should be linear, but a typical 
experimentally determined plot would look more like the one illustrated in figure 2.2. 
8 
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Region A Region B 
Region C 
Log c.K 
Figure 2.2: Typical crack growth' rate as a function of alterning stress intensity. 
It is seen that (2. 7) behaves resonably in region B, but overestimates the crack growth at 
low stress amplitudes and underestimates at high stress amplitudes. 
2.1.3 Strain Rate Effects 
From experimental results it has been shown that the rate of strains influences the stress-
strain behaviour of steel. In Soroushian and Choi [120] it is found that the yield strength, 
the ultimate strength and the strain at the beginning of strain hardening and the ultimate 
strain are all affected. They gave the following regression relation for the dynamic yield 
strength jycl. 
(2.11) 
where t 3 is the strain rate in s- 1 and JY are in MPa. 
It should here be noted that (2.11) does not tend to 1 for f. -+ 0 due to the logarithmic 
operator and is therefore not valid for very small strain rates. 
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2.2 Hysteresis and Damage in Concrete 
The purpose of this section is to give a brief explanation of the behaviour of concrete 
subjected to dynamic loading. 
2.2 .1 Concrete in Uniaxial Compression 
As explained earlier concrete consists of two constituents, i.e. aggregate and the cement 
pasLe. Normally the compressive stress-strain response of these two quantiLies is linear 
with the aggregate being stiffer than the cement paste, see figure 2.3. The nonlinear 
behaviour of the concrete is then due to the interaction between t he two components. 
The nonlinearities are especially due to the interface cracks between t he paste and the 
aggregate at rather low stress levels. 
Figure 2.3: Fundamental stress-strain response of concrete and its constituent materials. 
When previously unloaded concrete with random distributed and orientated micro cracks 
is loaded uniaxially in a strain controlled test device a stress-strain relation as illustrated 
in figure 2.4 is obtained. First the relation is quite linear (A-B) corresponding to almost 
no changes in the interface cracks. At a load of approximately 30% of the ultimate 
compressive stress j~, the limit of elasticity is reached due to major changes in the interface 
cracks. As seen there are no sudden changes but rather a continuous transition from linear 
elasticity to plasticity. 
This tendency is getting still clearer in the range 30-75% of the ultimate load f~ (B-C). At 
higher loads (75-100% of JD the cracks starts becoming unstable, the development acceler-
ates and the cracks enter the macroscale level (C-D). When the stresses and strains enters 
the post-peak range, the deformations gets highly localized due to the macro-cracking 
and at that point strains are not appropriate as deformation measure any more. T his 
development in the post-peak range will be highly dependent on the structure considered. 
Is the strain kept as a measure of deformation the typical observations will be the curve 
D-G in figure 2.4 where G represents total crushing of the concrete. 
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F ic 
f~ 
D 
Figure 2.4: Concrete in compression. 
In order to be able to describe the behaviour of concrete in a mathematical model it is 
necessary to describe the curve illustrated in figure 2.4 mathematically. The desirable 
characteristics of a general stress-strain relation for concrete are: the slope at the origin is 
Ec, it should show a peak at a certain point ( <, J~), it should describe both the ascending 
and descending part of the concrete behaviour and finally it should have control of the 
softening branch. A mathematical description of this relation has been proposed by 
numerous authors and a thorough descri ption is carried out in Chang and Mander [20]. 
One of the most frequently referenced equations is the equation of Popovics [93] which is 
g1ven as 
(2.12) 
where f~ is the peak stress, t:~ is the corresponding strain, n is a curve-fitting factor and k 
is a factor to increase the post peak decay in stress. The curve-fitting factor n is calculated 
as n = E,~,E~ where Ec is the tangent stiffness when Ec equals zero, and E~ is the secant 
stiffness at point D given as if. 
(c 
2.2.2 Concrete in Uniaxial Tension 
Contrary to the case of compression in concrete the stress-strain response of concrete 
in tension is nearly linear up to cracking which occurs at a relatively low stress. The 
post-peak behaviour is very brittle in tension , and it is often very difficult to measure 
the stress-strain relation in pure uniaxial tension test. The tensile characteristics are 
therefore often determined from indirect tests such as bending tests. As was the case for 
compression the tension behaviour is closely correlated with the development of interface 
cracks in the concrete. In figure 2.5 the typical points of change are illustrated and the 
points correspond approximately to the points discussed in the case of compression. 
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Figure 2.5: Uniaxial stress-strain relation for concrete in tension . 
In figure 2.5 it should be noted that the range of elastic behaviour, where cracks are almost 
unchanged (A-B), is much longer than in the case of compression. The initial modulus of 
elasticity is almost the same as in compression. After the elasticity limit at app roximately 
60% of the tensile strength J: a relatively short interval of stable crack propagation follows. 
The short interval can be explained by the direction of crack propagat ion which constantly 
reduces the load-carrying capacity between the cracks, resulting in cri tical stresses at 
crack tips leading to progressive crack propagation in the post peak range (D-G). The 
ul t imate attainable strain is in the range [0.01 , 0.02%] but is very dependent on the dryness 
of the concrete. As illustrated with a broken line in figure 2.5 there is a stiffness loss 
when unloading because of the reduced area due to open cracks. When loading into the 
compression zone the stiffness is regained when the cracks close. 
2.2.3 Cyclic Loading of Concrete 
If the concrete is unloaded prior to reaching its peak stress, the unloading response will be 
approximately linear, with a slope equal to abou t the initial modu lus of elasticity Ec. At 
reloading, the stress-strain response will approximately follow the unloading line until t he 
original line is rejoined. Unloading after the peak results in unloading and reloading lines 
which are less stiff than initially and thereby demonstrates more pronounced hysteresi s, 
see figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6: Principal cyclic loading response of plain concrete. 
Concrete normally has a good ability to resists many cycles of repeated loading when the 
produced stresses are in the pre-peak range. The possibilit ies of concrete fatigue can in 
these cases be tested from the Goodman-Johnson diagram shown in figure 2. 7. It is seen 
that for example the concrete can be cycled from zero stress to 60% of f~ for about 1 
million cycles before failure occurs. 
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Figure 2. 7: Fatigue resistance of concrete in the pre-peak range. 
In the post-peak range fail ure will occur much earlier due to large cracks and pronounced 
hysteresis. 
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2.2.4 Dynamic Effects on Concrete Behaviour 
In the literature different investigations of the influence of the load rate on concrete 
strength have been made, as e.g. Mander et al. [68J.It is found that fast loading increased 
the strength substantially compared to slow loading. The difference between slow and 
fast loading is illustrated in figure 2.8. 
f 
rew seconds 
t:ct 
Figure 2.8: The loading rates influence on strength of concrete. 
In Mander et al. [68} the following regression expression for a socalled dynamic strength 
magnification factor is proposed 
D - J~d - 1 + ( ~) i 
f - f' - 1 + ( 0 .00001 ) k 
c 0 .0351/? 
(2.13) 
where f~d is the dynamic concrete strength, f~ is the quasi-static concrete strength in MPa 
and fc is the strain rate in s-1. 
In the same way an expression for the dynamic stiffness magnification factor was found 
as 
(2.14) 
As in the case of steel it should here be noted that the expressions (2.13) and (2.14) do 
not tend to 1 as the strain rate tends to 0 and is therefore not valid for very low strain 
rates. 
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2.3 Damage Evaluation of Structures 
When analysing structures it is impossible to investigate the development of damage at 
every point of the structure and the effect of all the micro damages has to be collected 
in one or more global/partitioned damage indicator(s). In the literature several types of 
methods for this kind of analysis have been presented and they can generally be divided 
into the following 4 categories 
1. Strength demands 
2. Ductility changes 
3. Energy dissipation 
4. Stiffness degradation 
In this section an introduction to these concepts is given but initially a more fundamental 
description of damage is given to explain the mechanisms at the micro/meso level causing 
t he above-mentioned macro level phenomena. 
The purpose of this section is therefore to explain how damage develops and the mecha-
nisms causing it. 
2.3 .1 Physical Interpretation of Damage 
For proper estimat ion of the value of damage when analysing structures it is necessary to 
formulate t he damage phenomenon in mechanical terms. During the last 2 - 3 decades 
several attemps have be made to present a theory called "continuum damage theory" 
covering this field. In the following a short presentation of the concept of damage is given 
based on two textbooks by Kachanov [46] and Lemaitre [62]. The presentation attemps 
to give a physical understanding of the concept of damage without using long theoretical 
descriptions. 
As explained, the damage of materials is the progressive physical process by which t hey 
break and the mechanics of damage is the study through mechanical variables, of the 
mechanisms involved in this deterioration when a material is subjected to loading. The 
damage can be considered at three levels, the microscale level, the mesoscale level and 
the macroscale level. At the microscale level damage is caused by accumulation of mi-
crostresses in the neighbuorhood of defects or interfaces and by bond breaking. At the 
mesoscale level damage is the growth of and the coalescence of microcracks which to-
gether are initiating a crack. At the macroscale level damage can be considered as t he 
deterioration of the whole structure or parts of it, e.g. interaction of cracks in a structure. 
The Microscale, Atoms, Elasticity and Damage 
At the microscale all materials are composed of atoms which are held together by bond 
resulting from the interaction of electromagnetic fields . Elastic deformations are directly 
related to the relative movement of atoms. A physical study of the properties of an atomic 
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lattice leads to the theory of elasticity. This is of course a rather difficu lt approach because 
of the fact that a specimen consists of millions of atoms. A much easier approach is to 
establish the constitutive equations directly at the mesoscale level using the property of 
reversible strains (possibly also linerarity and isotrophy ). 
The damage process starts at the moment when debonding occurs. For example, in 
concrete the early damage mechanism is also, besides debonding, a decohesion between 
aggregates and the cement. In this case the elasticity is directly influenced by the damage 
since the number of atomic bonds responsible for elastici ty is decreasing. 
Slips, Plasticity and Irreversible Strains 
The plastic behaviour of a material is directly related to slips. In concrete slips occur 
along surfaces of decohesion and in steel slips can occur by movements of dislocations. 
Often the phenomena induce a volume change. The damage have no direct influence on 
plasticity, only due to the fact that the area of resistance decreases a.s the number of 
bonds decreases. 
Different Types of Damage 
Even though damage at the microscale might be governed by one general mechanism of 
debonding at the microscale it can manifest itself in various ways depending on the nature 
of the material. 
Brittle Damage 
Damage is called brittle when a crack is initiated at the mesoscale without a large amount 
of plastic strain. 
Ductile Damage 
Contrary damage is called ductile if it occurs simultaneously with plastic deformations 
larger than a certain threshold. 
Creep Damage 
When a material is loaded at high temperatures the plastic strain involves viscosity, 
i.e. the material undergoes deformations at constant stress. At large strains there are 
intergranular decohesions which produce damage and increase the strain rate through the 
period of tertiary creep. 
2.3.2 Cyclic Loads 
Low Cycle Damage 
When loads causing high stress and strains in the material are applied to a material in a 
repeating cyclic way damage develops together with cyclic plastic strains after a certain 
period of incubation preceding the phase of nucleation and propagation of microcracks. 
Because of the high values of stress in each cycle, the low cycle fatigue is characterized 
by low values of the numbers of cycles to rupture. Normally low cycle fatigue is defined 
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when the number of cycles is less than 104 . When the material is stress loaded the damage 
will cause an increase in deformations and contrary in strain loaded material damage will 
cause stress amplitude drops. The phenomenon of low cycle fatigue in especially reinforced 
concrete is typically seen in earthquake loaded structures and in e.g. driven piles where 
large stress/strain am plitudes occur. 
High Cycle Damage 
Loa.ding a. materia.! with lower values for stress, the plastic strains at the meso level 
remain sma.ll and are often negligible. The plastic strai ns may be high at some points at 
the microlevel. The number of cycles to failure in this case might be very large, normally 
larger than 105 . As a consequence of that the stress drop at strain loaded material will 
occur later (After a larger number of cycles). 
2.3.3 Mechanical Representation of Damage 
When it comes to mechanical representation of damage, the representation can be made 
at the three levels described previously. In this section three different methods will be 
presented. 
One-Dimensional Surface Damage Variable 
T he following method for representation of damage was proposed by L.M. Kachanov 
in 1958. As explained, damage can be interpreted at the microscale as a creation of 
microsurfaces of discontinuities, breaking of atomic bonds and plastic enlargement of 
microcavities. At the larger mesoscale, the number of broken bonds may be approximated 
in any plane by the area of intersections of all the flaws with that plane. To get a quantity 
easy to handle the area is scaled by the size of the representative volume element. Now, 
consider a representative volume element at some point P oriented by a plane defined by 
its normal unit vector n , see figure 2.9. 
n 
Figure 2.9: Representative volume element. 
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Now assume that 8A is the area of intersection of the plane with the representative 
volume element and 8Aar is the effective area of the intersections of all microcracks or 
microcaviaties which lie in 8A then the damage D(P, n, x) attached to the point Pin the 
direction n and at the abcissa x is 
D(P, n, X) = b:~r (2.15) 
If the damage variable has to be continuous over the representative volume element, it is 
necessary to consider all planes varying with x and select the one which is most damaged. 
This means that the x disapears and the damage is determined as 
D(l) ) _ 8Aa 
'
11 
- 8A (2.16) 
It should here be noted that the variable is bounded by 0 and 1 corresponding to undam-
aged state when D = 0 and total failure when D = 1. 
Effective Stress Concept 
Another usable metod is the concept of effective stresses. Consider a one-dimensional 
element loaded axially by a force F. The stress in the element can in case of no damage 
be determined as 
F 
C1 = -
A 
(2.17) 
where A is the area! of the element. If all defects in the material is oriented in a way, so no 
forces are acting on the surfaces of microcracks etc. an effective stress can be introduced 
F a 
Cf= = --
A- Av 1 - D 
(2.18) 
This definition of damage only holds in tension, because the defects will normally close 
. . 
m compressiOn. 
Strain Equivalence Principle 
In 1971 J. Lemaitre proposed a principle at the mesoscale. The principle is based on 
thermodynamics. The method of local states in thermodynamics which assumes that the 
thermodynamic state at a point is completely defined by the values of a set of continuous 
state variables depending upon the point considered, Lemaitre (62]. This postulate ap-
plied at the microscale imposes that the constitutive equations for the strain of a micro 
volume element are not modified by a neighbouring micro volume element containing a 
microcrack. Extrapolating this principle to the mesoscale, the strain constitutive equa-
tions written for the undamaged area A- Av are not modified by the damage and the true 
stress on the material is the effective stress (f rather than the initial stress a. J. Lemaitre 
stated the following "Any strain constitutive equation for a damaged material may be de-
rived in the same way as fo r virgin material except that the usual stress is replaced by the 
effective stress", [62]. 
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The Coupling Between Strains and Damage 
Based on the earlier descriptions of damage mechanics and as a direct application of the 
strain equivalence principle, the uniaxial laws of elasticity and plasticity can be written 
as 
(J" 
Ee = = 
E 
(2.19) 
where the elasticity modulus E of the damaged material is defined as E = E(l -D). 
In plasticity the law is a little more complicated because it is necessary to take two kinds 
of strain hardening into consideration. 1. Isotropic hardening related to the density of 
dislocations or flow arrests and 2. the kinematic hardening related to the state of internal 
microstress concentrations. The corresponding back stress defines the centre of the elastic 
domain in tension-compression. 
If O" !I is the yield stress, R is the stress due to isotropic hardening and X is the so called 
back stress, both functionals of the plastic strain, the one dimensional plasticity criterion 
defining the current treshold of yield limit is 
f = '(J" - XI - R- O"y = 0 (2.20) 
where f is the yield function from which the kinetic constitutive equation for plastic strain 
is derived 
{ 
f = 0 
3tp f. 0 if ~nd , 
/ = 0 
(2.21) 
Introducing damage, according to the principle of strain equivalence the yield function f 
must be rewritten as 
(J" 
! = 1-- - XI - R-O"y = O 
1 - D 
(2.22) 
where it is seen that damage decreases the yield stress, the isotropic strain hardening 
stress and the back stress as shown in figure 2.10. 
At the mesoscale the rupture criterion is a crack initiation which occupies the whole 
control surface, i.e. D = 1. Normally rupture occurs earlier due to a process of instability 
which suddenly induces decohesion in the remaining area. It corresponds to a critical 
value of damage De which depends upon material and loading conditions. This final 
decohesion of atoms is characterized by a critical value O"er of the effective stress acting 
on the remaining resisting area. The critical stress is given by 
(J" 
O"er = ---
1- De 
(2.23) 
Normally O"er can be approximated by the ultimate stress which is easy to identify but 
always smaller. 
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Figure 2.10: Schematic evaluation of the plastic yield criterion with damage. 
2.3.4 Assessment of Damage at Micro/Mesa Level 
Direct Measurement 
19 
A way to assess damage is to measure the damaged area AD directly and then determine 
the damage as Ddirect = 6:f. This methods is of course destructive because it is necessary 
to cut the material into thin pieces for microscopic investigations and it is therefore not 
appliable in connection with existing structures. 
Indirect Measurement 
Contrary to the direct measurement a lot of methods based on indirect measurement 
techniques exist and the most important will briefly be explained here. 
Another destructive method is measurement of variations in the modulus of elast icity. 
The analysis is carried out by making a test specimen which is subjected to mechanical 
testing. During the test the damaged modulus of elasticity E is determined and the 
damage is found as 
E 
D elasticit y = 1 - E (2 .24) 
As a non-destructive indirect method one could mention ultrasonic wave propagation 
where the modulus of elasticity is estimated by measuring the speed of ultrasonic waves. 
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It can be shown that the longitudinal wave speed Vt and transverse wave speed Vt in a 
linear isotropic elastic medium are 
E 1 - V 
p ( 1 + 1/) ( 1 - 2v) ' 
2 E J 
V--
t - p 2(1 + 1/) (2.25) 
where E is the modulus of elasticity, p is the density and v is Poissons's ratio. Using 
the longtudinal wave speed in both the undamaged and the damaged case provides the 
following estimate for the damage parameter 
E pvf 
D=1 --=1--
E pv[ 
assuming unchanged density the damage can be approximately determined as 
-2 
VI 
Dultro.sonic = 1 - 2 
Vt 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
T his method will in some cases also be destructive because the material has to be limited 
to a specific maximum thickness. 
2.3.5 Assessment of Damage at Structure Level (Macro Level) 
In many cases one is not particularly interested in the damage state at every point of 
the structure but rather in the overall damage state of the whole structure or parts of 
the structure. In principle one should determine the damage state at all points of the 
structure and should then be averaged into a vector or scalar which indicate the overall 
damage state of the structure. From the examples of damage assessment methods at the 
micro/meso level it is illustrated how cumbersome damage assessment can be especially 
for large structures, where the number of different members can be quite high. For damage 
assessment in existing structures the approach on the micro/meso level is rejected and a 
macro level approach is normally chosen. At the macro level the damage is an interaction 
between a lot of local damages which in practice mean that the damage state has to 
be measured in an indirect manner. This is normally done by measuring one or more 
parameters which are proven to be highly correlated to the overall damage of the structure 
and in the following some of the most known methods are presented. 
Strength Degradation 
If the strength demand on a structure or member, calculated assuming elastic behaviour, 
does not exceed the yield capacity of the structure, damage to the structure will be very 
small. On the other hand, if the calculated demands approach or exceed the ultimate 
strength , damage may be very high in the structure or member. Hence, the ratio of 
strength demands to the ultimate strength can be used as a measure of damage. 
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Ductility Changes 
The ductility of a structure is its ability to deform inelastically without total fracture and 
substantial loss of strength. In the literature it is common to express these deformation 
demands in terms of a ductility ratio, calculated as the ratio of maximum deformation 
to deformation at first yield. The deformation considered can be of all kinds, rotation , 
displacement, strain in a member etc. At structure level usually displacements is used. 
Energy Dissipation 
The energy dissipation capacity of a structure or member is its ability to dissipate energy 
through hysteretic behaviour. A structure has a limited capacity to dissipate energy and 
damage will occur when this capacity is exceeded. It is therefore possible io use ihe 
amount of dissipated energy in the structure or the members as a measure of damage. 
As it will be illustrated in chapter 3, dissipated energy has been used in several damage 
assessment methods for RC-structures. 
Stiffness Degradation 
The natural period of a building normally increases during a seismic event, indicating 
that the damage has caused a loss of stiffness. Due to the fact that natural periods are 
relatively easy to measure several attemps have been made to est ablish a measure of 
damage based on natural periods. 
2.4 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter an introduction to the two components in reinforced concrete, steel and 
concrete, is given. Furthermore, an introduction to general damage modelling/ assessment 
IS given. 
From the study of the behaviour of concrete and steel it can be concluded that several 
factors such as strain rates and load levels etc. influence the behaviour of the two materials 
and thereby the global structural behaviour of reinforced concrete structures. In case of 
structures subjected to earthquakes, the typical strain-rate is in the range of 2 - 3 · 10- 3 
which for typical types of reinforcement steel according to (2.11) gives increases of 5- 10 
per cent of the yield level. For the strength of concrete also an increase in the range of 
5-10 per cent is found by (2.13) and for the stiffness of concrete an increase of 2-5 per 
cent is found using (2.14). 
When it comes to damage evaluation of entire structures from studying the global re-
sponse, the damage incurred by the local structural parts of the structure have to be 
considered at a higher level where all the local damages are collected into a single quantity 
describing the damage state of e.g. a part of the structure. This approach to damage as-
sessment is referred to as damage assessment at the macroscale level which is the approach 
that will be adopted in this thesis. In the following chapter the presented methodologies 
will be related directly to reinforced concrete structures. 
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Chapter 3 
Available Damage Indices 
T he basic idea in the work presented in this thesis is from response measurements some-
how to get a measure of the damage in a structure either in global form, where a parameter 
describes the damage state of the whole structure, or in local form, where several param-
eters describe the damage states of different substructures of a structure. The parameters 
will be referred to as Damage Indices (DI). Here a damage index is defined as a numer-
ical quantity that is correlated to the severity of damage in a structure or substructure. 
By damage is meant the reduction in the capability of the considered structural com-
ponenents to resist the applied loads as e.g. described in chapter 2. Physical damage in 
reinforced concrete structures can appear as cracks, crushing of concrete, sliding between 
reinforcement and concrete, spalling of concrete etc. In the literature generally two types 
of damage assessment from response measurements can be considered. The first case 
is where the structure behaves approximately linearly during the damaging event and 
only small modal changes occur, and the second case is where the structure shows severe 
non-linearities with large changes of the modal parameters. The main difference between 
the two cases is that when the structure shows only small (~ 10 per cent) changes in 
modal parameters a linearization of the relation between local stiffnesses and the modal 
parameters work quite well, see e.g. Cawley and Adams [16]. This is not the case if 
severe non-linearities occur . In this thesis emphasis is put on the case where the structure 
shows severe non-linearities as in the case of RC-Structures subjected to strong seismic 
events. The aim of this chapter is to introduce the various damage indices proposed in 
the literature. 
The chapter is organized with an introduction describing the desirable characteristics of 
a good damage index. Next the damage indices avai lable in the literature are divided 
into four different categories where the different categories are presented. The different 
damage indices proposed by different researchers will be presented separately even though 
they may be founded on the same principles such as energy dissipation, maximum dis-
placements etc. After the presentation of the available damage indices an example is given 
where the damage indices are calculated for a simulated example. The simulations are 
performed using the program SARCOF, see appendix A. 
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3.1 Introduction 
A major task in assessment of damage in structures that has survived a strong motion 
event is to be capable of determining quantitative indices which in a clear and understand-
able way represent the structural damage that the structure has suffered. During the past 
20-30 years a considerable amount of research has been concentrated on the development 
of methods to accomplish that goal, Banon et al. [7], [8], [9], Chung et al [22], Culver et 
a.l. [23], DiPasquaJe et al. [26], [27], [28], [29], Hassiotis et al. [36], Nielsen et al. [76],[77], 
Pandey et al. [82], Park et al. [86], [87], [88], [89], [90], [91], Penny et al. [92], Powell 
et al. [94], Rahman et al. [95], Rodriguez-Gomez [98], Roufaiel et al. [99], Sozen [122], 
Stephens [123], [124], Stubbs et al. [126], Toussi et al. [134], [135] and Yao et al. [146]. 
Clearly the desirable characteristics of such methods include: 
1. General applicability, meaning that the method should be valid for a variety of 
different structural systems subjected to different load hi stories. 
2. Simple applicability, i.e. the damage indices should be easily formulated and eval-
uated. 
3. Physically interpretable, i.e. the evaluated damage indices should be consistently 
correlated to physical damage states such as a reduced effective area as defined in 
chapter 2. 
In general structural damage has been defined in terms of either economics or safety/ strength. 
Economic damage indices are usually expressed as some ratio of repair costs to replace-
ment cost for a structure or structural element. Safety /strength damage indices are nor-
mally related to deterioration in some form of the structural resistance (either stiffness or 
strength). In this thesis only the safety/strength approach to damage assessment will be 
emphasized. 
3.2 Damage Indices (DI) 
When a structure is subjected to strong ground motions it normally experiences one or 
more cycles of reversed inelastic deformations. The damage introduced to the structure is 
often related to the maximum magnitude and number of cycles of such inelastic response. 
Therefore, many of the proposed methods have been based on maximum deformation and 
low cycle fatigue characteristics of the response. However, experimental studies by Banon 
et al. [7] and Park et al. [87] have shown that neither damage indices based on maximum 
deformation nor damage indices based on cumulative damage theory turn out to perform 
satisfactorily and some kind of combination seems to be the most appropriate damage 
index. Some of the typical components seen in proposed damage indices are related to 
maximum ductility, stiffness degradation, cumulative inelastic deformation or cumulative 
dissipated energy combined in various ways. In general the damage indices proposed in 
the literature can be divided into the following four categories: 
1. Maximum deformation damage indices 
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2. Cumulative damage indices 
3. Maximum deformation and cumulative damage indices 
4. Maximum softening damage indices 
T hese four categories will be described separately below. 
3.2.1 Maxiluum Deformation Damage Indices 
Ductility Ratios 
2.C) 
The ductility of a structure or a member of a structure is defined as its abili ty to deform 
inelastically wi thout total fracture and substantial loss of st rength. In the literature it is 
common to express these deformation demands in terms of a ductility ratio DR, calcu-
lated as the ratio of maximum deformation to deformation at first yield. This ductility 
ratio D R is used directly as a damage measure where the critical value is a material 
parameter. The maximum deformation is determined from the load-deformation history 
of the considered structure. The deformation considered can be of all kinds, curvature, 
rotation, displacement, strain in a member etc. At structural level usual displacements 
are used, and the DR will then be expressed as a displacement ductility ratio defined as 
(3.1) 
Where Um is the maximum displacement and ~ 11 is the yielding displacement. 
Ductility ratios have been used extensively in seismic analysis to evaluate the capacity 
of structures undergoing inelastic deformations, Rahman and Grigoriu [95]. However, as 
damage index, the ductility ratio often performs unsatifactorily because it cannot account 
for both duration and frequency content of typical ground motions, Banon and Veneziano 
[8]. Furthermore, the DR is limited by the fact that determination of response at yielding 
of an element or structure is difficult. The interpretation of this kind of damage index is 
also a problem since the critical value of the ductility ratio is varying from structure to 
structure. 
Interstorey Drift 
lnterstorey drift ID is defined as the relative interstorey-displacement of a storey and has 
been proposed as a damage index for multistorey structures by several investigators in 
different variations. 
Culver et al. [23] proposed for multistorey structures a storey damage index defined as 
the observed maximum storey displacement .6.max,i to the storey displacement at failure 
.6.failure,i 
.6.max,i 
I D cu/ver = -,6.-.--'--
failure,i 
(3.2) 
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Figure 3.1: Displacement ductility. 
A severe drawback for this damage index is that the interstorey displacement at failure 
needs to be determined, which may be qui te difficult, as well as the fact that the interpre-
tation of the resulting quantitative measure of damage with respect to the actual damage 
state of the storey is left to the user. 
Toussi and Yao [134] proposed a damage index defined as the ratio between the maximum 
interstorey displacement and the storey height h 
ID L:l.max,i T&Y = 
h 
(3.3) 
From studies of test data of structural component and small scale structures, it was 
found that values of I Dr&Y smaller than 1% correspond to damage of non-structural 
components while values of I Dr&Y larger than 4% may result in irreparable structural 
damage or collapse, Sozen [122] and Toussi and Yao [134]. 
Sozen [122] found from studies on reduced size laboratory tests that an appropriate dam-
age index could be defined as the ratio of the maximum interstorey displacement L:l.max,i 
to the mean interstorey displacement over the height H of the structure 
ID L:l.max,i Sozen = 11 
"~ maxtl 
L...,J=l n 
(3.4) 
Where n is the number of storeys of the structure. 
However , for this damage index no guidelines for interpretation of an observed interstorey 
drift has been established making the index difficult to use. Furthermore it should be 
noted that this index calculated for a storey depends on the interstorey drift in the 
remaining storeys and makes the index highly dependent on the specific structure and 
the type of load. 
Finally Roufaiel and Mayer [99] proposed a Global Damage Index GDI for reinforced 
concrete structures, defined as the ratio of the maximum plastic roof displacement U of 
a structure to a plastic roof displacement of six per cent of the height of the structure 
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( 
Umax,R- Uy ) 
GDIR&M = max 0.06H _ Uy , 0 (3.5) 
Where H is the height of the structure and Uy is the displacement of the roof at yield. The 
value of six per cent was selected based on the rotation observed at failure in component 
tests. Ba.sed on analysis of test results of a small size model of a complete structural 
system it was stated that a value of zero of G D I R&M correponds to a state where no 
damage is present, and a value of l corresponds to total collapse. 
It should be noted, that the interstorey displacement ba.sed damage indices defined by 
(3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) in principle are identical except for different normalizations. 
A common weakness of all the presented DI's based on interstorey displacements is that 
a proper mapping of a given value of the DI to a physical damage state is more or less 
missing and furthermore the critical interstorey drift is likely to vary significantly from 
structure to structure making the indices unsuitable for general application. 
Flexural Damage Ratio 
Banon et al. [7] correlated damage to the ratio of initial stiffness /{; to the secant stiffness 
/( RS at the maximum displacement forming the socalled Flexural Damage Ratio given as 
FDR = J(RS 
/(i 
{3.6) 
The secant stiffness and the initial stiffness are illustrated in figure 3.2. For reinforced 
concrete members Banon et al. [7] found that the fiexural damage ratio and the rotation 
ductility, i.e. (3.1) based on rotation deformations, were highly correlated. 
p 
u 
Figure 3.2: Definition of fiexural damage ratio. 
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Modified Flexural Damage Ratio 
Roufaiel and Mayer [99] suggested to modify the flexural damage ratio so it was defined 
as the ratio of the secant stiffness at the onset of failure f{m to the minimum reduced 
secant stiffness I<r, see figure 3.3. 
a) b) 
p p 
u 
Figure 3.3: Definition of modified flexural damage ratio. a) Definition of minimum secant 
stiffness. b) Definition of secant stiffness at the onset of failure in a one-cycle test. 
MFDR = I<m 
J(r 
(3.7) 
A ratio of approximately zero corresponds to no damage and one corresponds to total fail-
ure. The following limits for damage characterizations were stated. 0-0.25: low damage, 
0.25-0.50: moderate damage, 0.50-0.75: High damage and 0.75-1.0 severe damage. How-
ever, Roufaiel and Mayer admitted that this damage index would be difficult to calculate 
for an actual structure and they suggested that it should be used in extended response 
analyses. 
3.2.2 Cumulative Damage Indices 
Normalized Cumulative Deformations 
Banon and Veneziano [8] proposed the normalized cumulative deformation as a damage 
index which is defined as the ratio of the sum over all half-cycles of all the maximum 
plastic deformations Up,i to the deformation at yield uy 
NCD = f jup, l 
i= l Uy 
(3.8) 
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Figure 3.4: Definition of plastic deformation. 
Where m is the number of half-cycle response during the seismic event. Normally the 
maximum plastic deformation is calculated as the displacement at zero force in the force-
deformation curve, see figure 3.4. 
Similar to the ductility ratio, the N CD is difficult to use since know ledge of the defor-
mation at yield is required. Furthermore, the interpretation of a given value of the N RD 
is difficult in practice since there may be significant difference in the N CD for different 
elements which actually have the same damage level. 
Normalized Cumulative Dissipated Energy 
Additionally, Banon and Veneziano [8] proposed the normalized cumulative dissipated 
energy as a damage index. The normalized dissipated energy is defined as the ratio of the 
energy dissipated in inelastic deformation to the elastic energy Ee that would be stored 
in the member. 
(3.9) 
tm is the duration of the seismic event, M(r) is the moment at t = r, ()(dr ) is the rotation 
from t = T to t = T + dr, My is the yield moment and ()Y is the yield rotation. 
Banon et al. [7] showed for several examples that the normalized cumulative dissipated 
energy and the normalized cumulative deformation were highly correlated, but the values 
of these indices showed significant variation at failure in reinforced concrete components. 
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Low Cycle Fatigue 
Yao and Munze [146] proposed a damage index DY&M expressed as a function of the sum 
of a non-linear function of the inelastic deformation per response half-cycle uPi 
m 
DY&M = CL:IuPJ (3.10) 
i=l 
where C a.nd c are constants and m is the number of half-cycles of response. Obviously, 
(3.10) is a generalization of (3.8), which is obtained for the special case of c = 1. 
Iemura [41] proposed a similar damage index for low cycle fatigue in reinforced concrete 
structures expressed in terms of the rotation ductility per response half-cycle, f.Lo, 
m 
DI=BL:I~-to.lb (3.11) 
i=l 
Where B and b are constants and m is the number of half-cycles of response. 
It was found by Iemura that this type of damage index adequately represented the dete-
rioration of the structural component, but the constants C, B , c, b are dependent on the 
component meaning that no general rules are developed. 
Stephens' Method 
Stephens [124], [125] defines a cumulative plastic deformation damage function where the 
damage sustained during a cycle of response is determined as 
(3.12) 
where c; is a fatigue damage exponent given as c; = 1 - ( b · Upt ,i ); b is a deformat ion rat io 
U pc,t 
coefficient. Upf is the positive change in plastic deformation in a one-cycle test to failure 
conducted at the relative deformation ratio of cycle i. fl.d; is the incremental damage 
during cycle i. 
T he totale damage in a member after m cycles of response then is 
(3.13) 
It should be noted that if the fatigue exponent c; and the normalization factor Upf are 
assumed constant the model is identical to the ones proposed by Yao and Munze and 
lemura, where t he load history is neglected . 
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Figure 3.5: Definition of parameters in Stephens' index. 
In Stephens [125] this index was investigated extensively and from a study of several 
experimental data sets the parameters in the model were estimated. The method was 
introduced in a simple and an extended version, where the extended version included the 
magnitude of the plastic deformations in the fatigue exponent c;. In the simple model 
(here called DSS) the parameter c; was assumed constant and from a best fit analysis c; 
was found to 1. 77 for RC-structures. In the extended version (here called DSE) of the 
index the deformation ratio coefficient b was found as 0. 77. 
Chung, Meyer and Shinozuka's Method 
Chung, Meyer and Shinozuka proposed a method [22] that combines a modified version of 
Miner's hypothesis with damage acceleration factors that reflect the effect of the loading 
history. Further, the fact that reinforced concrete members typically respond differently 
to positive and negative moments. A damage index is defined as 
(3.14) 
where i is an indicator of displacement or curvature level, N; is the number of cycles 
to cause failure at displacement level i, n; is the number of cycles actually applied at 
curvature level i and a; is a damage modifier. 
The effect of the load history is captured by including the damage modifiers at and a; 
which for positive moment loading is defined as 
ot + otl 
207 • 
(3 .15) 
where k!j = ~ is the stiffness during the jth cycle up to load level i. kt is the average 
stiffness during N/ cycles up to load level i 
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3.2.3 Maximum Deformation and Cumulative Damage Indices 
Park and Ang 
Park and Ang [86] defined a local damage index which combines the influence of the 
maximum deformation and the absorbed hysteretic energy. The damage index is expressed 
as the following linear combination: 
ttmax f3 j 
D(P&A),i = -- + -- dE 
Uu Qyuu 
(3.16) 
Where ttmax is the maximum deformation during the earthquake, tlu is the ultimate 
deformation under monotonic loading, Qy is the yield strength, dE is the incrementally 
absorbed energy and f3 is a non-negative strength deteriorating parameter. 
The determination of the different parameters in the model is carefully explained in Park 
et al. [86], and will only be referred briefly here. The displacement ttmax and the ultimate 
displacement u,. are only well defined in the case of a cantilever beam fixed at one end. The 
determination of these quantities in other cases, such as beams and columns is certainly 
not very clear. Therefore, Rodrigues-Gomez [98] suggested to use curvatures instead of 
displacements, and the correlation between the damage index based on curvature and 
displacement is shown to be high. The strength deteriorating parameter f3 has to be 
found experimentally. Park and Ang [86] found f3 by linear regression from a large set 
(261) of beams and columns. This index has been used in a great variety of papers and 
is probably one of the most referenced methods. 
Banon and Veneziano's Method 
Banon and Veneziano proposed in [8] that the damage state of a structural member can 
be described by two damage indices namely the ftexural damage ratio given by (3.6 and 
the normalized dissipated energy given by (3.9) . These two quantities are chosen from a 
correlation study of the different damage indices proposed in the literature. 
A damage vector D( T) is then defined as 
(3.17) 
where D1 = F DR and D2 =En. 
No attempt to combine them into a simple damage index similar to (3.16) was made. 
3.2.4 Maximum Softening Damage Index 
In several papers DiPasquale and Qakmak [26], Koyliioglu et al. [59] and Nielsen et al. 
[76] proposed methods for damage assessment based on the so-called maximum softening 
concept. 
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The maximum softening concept is based on the variation of the vibrational periods of a 
structure during a seismic event. In the different papers a correlation is found between the 
damage state of a reinforced concrete structure that has experienced earthquake and the 
maximum softening 5M. DiPasquale and Qakmak [26] define the maximum softening 5M 
for the one-dimensional case, where only the fundamental eigenfrequency is considered, 
as: 
(3 .18) 
Where To is the initial fundamental eigcnperiod for the undamaged structure and '/~nax 
is the maximum value of the fundamental eigenperiod during the earthquake, sec figure 
3.6. 
T [s] 
TMAX 
t 
Figure 3.6: Definition of maximum value of the fundamental etgenperiod. 
DiPasquale and Qakmak [26] performed an extensive study of this index and found a very 
consistent mapping between a certain value of the index and the damage state of the 
structure. The obtained distribution functions of the observed limit state values of the 
one-dimensional index are shown in figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3. 7: Distribution function of observed limi t state values of one-dimensional maxi-
mum softening index 5M. 
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A drawback for this damage index is that it is only a global index displaying the average 
stiffness reduction of the entire structure giving no information about the damage distri-
bution in the structure as e.g. the interstorey drifts. In Nielsen et al. [76] the maximum 
softening concept is extented to the two-dimensional case, where not only the fundamen-
tal mode is considered. Now both the 1st and 2nd smoothed time-varying eigenperiod 
are requested. Another problem with this method is that the smoothed time-varying 
eigenperiod of the structure has to be evaluated from the measured earthquake response 
of the structure. This can be done by using e.g. moving windows where FFT or ARMA 
analysis is performed or by more advanced methods such as Extended Kalman-filtering, 
see Kirkega.ard et al. [51], or recursive ARMAV models as presented in chapter 4. 
It is clear from the definition of this index that in case the maximum softening is 0 no 
damage ha.s occurred in the st ructure, and when 8M = 1 there has been a total loss of 
global stiffness in the structure. In order to use the maximum softening as a measure of 
the damage of the structure it is nessecary to establish a quantitative relationship between 
the numerical value of the maximum softening and engineering features of damage. This 
relationship is obviously very complicated and has to be found by measurement from real 
structures by regression analysis. 
3.2.5 Examples with SARCOF Simulations 
In this section a simulated example is presented to give an impression of the correlation 
between the different damage indices. The reason for using simulated data is that by 
using a finite element model a damage index can be calculated from the state variables 
in the finite element model, see appendix A. 
Consider the finite element model of a 6-storey RC-model test frame described in section 
5.5.3. Assume that it has been subjected to an earthquake (with centre frequency close to 
the first mode of the structure), that the force-deformation curves illustrated in figure 3.8 
have been evaluated from storey acceleration measurements and that the development in 
the fundamental frequency has been estimated as illustrated in figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.8: Storey-force-deformation curves for a 6-storey reinforced concrete frame. Si m-
ulations with SARCOF. 
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Figure 3.9: Development in the fundamental period of a 6-storey RC-frame. Simulation 
with SARCOF. 
From this information the damage indices presented in section 3.2 can be calculated and 
for the considered case they are presented in table 3.1. (The fatigue damage indices 
of Meyer, Chung and Shinozuka, Yao and Munze and Iemura are not calculated due 
to the lack of appropriate values for the cyclic behaviour of the considered structure. 
Furthermore, the MFDR is not calculated due to the lack of tests where the structure has 
been tested to failure). 
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SARCOF Damage Index 
For the simulations performed for this example, the SARCOF program has been modified 
to calculate what could be considered to be the "real" damage of each element as a 
function of time. This damage index is referred to as 8sARCOF and is calculated from an 
equivalent homogeneous bending stiffness (EI(t)) of t he element as 
(EJ(t)) = (1- 8sARCOF( t)) 2Elo 
8sARCOF(t) = 1 - (EI(t)) 
Elo 
(3. 19) 
(3.20) 
where EI0 is the bending stiffness of the undamaged beam. T he equivalent homogeneous 
bending stiffness is calculated as 
l [ 1 dx 
(E I (t)) - lo EI(x, t) (3.21) 
where l is the length of the element. This damage index is used as the actual or "real" 
damage of the element to evaluate the damage indices obtained by the proposed method. 
(EI(t)) is the bending stiffness that produces the same deflection of a beam to bending 
moments of equal magnitude applied at the end sections as the actual beam element. 
Storey 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. Global Indices 
DR 5.06 3.91 3.31 2.19 - - -
FDR 0.27 0.47 0.54 0.66 0.79 0.95 -
I Dcu/ver 0.47 0.73 0.61 0.41 0.25 0.09 -
IDT&Y 0.046 0.071 0.060 0.040 0.021 0.009 -
I Dsozen 1.11 1.73 1.46 0.97 0.51 0.21 -
N CD 24.36 8.39 8.15 4.56 0.77 1.23 -
P&A 0.95 1.29 1.00 0.59 0.23 0.1 1 -
NDE 43.24 25.56 17.58 8.37 0.48 0.18 -
DSS 0.55 0.39 0.34 0.12 0.01 0.02 -
DSE 0.69 0.47 0.42 0.16 0.03 0.04 -
8M - - - - - - 0.42 
GDPR&M - - - - - - 0.60 
8sARCOF 0.49 0.46 0.37 0.18 0.03 0.00 -
Table 3.1: Calculated damage indices. 
3.3. Weighted Average of Local Damage Indices 
For calculation the Dls the following parameters have been used. 
A failure interstorey drift of 10 per cent 
{3 = 0.25 in Park and Ang's index 
~ = 1.77 in Stephens simple index DSS 
b = 0. 77 in Stephens extended index DS E 
Table 3.2: Parameters used. 
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From the damage indices shown in table 3.1 it is seen that a good correlation is found 
between the damage index 8sARCOF and the two damage indices DSS and DSE defined 
by Stephens and the damage index P&A defined by Park and Ang. Also, the ductility 
ratio DR, ftexural damage ratio FDR, the different types of interstorey drifts IDculver, 
I Dr&Y and I Dsozen 1 the normalized cumulative deformation NC D and the normalized 
dissipated energy N DE show resonable correlation to the damage index OsARCOF, but the 
magnitude of the damage is very difficult to assess based on these Dls, since the numerical 
values of the Dls do not have an upper bound and only limited guidelines have been given 
for the damage indices. For the considered case it can be concluded that the calculated 
Dls indicate that the two lower storeys are severely damaged, the third and fourth storey 
are a little less damaged and the fifth and sixth storey are practically undamaged. 
3.3 Weighted Average of Local Damage Indices 
Several of the damage indices presented in this chapter are by nature local and supposed 
to be calculated for a local element as e.g. a beam or column. In order to obtain a global 
scalar damage index for an entire structure it is necessary to have methods to weigh these 
local values of damage indices into a global parameter. Kunnath et al. [56] proposed an 
energy weighted average of the local damage indices as: 
Li'::t D;E; 
l:i=t E; 
(3.22) 
Where D9 is the global damage index, D; is the local damage index at substructure i, E; 
is the dissipated energy at substructure i and n is the number of substructures. Park et 
al. [87] suggested to use the local damage index itself as a weight leading to 
(3.23) 
It should be noted that (3.22) and (3.23) are only examples of possible weights that can 
be used to calculate a global damage index from local damage indices and that there is no 
unique way of mapping the local indices to a global damage index. The weights could also 
be assigned from other considerations such as considering lower storeys more important 
than upper storey etc. 
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3.4 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter a review of the different damage indices proposed in the li terature is given. 
It is concluded that not all of the proposed damage indices fulfil the desired characteristics 
set up in the introduction. The ductility ratio DR and the various damage indices based 
on interstorey drifts obviously suffer from the fact that values of the indices are difficult 
to correlate consistently to a certain degree of damage, and the fact that no account is 
taken at the load history. On the other hand the formulation of the indices is simple. 
The ftexural damage ratio F D R and the modified damage ratio M F D R are easier to 
deal with in terms of interpretation since they are at least bounded by 0 and 1 and 
some guideline has been given in case of the M F DR. Nevertheless, the problem of a 
unique mapping of a certain value of the damage index to a certain physical damage 
state remains. Furthermore, in the case of the M F D R, know ledge from reference tests 
performed until failure is needed which in practice makes the index impossible to use for 
damage assessment. 
The normalized cumulative rotation and the normali zed dissipated energy suffer from 
the same problems as the DR and I Ds, since the values of the indices are not bounded 
and no general rules for mapping observed indices into a damage classification has been 
set up. The different indices based on low cycle fatigue have the disadvantage of beeing 
dependent on the structure considered meaning that several parameters in the fatigue 
model has to be determined from reference tests for each element/structure considered. 
The most suitable one is Stephens' method that only requires knowledge of the positive 
change in plastic deformation in a one-cycle test that causes failure. Of the methods 
combining maximum deformation damage and cumulated damage, the method of Banon 
and Veniziano is probably the easiest to use since both of the components in the damage 
vector can relatively easily be calculated from the force deformat ion curve. The obvious 
disadvantage of this method is that the damage index is a vector including two components 
which may be hard to map in a certain damage state. The damage index of Park and 
Ang is so widely used that some guidelines for the interpretation can be set up but 
the problem with this index is the determination of the ultimate deformation and the 
parameter f3 that has been shown to vary dramatically from element to element. Finally, 
the maximum softening is evaluated and the main disadvantage with this index is that 
it only works at structural level giving only an indication of the global damage state of 
the structure. This index however has a main advantage due to the fact that a relative 
consistant mapping between the value of the index and the actua l damage state of the 
structure has been found. 
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In table 3.3 all the Dls presented in this section are li sted with the required input for each 
of the Dls. 
Damage Index Necessary input 
Ductility Ratio DR Force-deformation curve 
Flexural Damage Ratio F DR Force-deformation curve 
Interstorey Drift by Culver I Dcu/ver Deformation t ime series 
Interstorey Drift by Toussi and Yao I Dr&l' Deformation time series 
Interstorey Drift by Sozen I Dsozen Deformation time series 
Normalized Cumulative deformations NC D Deformat ion time series 
Park and Ang index P&A Force-deformation curve 
Normalized Dissipated energy N DE Force-deformation curve 
Stephens simple index DSS Force-deformation curve 
Stephens extended index DSE Force-deformation curve 
Maximum softening index bM Frequency development 
Global roof displacement index GDPR&M Deformation time series 
Table 3.3: Necessary input for calculation of Damage Indices. 
In the following chapter methods for estimation of the necessary inputs listed in table 3.3 
will be presented. 
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Chapter 4 
Estimation of Input Parameters 
In chapter 3 it was found that all the methods proposed in t he literature req uired 
some kind of processing of the measured storey responses. The Dls based on defor-
mations, the Dis based on cumulative principles and combinations of these require that 
the displacement time series and/or the force deformation curve for t he considered com-
ponent/substructure are known. Since it is normally the acceleration response t hat is 
measured some processing of the raw data is required to obtain these quantities. In t he 
case of the maximum softening DI and the DI defined in chapter 5 the development of 
the frequencies and the mode shapes of the structure is needed and again t hese have to 
be extracted by proper processing from the measured responses. The aim of this chapter 
is therefore to provide methods for estimation of the deformation time series, the force 
deformation curve and the eigenfrequencies and mode shapes. In section 4.1 a method 
proposed by Stephens [125] for estimation of the force-deformation curve is presented. In 
section 4.2 methods for estimation of modal parameters of time-invariant systems and 
for estimation of time-varying frequencies and mode shapes of time-varying systems an~ 
presented. 
4 .1 Estimation of the Force-Deformation Curve 
Since the main subject of this thesis is damage assessment from measurements on Re-
structures and almost all the methods (except maximum softening) presented in chapter 
3 require knowledge of the displacement response or force-deformation curve for the con-
sidered member/substructure there is a need for methods that can estimate these from 
the available data records from the structure. Dealing with real structures the maximum 
number of measurements along the structure will be as in the case of the test structures 
considered in in chapters 6-8 in this thesis. I.e. the horizontal accelerations are measured 
at the ground surface, as well as at all of the storeys as illustrated for a 2-bay, 6-storey 
RC-frame in figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: Maximum available measurement points along a 6-storey structure. 
From these measurements the displacement or/and t he force-deformation curve can be 
estimated for each storey. In the following a short review of a method for estimation of 
these from storey acceleration measurements of frame structures is given. 
Stephens [125] used a relatively simple m ethod to estimate the interstorey force-displacement 
curve using acceleration response information. T his method works in three st eps. The lat-
eral restoring force is calculated in an equivalent linear spring-mass model of the structure 
using the acceleration data, see figure 4.1. T he corresponding deformations are obtained 
from the displacement response which is obtained from noise processing and integration 
of the acceleration data. T he force-deformation response is estimated from this informa-
tion using a least squares interpolation technique. For the multi-degree-of-freedom shear 
storey model one lateral degree-of-freedom is assigned at each measuri ng point (storey), 
where the storey mass is lumped. 
F(t) 
a) Spring-mass model b) Free body diagram 
F igure 4.2: Simple spring-mass model. 
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The dynamic equilibrium expression will then be on the form 
N 
Fi(t) = L ffijXj(t) ( 4.1) 
where Fi(t) is the restoring force in the storey below mass i, N is the total number of 
masses, mj is the mass of storey j and xi(t) is the measured absolute acceleration at 
storey j. The restoring forces can then be calculated inserting the measured accelerations 
into ( 4.1). 
The deformation at each storey is calculated by taking the difference of the corresponding 
storey displa.cements obtained from integration of the measured accelerations. 
The force-deformation response between adjacent masses of the structure is then estimated 
by a polynomial piecewise paired force and deformation histories, see figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3: Piecewise paired force and deformation giving the force-deformation curve. 
I should be noted, that this force-deformation estimation technique is only effective when 
the relative displacement in the considered structure directly displays the deformation 
behaviour as in the case of frame structures. In other types of structures, notable shear 
wall structures or frames with shear walls and the relative deformation between two points 
in the structure may reflect rigid body rotation in addition to deformation. This difference 
in the displacement/deformation response is illustrated in figure 4.4 where figure 4.4a 
illustrates displacements in a frame structure and figure 4.4b illustrates displacements 
in a structure where significant rotations take place in the lower storey. In this case a 
significant part of the restoring is due to bending rather than shear. 
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Figure 4.4: a) Deformation mode, where (4.1) can be be used. b) Deformation mode, 
where (4.1) cannot be used. 
In order to evaluate the displacement from measured acceleration time series, two time 
integrations of the acceleration response become necessary. This process was intensively 
studied by Stephens [125] and he concluded that if the noise-filled acceleration signal was 
used uncritically, very misleading results may be obtained. A way to avoid these problems 
is to bandpassfilter the acceleration signal to cut very low and high frequency components 
out of the signal before integration. By performing such filtration only significant com-
ponents of the structural response are kept in the signal. After the first integration the 
velocity response was obtained and a new bandpassfiltering is performed before the last 
integration to obtain the displacement response. The procedure to get from acceleration 
response to displacement response is illustrated in figure 4.5. 
Input acceleration data 
Remove trends, spikes and 
bandpassfilter 
Integration, detrend and 
bandpassfilter 
Integration 
---....- Acceleration record 
----t- Velocity record 
---....- Displacement record 
Figure 4.5: The procedure to transform acceleration response to displacement response. 
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However, it has been found that the obtained displacement response is sensitive to the 
chosen truncation frequencies in the bandpassfiltering making this transformation very 
difficult, as illustrated in the following examples. 
4.1.1 Examples 
To illustrate some of the problems discussed in this section, two examples are given, where 
"perfect data" have been generated by the program SARCOF, and some artificially gener-
ated noise has been added. In the first example the problems connected with iniegrating 
noise filled signals are illustrated, and in the second example the need for the piecewise 
interpolation of the force and displacement time series is illustrated. The piecewise in-
terpolation is performed for each half-cycle during the signal as illustrated in figure 4.3, 
where a fourth order polynomial is fitted by a least-mean square procedure. 
Example 1: Integration of Noise-Filled Acceleration Signal 
Consider the two acceleration time series illustrated in figure 4.6. The signal in figure 
4.6a is perfectly noiseless and without trend, whereas the signal shown in figure 4.6b is 
noise filled with a slight trend. 
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Figure 4.6: Acceleration time series, a) Noise-free and detrended and b) Noise-filled and 
trended. 
As seen from the obtained displacements shown in figure 4. 7 even little noise and a very 
slight trend in the signal can cause a severe drift in the signal. 
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Figure 4. 7: Displacement realizations obtained by direct integration of noise- free and 
detrended data [--],and using noise polluted and trended data [· · · ·] . 
Example 2: Piecewise Interpolation of the Force-Deformation Curve 
Even after the integration and filtration performed in the previous example, inaccuracies 
and noise make the obtained restoring force time history and interstorey displacement 
time history unsuitable for direct plotting of the force-deformation curve. Consider the 
noise filled force and displacement time histories shown in figure 4.8 (generated with a 
noise- to-signal ratio ~ = 0.05. If the noise filled signals are used directly for plotting 
O'.!tgnCJl 
the force-deformation curve, the result is obtained as shown at figure 4.9b. Compared 
to the correct curve in figure 4.9a it is seen that it is practically useless due to the large 
fluctuations. 
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Figure 4.8: Noise filled restoring force and interstorey displacement time series. 
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Figure 4.9: Force-deformation curves. a) Correct, b) Force-deformation curve obtained 
directly using noise filled time series. 
If however, the piecewise interpolation is used, a much better result is obtained as shown 
in figure 4.10b. 
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Figure 4.10: Force-deformation curves. a) Correct, b) Force-deformation curve obtained 
using the piecewise interpolated force and deformation curves. 
Based on the performed simulation study it is found that the obtained results from signal 
processing of noise-filled data may be highly sensitive to the chosen procedure and that 
one has to be very careful when applying the methods. 
4.2 Modal Identification from Measured Response 
In section 4. 1 methods for estimation of displacement time series and the force-deformation 
curve from measured ground acceleration and storey acceleration time series were given. 
The purpose of this section is to present methods for identification of modal parameters 
of structures from measured storey displacements, velocities or accelerations. 
When dealing with RC-structures, the identification process can be quite complicated due 
to the non-linear behaviour of especially the concrete as described in chapter 2. Even at. 
a relatively low load levels an RC-structure may show a severe non-linear behaviour as 
will be illustrated in chapter 6. An even more difficult case is the identification of an 
RC-structure during an earthquake where the structure becomes time-varying due to e.g. 
yielding in the reinforcement and crushing of the concrete. The methods for identification 
of modal parameters will therefore be divided into two cases. One case where the structure 
is assumed linear and time-invariant, and one where the modal parameters of the structure 
are time-varying. 
4.2. Modal Identification from Measured Response 
4.2.1 Identification Theory for Linear Systems 
During the last decade the process of identifying linear structures has been treated inten-
sively by researchers and several textbooks has been wri tten such as Ljung [64], Kailath 
[47], Juang [45], Bohlin [13], Goodwin and Payne [33] and Ljung and Glad [65]. 
This very rapidly growing area called system identificat ion deals with the problems of 
building mathematical models of the dynamic systems based on observed data from the~ 
systems. The main purpose of this section is to give a brief review of some of the concepts 
and known methods for identification of modal parameters of linear dynamic sys l.c!lls. 
Dynamic Systems 
Generally speaking a. system is an object in which variables of different ki11d intc~rad. and 
produce observable signals. The observable signals of interest arc called outputs. Normal ly 
the system is also affected by external signals which are called input. As defined in the 
introduction, the kind of systems that play the major role in this thesis is reinforced 
concrete structures exposed to earthquakes, where the ground surface acceleration is the 
input and various displacements, velocities or accelerations of storeys are output. This is 
schematically illustrated in figure 4.11. . 
i.ig (t) 
M(t) 
XN-2(l) 
XN- l(t) 
xN(t) 
Figure 4.11: Input-output of an RC-structure exposed to an earthquake. 
In this case the problem is to determine an appropriate model M( t) that represents the 
structural system well or at least represents the modal characteristics of interest. The 
methods considered for identification of linear time invariant systems in this thesis are 
the Auto Regressive Vector (ARV) model, the Auto Regressive Moving Average Vector 
(ARMAV) model and the Eigen Realization Algorithm (ERA). The reason for using three 
different methods for analysis of all data is to ensure that the identified modes in all cases 
are physical modes of the structure. In the following the theory of the three methods is 
briefly described. 
Continuous Time Model 
In the continous time domain an n-degree linear elastic viscous damped vibrating system 
is described by a system of linear differential equations of second order with constant 
coefficients given by a mass matrix M, a damping matrix C and a st iffness matrix K. 
Then the equations of motion for a linear multivariate system can be expressed as 
My(t) + Cy(t) + Ky(t) = - Mbu9 (t) (4.2) 
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where y(t) is the disp lacement vector, b is defined so that bu9 (t) specifies the stiff-body 
motion of the frame. 
The state space model corresponding to the dynamic equation ( 4. 2) is 
z(t) = Az(t) + Bii9 (t) ( 4.3) 
[ 
y(t) ] [ o I ] [ 0 ] z(t) = Y(t) ' A = - M - IK - M-IC ' B = -b ( 4.4) 
where z(t) is refe rred to as t he state vector . It is assumed that the system matrix A has 
eigenval ues fli with negative rea l parts. The modal decomposition of A reads 
A= u J.Lu -1 , u = [ u 1 
ILJ U J 
( 4.5) 
U is the matrix whose columns contain the eigenvectors [ u; ] of A. J.L = diag [f.ld, i = 
f.L;U; 
1, 2, .. . 2n is a diagonal matrix with the e igenvalues of A in the diagonal. (f.l;, u i) is a 
solution to the quadratic eigenvalue problem, Nielsen [78] 
( 4.6) 
If (JLi, ui) is a solution of (4.6) so is (f.li, ui) , where* signi fies complex conjugate. If the 
damping matrix admits modal decomposition the circular frequency w; and the damp-
ing ratio (i of the ith mode can be obtained for underdamped systems from a complex 
conjugate pair of eigenvalues as, Nielsen [78] 
(4.7) 
Discrete Time ARMAV a nd ARV Models 
For multivariate time series, described by an n -dimensional vector y (t), an ARMAV(p,q) 
model can be written with p AR-matrices and q MA-matrices 
p q 
y(t) + L A;y(t- i) = L B je(t - j) + e (t) ( 4.8) 
i = l j= l 
where the discrete-time system response is y( t) = [y1(t), y2(t), ... , Yn(t)]T. Ai is an n x n 
matrix of autoregressive coefficients and B j is an n x n matrix containing the moving 
average coefficients. e(t) is ann-dimensional stochast ic sequence of mutually independent 
identically distributed Gaussian stochastic vectors. Further , the components e;(t) of any 
of the vectors e(t ) are mutually independent and identically dist ributed e;(t)"' N(O, 1). 
T heoretically an ARMAV model is equivalent to an ARV model with infinite order. The 
ARV is often preferred because of the linear p roced ure of the involved parameter esti-
mation. The parameter estimation of t he ARMAV model may be performed by a least 
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squares procedure as explained below and requires some skill as well as large computa-
tional effort. A discrete state-space equation for equation ( 4.8) is given by e.g. Pandit et 
al. [83] 
with the state vector Z~, the system matrix F and the load matrix W 1 given by 
W, = [ e(t) + L)"! B;e(t- j) l 
It is assumed that F can be decomposed as 
[ 
I \ p-1 l \ p-1 1"'1 2"'1 ... 
p-2 p- 2 
1 I1 ),1 h>-1 ... 
F = L.XL- L = ' . . . . . . 
It h 
-Ap-1 
0 
I 
IpnAi-l l 
I \P-2 pnAI 
Ipn 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
( 4.11) 
.X = diag[ >.;], i = 1, 2, .. , pn is a diagonal matrix containing the discrete eigenvalues of F . 
L is a matrix whose columns contain the eigenvectors 
(4.12) 
l; 
of the matrix F. 
(Ai, li) is a solution of the pth order eigenvalue problem, 
(Af- 11- >.f-2 At - >.f-3 A2 - ... - >.;Ap-t - Ap)I; = 0 ( 4.13) 
The discrete state space model can now be used for identification of modal parameters and 
scaled mode shapes as follows. First, the discrete system matrices A; and B; are estimated 
by minimizing a quadratic prediction error criterion l(t:) using a damped Gauss-Newton 
optimization algorithm and analytical gradients, 
( 4.14) 
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where 
p q 
E(t) = y(t )- y (tlt- 1) = y (t)- L A;y(t- i) + L B jer(t- j) + er(t) (4.15) 
i=l j=l 
where y(tit - 1) is the response predicted by (4.8) at the timet given the response 
history Z1_ 1 until the time t - 1, y(t) is the measured response at the time t and er 
signifies realizations of the random vectors e(t). A and f are the weighting matrix and 
the prediction error, respectively. By solving the minimization problem 
( 4.16) 
the matrices A 1 , .. , A p, B 1 , ... B q in (4.8) are estimated, see Andersen [4]. 
Next, the discrete eigenvalues of F are estimated by solving the eigenvalue-problem 
det(F - -\1) = 0 which gives the pn discrete eigenvalues A;. The continuous eigenval-
ues can now be obtained by J.l i = ln A;. This implies that the modal parameters can 
be estimated using ( 4. 7) . The scaled mode shapes are determined directly from the the 
columns of the bottom n x pn submatrix of L. The number of discrete eigenvalues are 
in general larger or different from the number of cont inuous eigenvalues. Therefore only a 
subset of the discrete eigenvalues will be structural eigenvalues. This means that the user 
has to separate the physical modes from the computational modes. The computational 
modes are related to the unknown excitation and the measurement noise processes. This 
separation can often be made by studying the stability of e.g. frequencies, damping ratios 
and mode shapes, respectively, for increasing AR model order. Often it is also possible to 
separate the modes by selecting physical modes as the modes with a damping ratio below 
a certain t reshold. However, satisfactory results obtained using ARMAV models require 
that appropriate models are selected and validated. 
The Eigen Realization Algorithm, ERA 
In this section the Eigen Realization Algorithm (ERA) originally developed by Juang [45] 
is briefly descri bed. 
Assuming the excitation ii.9 (t) to be piecewise constant, the discrete time version of the 
equations of motion ( 4.3) can be rewritten as 
z(t + 1) = A'z (t) + B'ii.9 (t) ( 4.17) 
Let x(t) be an m-dimensional vector of measured response obtained from the observation 
equation 
x(t) = C'z(t ) + D'ii.9 (t) ( 4.18) 
A ' is a 2n x 2n matrix , B' is a 2n x 1 column matrix, C' is an m x 2n matrix and D' 
is an m x 1 column matrix. A', B' , C' and D' are matrices describing the input-output 
relationship through the discrete-time state vector. 
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Upon iterating the map ( 4.17) t times with the initial value z(O) = 0 the following sequence 
is obtained. 
z(O) 0 
x(O) D'ii9 (0) 
z(l) B'ii9 (0) 
x( l ) C'B'ii9 (0) + D'ii9 (1) 
z(2) 
x(2) 
A'B'ii9 (0) + B'ii9 (1) 
C'A'B'ii9 (0) + C'B'ii9 (1) + D'ii9 (2) 
z( t) L~=1 (A')i-IB'ii9 (t- i) 
x(t) 2:l=1 C'(A')i-1B'ii9 (t - i) + D'ii9 (t) 
(4. 19) 
Based on measured free decays the triplet {A', B', C'} can be estimated using the Eigen-
system Realization Algorithm (ERA) which has been developed for system identification, 
see Juang [45]. The algorithm is based on the system realization theory by Ho et al. [37] . 
Based on the discrete system description ( 4.17)-( 4.18) the socalled observability mat rix S 
and the controllability matrix T can be calculated as 
S = 
C' 
C'A' 
C'(A')2 
C'(A'y- 1 
T = ( B' A'B' (A')2B' . . . (A') 1- 1 B' ] 
where S has the dimensions mr x 2n and T has the dimensions 2n x l. 
( 4.20) 
From ( 4.19) it is seen that in case u9 (0) = 1 and u9 ( i) = 0 for i = 1, 2, ... the socalled 
block-Hankel matrix can be calculated as 
Hmr,t(t- 1) = S(A')t-1T 
x(t) 
x(t + 1) 
x(t + 1) 
x(t + r- 1) x(t + r) 
x(t + z- 1) 
(4.21) 
x(t + l + r- 2) 
t = 1, 2, .. , where l > 2n and r > 2n are the numbers of block rows and columns, 
respectively and 2n is the order of the system ( 4.17). The observed responses x( t) should 
in this case be interpreted as pulse response samples of the system ( 4.17) to unit pulse 
at the timet = 0. Notice that D' does not enter in ( 4.21) since this quant ity only affects 
x(O) = D'ii9 (0) which has been excluded in (4.21). 
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Based on the block-Hankel matrix Hmr,t(O) at t = 1 the considered system can be identified 
in the following way. Perform the following singular value decomposition 
Hmr,t(O) = UAV ( 4.22) 
where U is an mr x mr matrix with columns made up of normalized eigenvectors to the 
matrix [Hmr,t(O)H~r,/(0)] and V is an l X l matrix with columns made up of the normalized 
eigenvectors to the matrix [H~r,I(O)Hmr,i(O)]. A is an mr X l matrix. 
The decomposition ( 4.22) can then be further partitioned into the following: 
(4.23) 
where the diagonal matrix A1 contains the 2n principal singular values and A2 contains 
the remaining l- 2n values. Correspondingly, U 1 and U 2 are matrices of the dimension 
mr X 2n and (mr - 2n) X 2n and V'{ and vr are matrices of the dimension 2n X land 
(l- 2n) x l. A1 is supposed to contain the "physical" principal singular values and .X2 
contains the "noise" principal singular values. 
If it is assumed that x(t) is noise free the block-Hankel matrix H mr,t(O) will be of rank 
2n and hence A2 = 0. 
A realization (A,B,C) of the triplet (A',B',C') is then given by, Juang [45] 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
( 4.26) 
where Et ,m is a vector of the dimension l x m and E 1,mr is a vector of the dimension 
mr. The components in Et,m and E 1,mr are zeroes and ones and are determined from 
studying at which degrees of freedom the loads are applied and where the measurements 
are performed, respectively. Furthermore, it should here be noted that the block-Hankel 
matrix used in ( 4.24) is time-shifted compared to the block-Hankel matrix used in the 
singular value decomposition ( 4.22) . 
From the triplet (A,B,C) estimated by (4.24)-(4.26) which describes the discrete system, 
the system matrices A, B of the continuous system ( 4.3) can be estimated from the 
relations 
A= e(ALl.t) =::} A = : ln(A) = :- £= (-l)i-l (A-I)j = : UAln(AA.)Ul(4.27) 
ut ut j=l J ut 
( 4.28) 
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ln(AA.) is a 2n x 2n diagonal matrix with the components ln(>.A.J in the diagonal, .AA,; 
being the eigenvalues of A. UA is a unitary matrix with the columns made up of the 
eigenvectors of A. The eigenvalues f..L; of A, i.e. those of the continuous system, are 
related to .A A,i by the relation 
f..Li = ~t ln(AA,;) , i = 1,2, .. ,2n (4.29) 
4.2.2 Modal Identification of Time-Varying Systems 
As explained earlier, RC-structures subject to severe earthquakes degrade with time mean-
ing that quantities as stiffness and damping are time-varying. The 2-bay, 6-storey test. 
model frame considered in section 3.2.5 has been exposed to the earthquake t ime series 
shown in figure 4.12. The development of the two lowest eigenfrequcncies as calculated 
by the SARCOF program has been shown in figure 4.13. 
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Figure 4.12: Earthquake applied in simulations. 
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Figure 4.13: Development in the two lowest eigenfrequencies for the 2-bay, 6-storey model 
test frame. Simulations from SARCOF. 
As seen the frequencies and therefore also the mode shapes of the degrading structure are 
heavily fluctuating because the structure is repeatingly entering and leaving the plastic 
regime during the earthquake. However, this rapid variation of the modal parameters 
cannot be measured directly on the structure. Only the smoothed long-term development 
of the eigenfrequencies can to some extent be estimated. Typical storey displacement 
responses for the 6 storey reinforced concrete building considered in Chapter 5 are illus-
trated in figure 4.14, where also the long-term degrading tendency of the lowest frequency 
can be directly seen in the storey displacements. 
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Figure 4.14: Storey displacements relative to ground surface. 
One way to estimate the long-term development of the modal parameters is to use the 
moving window principle where a window of a given length is taken out of the input-output 
signals, which are then treated as the response of an equivalent time-varying linear system. 
The modal parameters of this equivalent linear model corresponding to the centre of the 
window can then be determined by one of the models suggested in section 4.2.1 or simply 
by performing an FFT analysis on the response within the time window, see e.g. Mullen 
et al. [71] or Micaletti et al. [69]. Next, the window is sequentially moved through the 
entire time series. However, the estimates of the modal parameters are sensitive to the 
window length for the following two reasons. One the one hand the window should be 
as short as possible to avoid averaging out the peaks and on the other hand the window 
should be long enough to provide a sufficient resolution/ accuracy for the identification 
method used in the frequency estimation. 
Rodriguez-Gomes [97] performed an extensive investigation of the sensitivity of the es-
timated fundamental eigenperiod T to the window length and concluded that a window 
length of 2.4T0 was recommendable, T0 being the fundamental eigenperiod of the undam-
aged structure. In figures 4.15-4.17 the influence of the applied window length on the two 
lowest eigenfrequencies and the corresponding mode shapes is shown using the following 
smoothing of the eigenfrequencies: 
(4.30) 
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In case of mode shapes the following smoothing is used 
1 t - Ia. 
(<1\ (t)) = -1 ~ 2 <l>;(r)dr 
Ta t- "f 
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(4.31) 
Besides a. window length of Ta = 2.4w~(o) the development in frequencies and mode shapes 
using Ta. = l.O w~(o) and Ta = 3 .8w~Co) is plotted to illustrate how long window lengths 
smooth out the peaks. 
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Figure 4.15: Development in eigenfrequencies using different window lengths. [· · ·) : Ori-
ginal series, [-- -): Ta = l.OTo, [- ·- · -] : Ta = 2.4To and [-]: Ta = 3.8To . 
From figures 4.15-4.17 it is seen that the use of a window length of 2.4T0 and l.OT0 does 
not smooth the local peaks out and they are quite similar , whereas longer time windows 
such as 3.8T0 seem to affect the frequencies and mode shapes more. Especially the local 
peak after aproximately 6.2s is smoothed completely out when using a window length of 
3.8To. 
In Kirkegaard et al. [51] a comparative study of three different methods for identifica-
tion of time-varying systems were performed in connection with this project. The three 
methods investigated were Extended Kalman filtering, a Recursive implemented ARMAV 
model and a windowed ARMAV model where a window length of 2.4T0 was used. Based 
on the experi ences regarding precision and speed of the calculations from this study a 
recursive implemented ARMAV model was found to be the best model for identification 
of ti me varying systems such as RC-structures subject to earthquakes. It is therefore 
chosen to use this model in this thesis. The applied model is described in the following. 
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Figure 4.16: Development in mode shape coordinates of the first mode using different 
window lengths. [· · ·]: Original series, [-- -]: Ta = LOTo, [- ·- · - ]: Ta = 2.4To and 
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Figure 4.17: Development in mode shape coordinates of the second mode using different 
window lengths. [· · ·]: Original series, [-- -]: Ta = l.OT0 , [- ·- · -]: Ta = 2.4T0 and 
[-]: Ta = 3.8To. 
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4.2.3 Recursive Implemented ARMAV Model 
In the continuous time domain an equivalent n-degree-of-freedom linear elastic viscous 
damped vibrating system is described by a system of linear differential equations of second 
order with constant mass matrix M, a slowly varying equivalent damping matrix Cp(t) , 
an equivalent sti ffness matrix Ke(t) and the ground surface acceleration u9 (t). Then ilH' 
equations of motion for t he equivalent linear multivariate system can be expressed as 
My(t) + Ce(t)y(t ) + K e(t)y(t) = -Mbu9 (t) (1.32) 
The state space model corresponding to the dynamic equation ( 1.:32) is 
z(t) = A(t)z(t) + Bii9 (t) (4.:~3) 
where the state vector z(t) and Bare given by (4.10). It is assumed that the system 
matrix A( t) is asymptotically stable and so slowly varying with time that the following 
applies 
A (t) ~ U(t)J.L(t)U-1 (t) ( 4.34) 
U(t) = [ Jit~)~:(t) ::: Ji2n(:)~:~(t )], J.L(t ) = diag[JL;(t)J, i = 1,2, ... ,2n 
V(t) is the matrix whose columns contain the slowly varying eigenvectors [ JLi(~)~;(t) ] 
of A(t). J.L(t) is a matrix with the time-varying eigenvalues of A(t) in the diagonal. If 
the damping matrix admits modal decomposition the slowly varying circular frequency 
(w;(t)) and the damping ratio (;( t) of the ith mode can be obtained for underdamped 
systems from a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues as 
~;g~ } = -(wi(t))(j(t) ± i(wi(t))/1 - (j(t) (4.35) 
Notice here, that ( 4.35) is always approximately fulfilled in case of lightly damped systems 
with well separated circular eigenfrequencies, Nielsen [78]. 
Discrete Time ARMA V Model 
For multivariatetimeseries, described by ann-dimensional vector y(t), an ARMAV(p,q) 
model can be written with pAR-matrices and q MA-matrices 
p q 
y(t) + L A;(t)y(t - i) = L Bje(t- j) + e(t) ( 4.36) 
i= l j=l 
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where the discrete-time system response is y(t) = [y1(t), y2(t), .. . , Yn(t)]T . A;(t) is an 
n x n matrix of autoregressive coefficients and Bj is an n x n matrix containing the 
moving average coeffi cients. e(t) is the model residual vector, an n-dimensional white 
noise vector function of the discrete timet. 
Discrete Time Recursive Model 
In order to estimate the time-variant system using an ARMAV model as ( 4.36), the time-
varying parameters of the model have to be estimated on-line. This is done by using 
a method for parameter est imation known as the Recursive Prediction Error Method 
(RPEM). Ljung [64] formulated the RPEM algorithm for an ARMAV model as follows 
E>(t ) = E>(t- 1) + V (t)[y(t)- y(t jt- 1)] 
V(t ) = P(t - 1)'11(t)[,B(t )At + w(tfP(t - 1)'11(t)t1 
p ( t) = [P ( t - 1) - V ( t) q, T ( t) p ( t - 1) I I ,B ( t ) 
The parameter vector E> (t ) is given as 
( 4.37) 
( 4.38) 
( 4.39) 
( 4.40) 
Where col (X) means stacking of all columns of a matrix X on top of each other. w(t) is 
the gradient of the prediction y(t jt- 1) with respect to E> . At is a matrix that weights 
together the relative importance of the components of the prediction error y (t) - y(tjt - 1). 
,B(t) is the socalled forgetting factor, a number somewhat less than 1. This means that 
one can assign less weight to older data that are no longer representat ive of the system. 
In order to start the recursion initial values of the parameters need to be specified. It can 
be shown that for stable systems the effect of initial values diminishes very rapidly with 
time, thus they can be zero. Further, values for the initial covariance matrix P(O) need 
to be specified. 
The RPEM represents a general family of recursive system identification methods. Several 
other methods, such as e.g. the recursive pseudolinear regression (RPL) or the recursive 
least square method (RLS) can be considered as special forms of the RPEM method for 
particular form of the ARMAV model. 
The RPL (RARMAV) technique is obtained by replacing the gradient 'll(t) in (4.38) by 
the multivariate regression matrix ~(t ), see Soderstrom and Stoica [121] given as 
~(t) = </>T(t) @ In 
</>T(t) = { -yT(t - 1), ... , -yT(t- p) , eT(t- 1), ... , eT(t- q) }T 
( 4.41) 
( 4.42) 
where I n is an n x n identity matrix and ® is the Kronecker tensor product , see The 
MathWorks Inc. [131], which produces a matrix that consists of all elements in <f>(t ) 
multiplied by t he identity matrix I n. Hence, the dimensions of ~T(t) are n x (p + q)n2 if 
</>T ( t) has dimensions 1 x n(p + q) and In has dimensions n x n. 
4.2. Modal Identification from Measured Response 
As an example, consider the case n = 2, p = q = 1. Then 
-yl(t - 1) 
0 
-y2(t-1) 
0 
e1(t- 1) 
0 
e2(t- 1) 
0 
0 
-yt(t- 1) 
0 
-y2(t- 1) 
0 
et(l - 1) 
0 
e2(t - 1) 
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( 4 .43) 
The indicated definition of the Kronecker tensor product operator ensures that the struc-
ture of 4t(t) fits into the structure of the parameter assemblage as given by ( 4.40). 
Based on <PT (t) the one-step-ahead predictor y(tjt - 1) of the ARMAV model ( 4.36) is 
given by, Ljung [64] 
:Y(tlt- 1) = <Pr(t)e(t -1) ( 4.44) 
Evaluation of Modal Parameters 
From the evaluated series of the model parameters in ( 4.36) the modal parameters of the 
continuous systems at each time step can be evaluated in the following way. 
A discrete state-space equation for equation ( 4.36) is given by e.g. Pandit et al. [83] 
( 4.45) 
with the state vector Zt identical to (4.10) and the time varying system matrix Ft given 
by 
[ 
-At(t) -A2(t) .. . -Ap-t(t) -Ap(t) l 
I 0 ... 0 0 
F, = . . . . . . . . . . ... . . 
0 0 I 0 
( 4.46) 
W, includes the MA terms of the ARMAV model and takes the form in (4.10). It is 
assumed that F, can be decomposed as 
[ 
h(t)Ai-1(t) 
L, = lt(t)A·i'-
2
(t) 
ll ( t ) 
h ( t) A~- 1 ( t) 
h(t)A~-2 (t) 
lpn(t)A~~
1
( t) l 
lpn( t )A~~2 ( t) 
lpn ( t) 
(4.47) 
(4.48) 
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.X, = diag[>.;(t)], i = 1, 2, .. , pn is a diagonal matrix containing the discrete time-varying 
eigenvalues ofF, and Lt is a time-varying matrix whose columns contains the time-varying 
eigenvectors 
l;(t)>.f- 1 (t) 
l;( t )>.f-2 ( t) 
l; ( t) g-3 ( t) 
l;( t) 
of the time varying matrix Ft. 
(4.49) 
The discrete state space model can now be used for identification of modal parameters 
and scaled mode shapes as follows. The discrete eigenvalues of Ft are estimated by solving 
the eigenvalue-problem det(Ft - Atl) = 0 at each time step t which gives the pn discrete 
eigenvalues A;(t). The continuous eigenvalues can now be obtained by Jl.;(t) = ln(>.;(t)) 
which implies that the modal parameters can be estimated using (4.35). The eigenvectors 
are determined directly from the the columns of the bottom n x pn submatrix of Lt. 
The separation of computational modes and physical modes at each time step is performed 
after the same principles as in the case of a linear time-invariant ARMAV model. 
4.3 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter tools for estimation of input parameters for the various damage assessment 
methods are presented. In chapter 3 it was found that the necessary input in general could 
be divided into three categories, namely methods requiring: deformation responses and 
restoring force or development in modal parameters. 
A method for estimation of the deformation response and restoring forces from measured 
acceleration response is presented and it is tested for simulated data where noise has been 
introduced. It is found that the method behaves reasonably well, but the results seem to 
be sensitive to the digital filtering performed during the data processing. Furthermore, it 
is found that it is of crucial importance that trends are removed from the signal before 
integrations are performed. 
The process of identifying modal parameters is investigated. Initially, the theory of esti-
mating modal parameters of li near time-invariant systems is described and two wellknown 
methods are indicated. The problems involved in the process of identifying time-varying 
systems are presented and one of the models for identification of time-invariant linear 
systems is reformulated for identification of such time-varying systems. 
Chapter 5 
A New Method for Assessment of 
Local Damage 
In this chapter a newly developed method for assessment of structural damage in RC-
structures is presented and applied ·to evaluation of local damage in a series of model 
test frames exposed to an earthquake like ground motion. The proposed method is based 
on the concepts of the maximum softening damage index presented in chapter 3. In 
the method presented, the maximum softening principle is extended to define an average 
stiffness reduction of a substructure as e.g. a storey of a building or a member as a beam 
or a column. These average stiffness reductions of each storey or member are determined 
from measured modal parameters such as eigenfrequencies and mode shape coordinates 
by a developed substructuring approach. The damage index calculated by the proposed 
method will subsequently be referred to as the local maximum softening index. 
Initially in this chapter a short review of the research performed in the area of localizing 
damage from measured modal parameters is given. Afterwards the assumptions made 
about the extent of instrumentation of the structure are stated, and the proposed method 
is derived. To give an understanding of the capabilities of the method a series of simulated 
earthquakes with different characteristics is applied to a finite element model of different 
typical RC frame structures and a full structural time-analysis is performed for each case 
using the non-linear finite element program SARCOF, see appendix A. The proposed 
method is then applied to these simulated data and the estimated damage indices are 
then compared to damage indices evaluated by SARCOF, which are considered as the 
"real" damage indices. In studies by Mfilrk et al. [73], [74] it has been shown that the 
program SARCOF is suitable for simulation of the global response of degrading RC-
frames. Based on these experiences it is assessed that the program will provide realistic 
global response time series of degrading structures. 
5.1 Review of Existing Methods Based on Modal Pa-
rameters 
The idea of using changes in modal parameters for detection , localization and quantifi-
cation of damage in structures is not new. In 1979 Cawley and Adams [16] proposed a 
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method for damage localization in structures from measured natural frequencies. The 
method is based on the assumption that the change in the ith frequency is a function of 
the location of the damage r and of the stiffness matrix oK, Thus 
OW; = J(oK, r) (5.1) 
They showed using first order linearization from t he undamaged state, that the ratio ~ 
uw1 
for small stiffness changes is approximately independent of the stiffness change and only 
a function of the location of the damage r. These ratios are calculated for the availab le 
frequencies and are compared to the same quantities calculated in a FEM analysis. The 
damage is then expected to be located at the posi tion where the best match with the 
FEM data is found. T he method was found to work quite well for structures with a 
linear behaviour and small frequency changes. However the method requires a relatively 
high number of estimated frequencies (> 5) to provide good results . Stubbs and Osegueda 
went one step further in 1985 and proposed a method where eigenperiod, damping, modal 
masses and eigenvectors were used. Gradient informat ion of the homogenous equations of 
motion were used to establish a relation between modal quantities and stiffness parameters 
which were solved by a pseudo-inverse procedure. Using gradients as in the case of the 
method of Cawley and Adams means that only small changes in the modal quantities can 
be used. Other variations of such first order methods have been proposed in a number 
of papers since, such as Park et al. [86] and Hassiotis and Jeong [36] The fact that all 
these methods is based on firs t order pertubation and demand a relatively large number 
of est imated modal parameters makes them unsuitable for damage assessment of Re-
structures subject to earthquakes since these structures show a highly non-linear behaviour 
and large changes in modal parameters occur. Furthermore, it is normally not possible to 
estimate more than the two lowest eigenfrequencies of an earthquake excited RC-structure. 
5.2 Assumed Available Information 
The proposed method is based on the assumption that the structure as a minimum is 
instrumented with accelerometers at ground surface and at one of the storeys where both 
the two lowest modes are active, see figure 5.1 (no node in the mode shape), but the 
method is capable of including any number of addit ional measurements as e.g. the case 
where all storeys are instrumented as shown in figure 5.lb. The requirement that the 
modes have to be active is illustrated in figure 5.lc, where the mode shape of the 2nd 
mode has a node at the fourth storey and is not contributing to the response of this storey. 
Then the frequency of this mode cannot be identified from a measurement here. 
5.3. Proposed Localization Procedure 
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Figure 5.1: a) Minimum required instrumentation. b) Instrumentation at all storeys . c) 
The two lowest mode shapes of a RC-frame where the mode shape of t he 2nd mode has 
a node at the fourth storey. 
The identification of the structural damage by the proposed method consists in principle 
of two main phases: 
1. Analysis of available records and estimation of modal parameters. 
2. Evaluation of structural parameters by means of a substructure technique with a 
least-square approach using the determined modal quantities from 1. 
It has been illustrated in chapter 4 how the time-varying eigenfrequencies and mode 
shapes can be determined from records of one or more storey displacements and the 
ground surface acceleration. In the following derivations it is assumed that these quantities 
have been determined , so the available data are the smoothed time-varying two lowest 
eigenfrequencies and if measurement at more than one storey is performed, the slowly 
varying mode shape coordinates at these storeys. 
5.3 Proposed Localization Procedure 
It is assumed that a linear finite element model of the undamaged structure is available . In 
case of free vibrations where the structure remains in the linear elastic range, the motion 
is described by the following equation 
Mx(t ) + K 0x(t) = o (5.2) 
where M is the mass matrix and K 0 is the undamaged stiffness matrix and x( t) IS an 
n-dimensional vector of displacements and rotations of the structure. 
The corresponding modal quantities , eigenfrequencies w; and mode shapes ~i.o of such a 
linear undamaged structure are determined from the eigenvalue problem 
(Ko - w?,0M)~i.o = 0 (5.3) 
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During a strong motion earthquake, the initial stiffness matrix K 0 will start changing 
causing changes in the modal parameters which are the parameters that can be "mea-
sured" through earthquake records. The task is therefore to solve this inverse problem of 
determining the time-varying elements in the stiffness matrix from the measured modal 
quantities. Normally this set of equations is underdetermined due to limited numbers of 
observations, and the limited number of modes activated, and therefore it requires special 
techniques to be solved. 
T he present damage localization method is based on a sequence of sub-structuri ngs in 
which the damage in each substructure is sequentially estimated. At the first level, the 
structure is divided into two substructures labelled 1 and 2 as illustrated in figure 5.2a, 
then 
K - K( 1) + K(l) 
0 - 1,0 2,0 (5.4) 
where K~~6 and K~~6 signify the global undamaged stiffness matrices of substructures 1 and 
2. Although K 0 is positive defini te, its constituents K~~J and K~~6 are both positive semi-
definite, i.e. they contain a large number of zero components corresponding to the global 
positions of the extracted substructure. The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to substructures 1 
and 2, and the subscript 0 refers to the initial state. The superscript (1) refers to the 1st 
level of substructuring. 
oP> (t) oP>(t) oP>(t) 
ol2>(t) 
tl 
oF>ct) 
-t~ 6z(l)(t) 01(3)(t) 11 
o~2)(t) -V 
oJ3Xt ) 2 
a) b) c) 
Figure 5.2: Possible procedure for changing the sequence of substructuring for a 1-bay, 
4-storey frame. 
Next, a stiffness matrix Ke(t) for the equivalent linear structure can be defined in the 
following way. 
(5.5) 
br\t) and 8~1 )(t) signify the damage indices for substructures 1 and 2, respectively. These 
may be interpreted as measures of the averaged stiffness losses in the substructure. It 
should be noted here, that when only one substructure is used, the corresponding damage 
b1(t) measure is equivalent to the global softening obtained from eq. (3.18). 
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Next, sp> and sr> are identified, so that K~1l(t) as given by (5 .5) provides the smoothed 
measured modal quantities PM(t) identified from the available records , i.e. 
( t ( 1 - o?>(t) r K)~J - (w;(t)) 2M) (~;(t)) = 0 
J=l 
(5.6) 
where (~;(t)) are the ith time-averaged mode shape interpolated from the measured mode 
shape coordinates ( <I> ~k)(t)), k = 1, .. , N. ( <I>~k)(t)) may contain some of the components 
of then-dimensional vector (<I>;(t)). In case only one measurement along the structure 
is performed, the mode shapes cannot be interpolated and (~;(t)) is replaced by ~; (t) 
which are the eigenvectors to the matrix within the large parenthesis in (5.6) for a given 
set of damage indices. How this is solved is explained in section 5.4. 
The time-varying equivalent linear stiffness matrix of substructure 1 is then estimated as 
( 1 - 8~ 1 l(t) r Ki~6. Next, the previously labelled substructure 2 can be divided into two 
new substructures, again labelled 1 and 2. Then, a new stiffness matrix of the equivalent 
linear structure can be written on the form 
where 
K (tl - K (2l + K (2l 
2,0 - 1,0 2,0 (5.8) 
Since 8~ 1 l(t) is known, 8~2l(t) and o;2>(t) can be estimated, inserting (5.7) into (5.6). From 
a new system identification, 8~2)(t) and o;2>(t) are then obtained. 
The procedure of dividing the previously labelled substructure 2 into 2 new substructures 
can be repeated further . Assuming that this procedure has been performed i times, where 
eq. (5.5) corresponds to i = 1 and eq. (5.7 ) to i = 2. Then the stiffness matrix of the 
equivalent linear system can be written as 
i -1 
K~il(t) = L ( 1- o~i) (t) r K~~~ + ( 1 - o~i)(t)) 2 Kn + (1- o~i)(t) f K~~~ (5.9) 
i = l 
In eq. (5.9) oP>(t), ..... , o~i-!)(t) are known from previous identifications. o~i) (t) and o~i)(t) 
can be identified by inserting (5.9) into (5.6). Below, all the contributions to the stiffness 
from previous levels of substructuring, i.e. the summation L:~-:i ( 1- oiil(t) f K~~b will be 
referred to as K~~b for convenience of notation. 
By applying the above procedure, o~i) provides a measure of the average damage of each 
storey. If fur ther localization within a given storey needs to be performed , it can in 
principle be done by fixing the damage at all other stories with the local damage indices 
determined previously. T he storey to be investigated can then be divided into two new 
substructures and new local damage indices can be determined. When using the method 
it should be kept in mind that symmetrically placed elements in a symmetric structure 
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will cause the same change in eigenfrequencies and mode shape components, and the 
localization is therefore limited to one of two possibilities. This limitation is illustrated 
in figure 5.3 where it is seen that the damage scenarios illustrated in the figure to the 
left will give the same changes in eigenfrequencies and mode shape components as the 
scenarios shown to the right. 
,<f. 
Figure 5.3: Example of damage scenarios giving the same changes in eigenfrequencies and 
horizontal mode shape components for a 1-bay, 4-storey frame. 
5.4 Identification of Local Damage Indices 
The identification of the local damages b'~i)(t) and b'~i)(t) at the ith level of sub-structuring 
will be divided into two cases: N = 1 and N > 1 depending on measuring mode shape 
component , or not. 
In the first case the local damage indices are identified in the following way. Initially, 
the eigenvalue problem (5.3) is solved by means of a subspace iteration yielding the two 
lowest circular eigenfrequencies w1,0 , w2,0 and the corresponding mode shapes <1» 1,0 and 
cl»2,0 of the undamaged structure. 
A first estimate of the damage indices at the time t can be obtained using a Rayleigh 
fraction where the time-averaged circular eigenfrequencies at the time t and the mode 
shapes of the undamaged structure are applied. Using the determined damage indices s~:i , 
otL new mode shapes can be determined as eigenvectors to (Ke(oft oti)- (wj(t)) 2 M). 
These new mode shapes are then used in the Rayleigh fraction and better local damage 
indices are obtained. This procedure is repeated until a stable solution is found. The 
values of ofi)(t) and o~i)(t) at the nth step of this iteration process are designated oi:~(t), 
ot~(t), respectively. The formulas at the nth iteration looks as follows: 
2 <I!J.n-1 Ke (ot~(t),o~:~, (t)) cl»j,n- 1 (wj(t)) = ct»T Met» . , j = 1, 2, n = 1, 2, .... 
J,n-1 J,n-1 
(5.10) 
where Cl! j,n- 1 = Cl! j,n-1 ( t) are the mode shapes calculated at the ( n -1 )th step of iteration, 
i.e. corresponding to the stiffness matrix Ke( ot~-1 ( t ), ot~- 1 (t )). Insertion of the definition 
of Ke(o~~~(t) , ot~(t)) given by (5.9) into (5.10) provides the following two linear equations 
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in (1- ot~(t)f and (1- ot~(t)f for the determination of damage measures of the nth 
iteration step. 
~T K(i) ( r(i) ( )) 2 ~ ~T K (i) (1 r(i) ( )) 2 ~ 
2 "'-';'n-1 10 1-ulnt "'-';'n-t+"'-';'n-1 20 - u2nt "'-' jn-1 (w;(t)) = ' ' ' ; ' ' · ' 
~j,n-I M~j,n-1 
~T K(i) ~ 
+ "'-' j,n- 1 o,o"'-'j,n-1 j = 1, 2 ~J.n-1 M~j,n- 1 ' (5.11) 
From the determined values of the local damage indices o~~~(t), o't~(t), a new equivalent 
stiffness matrix can be calculated and new eigenmodes ~1 .n, ~2.n can be found from 
(5. 12) 
This procedure eq. (5.10) to eq. (5.12) is repeated at each level of substructuring until 
no change occurs in the local damage index, i.e. lot~- o~:~- 11 + lot~- ot~-tl < t, where 
t is a tolerance of the magnitude 10-s. 
For the case where more than one measurement point along the structure is available 
(some components (<I>lk)) of the mode shapes ( ~;) are estimated), the equations to be 
solved in each substructuring become overdetermined due to more known than unknown 
parameters. The solution in this case is found by means of a least square criterion. 
Designating the measured modal parameters PM ( t) and the corresponding modal para-
meters of the structural model characterized by M and K e(t) by Ps(t) at the ith level of 
substructuring, an error vector e<il(t) can be defined as 
p (i) (t) p<i>(o(i> o(i> t) 
(i)( r(i) r(i) t) = M,j - S,j I ' 2 ' · = 1 2 
eJ u t ,u2 ,. PMJ(t) , J , , ... 
A weighted mean-square-error can then be defined as 
J(il(8~il, o~il, t) = e(ilr(t)We(i>(t) = _L Wii( eyl(t)) 2 
j 
(5.13) 
(5. 14) 
where W is a positive definit weight matrix, which has been assumed to be diagonal. 
At each instant at the timet in the ith substructuring the local damage indices o}il (t), o~i) ( t) 
are determined in the following way: 
1. Initially p~>(o, 0, O) is determined for the undamaged structure by subspace iteration 
on (5.3). 
2. The mean-square error J(i)( o~i), o~i), t) is calculated and a minimization with respect 
to the local damage indices is performed . During the minimization p~l ( oiil, o~i), t) = 
[(w1 (t)), (w2 (t)), (<I>P)(t)), ... , ( <I> ~N)(t)), ( <I>~
1 l (t)), ... , (<I>~Nl(t))] is updated by solving 
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(5.15) 
3. The error vector e(i)(8~i),8~i),t) and J(i) are calculated. 
4. The steps 2-3 are repeated until J(i) reaches a minimum. 
For both cases, it should be checked whether ( 1- 8Y)(t)) 2 becomes negative or larger than 
1. rr so, the ajustments (1- 5Y))2 = o or (1 -- oY))2 = 1 are imposed. 
5.5 Examples - Simulation Studies using SARCOF 
Data 
To illustrate the capabilities and limitations of the proposed method, three typical RC-
frames are considered in a simulation study using the non-linear finite element program 
SARCOF, M0rk and Nielsen [74]. The structures are a 2-storey, 1-bay, scale 1:1, a 4-
storey, 1-bay, scale 1:1 and a 6-st.orey, 2-bay, scale 1:5 model test frame. The latter is 
a numerical model of the structures used in the shaking table experiments considered in 
this thesis. The two 1-bay frames are assumed only to be instrumented at the ground 
surface and the top storey only providing frequency information. For these cases, the 
damage assessment is performed at element level giving the damage of each element 
(column/beam) at each time-step during the earthquake. For the 6-storey, 2-bay model 
test frame, the damage assessment is only performed at storey level meaning that only 
an average damage of each storey is calculated. Furthermore, due to increased structural 
complexity, the damage is only calculated at the time of maximum softening in the 1st 
mode reducing the computational effort dramatically. The proposed method is appl ied to 
this structure with different levels of instrumentation to see the effect of including more 
measurements than at ground surface and top-storey. For all simulations performed, the 
SARCOF program has been modified to calculate a damage indicator for each structural 
element in the finite element model. Since the SARCOF program in the studies by 
M0rk [73], [74] have been proven effectively to simulate the global response as well as the 
development in modal parameters, this damage index calculated in the program is used 
as the reference damage throughout this simulation study. This damage index, referred 
to as 8sARCOF, is calculated from an equivalent homogenous bending stiffness (EJ(t)) of 
the element as 
(E/ (t)) = (1 - 8sARcoF(t)) 2 E lo => 8sARCoF(t) = 1-
(EJ(t)) 
Elo 
(5 .16) 
where E/0 is the bending stiffness of the undamaged beam and EI(t ) is an equivalent 
homogenous bending stiffness defined as the mean value of the compliance 
l [ 1 dx 
(E/(t)) - la El(x, t) (5.17) 
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where l is the length of the element. For simplicity only a linear weight function is used 
in the integration (5.17). It should be noted that any weight function could be used . 
This damage index is used as the actual or "real" damage of the element to evaluate 
the damage indices obtained by the proposed method. When the damage localization is 
performed at storey level, the damage indices in all elements in each storey are weighted 
to a storey damage index using one of the methods presented in section 3.3 to obtain a 
reference storey damage index. 
5.5 .1 Example- The Fundamental Case 
As a very fundamental case assume that only the outermost left 2m of the beam B2 in the 
4-storey, 1-bay RC-frame shown to the left in figure 5.4 are damaged , whereas the rest of 
the structure is undamaged. The characteristics of the beams and columns are listed in 
table 5.1. 
A' 
$ As I Ec 
[10-3m2] [10-3m2] (10-3m4] (1010Pa] 
Beam 1.64 1.14 1.1 5.0 
Column 1.64 1.64 0.5 5.0 
Table 5.1: Characteristics of cross-sections in 2 and 4 storey, 1-bay RC-frames. 
Further, a modulus of elasticity of Es = 2.1·101I Pa and a mass density of p = 2500 ~have 
been assumed. The calculated circular eigenfrequencies of the 1-bay, 4-storey building are 
found to w1,0 = 8.26s-1 and w2,0 = 26.22s-1 . 
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Figure 5.4: The 2 and 4 storey, 1-bay RC-frames considered in these examples. 
0.15 m 
0 .35 m 
The damage is assumed to increase linearly from 51 = 0 at t = Os to 51 = 0.4 at t = 20s 
as illustrated in figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5: The assumed development of damage in the outermost part of the second 
storey beam. 
Only frequency information is assumed to be used and to generate the development in 
the frequencies that would have been measured, the damage prescribed in figure 5.5 is 
introduced in a finite element model and an eigenvalue analysis is performed at each 
time step yielding the the corresponding time-varying circular eigenfrequencies (w1(t)) 
and (w2(t)) as illustrated in figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6: The development in the two lowest eigenfrequencies using the damage develop-
ment shown in figure 5.5 in the outermost 2m of the second storey beam. a) F irst circular 
eigenfrequency, b) second circular eigenfrequency and c) the two lowest eigenfrequencies 
normalized with their undamaged value, respectively. 
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It should be noted at this stage, that this very theoretical example is merely presented 
in a very simple way to give the reader a chance to follow each step in the estimation of 
the damage indices rather than to give a realistic impression of the damage development 
in an actual RC-structure. The sequence of subsiructuring and the associated estimates 
of the local softenings have been shown in the figures 5.7 and 5.8. Figures 5.7c and 5.7d 
represent two alternative substructurings at the third level. In figure 5.8c it is clearly seen 
that the damage must be present in the second storey beam, and figure 5.8d provides the 
final localization of the damaged part of beam B2. 
1 2 
-- ----- -t~ 
a) 
Figure 5.7: Sequence of substructuring in search for damaged member. 
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Figure 5.8: Development in local softenings for different partitionings. 
In the present example the method is effective mainly because only one element is dam-
aged. If damage is continuously distributed in the structure the same accuracy can no 
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longer be expected. Further, it should still be remembered, that damage localization 
within beam B2 is still confined to multiple solutions due to the symmetry problems 
explained above. 
5.5.2 Examples - Damage Assessment of a 2 and 4-Storey RC-
frame subject to Earthquake like Ground Motions at Ele-
ment Level using One Response Measurement 
In the following examples the effectiveness of the proposed method is illustrated in the 
cases of a. 2 and 4-storey frame. In all the considered cases the data have been generated 
using the SARCOF finite element program described in appendix A. 
The earthquake ground motion applied to the finite element models considered is gener-
ated using a. Kanai-Tajimi filter as described in appendix A.3 . A realization of this model 
is shown in figure 5.9. This realization will be applied to subsequent studies of the 2 
and 4 frames with changing magnitude. The magnitude of the earthquake is adjusted by 
changing the amplitude (30 in (A.57). 
-2L-------------~--~--------~~------------~ 
0 5 10 1 5 
Timet[s} 
Figure 5.9: Base acceleration realization used in the simulation study. (30 = 0.8tA-, 
t1 = 3s, to = 15s, c = 0.2s-1 , wo = 15s-1 and (o = 0.65. 
Simulations with 2-Storey Frame 
The 2-storey RC-frame shown in figure 5.4 is considered. The calculated circular eigen-
frequencies of the undamaged structure are w1 ,o = 16.48s-1 and w 2,0 = 52.95s-1 . The 
modal damping ratio for the structure were ( 1 = (2 = 0.05. The development in the 
eigenfrequencies for the case with the strongest ground motion is shown in figure 5.10 
along with the frequencies reproduced by the method as given by (5.12). 
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Figure 5.10: 2-storey frame. Development in circular frequencies. [--]: Measured 
smoothed circular eigenfrequencies, [· · ·]: circular frequencies reproduced by the method. 
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Figure 5.11: 2-storey frame. Estimated local damages with /30 = 0.8if}. [- - ]: P roposed 
method, [· · ·] : SARCOF. 
It is seen that the local damages determined by the proposed method is very close to the 
correct values. The local damage in columns and beams of the lower storey is almost 
exactly predicted, whereas the damage in the upper storey columns is sligthly underes-
timated. In figures 5.12 and 5.13 the magnitude of the earthquake and therefore also 
the damage has been reduced. It is seen that the uncertainty of the damage localiza-
tion increases at low levels of intensity. In all cases it is seen that the elements with the 
highest degree of damage are pin-pointed correctly, but at low earthquake intensi ties the 
magnitude of the absolute damage is quite poorly estimated. 
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Figure 5.12: 2-storey frame. Estimated local damages with /30 = 0.6-lf}. [-]: Proposed 
method, [· · ·]: SARCOF. 
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Figure 5.13: 2-storey frame. Estimated local damages with /30 = 0.4sTs. [-]: P roposed 
method, [· ·-]: SARCOF. 
Simulations with 4-Storey Frame 
Next, the 4-storey frame used initially in the first example is considered. Again, as for 
the 2-storey frame, three different magnitudes of the earthquake shown in figure 5.9 are 
applied. 
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The development in frequencies for the case with the strongest earthquake is shown m 
figure 5.14. 
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Figure 5.14: 4-storey frame. Development in circular frequencies. [--J: Measured 
smoothed circular eigenfrequencies, [· ·-J: circular frequencies reproduced by the method. 
Wt,o = 8.26s- 1 and w2,o = 26.ls-1. 
The corresponding damage in the different beams and columns is shown in figure 5.15 for 
f3o = 0. 6 5~s . 
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Figure 5.15: 4-storey frame. Estimated local damages with {30 = 0.6sifl. [---]: Proposed 
method , [· · ·]: SARCOF. 
It is seen that in this case, where the damage in the lower storeys is relatively high, the 
values of the local damage indices are very close to the "correct" values determined by 
SARCOF and that the severely damaged elements are pin-pointed very precisely. 
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Again it is seen that as the earthquake intensity decreases, the uncertainty of the estimated 
damage increases. For the low earthquake intensities of {30 = 0.2 37\ it is seen that the 
method actually predicts damage in column C2 which is undamaged. 
Excitation in the Second Mode 
In all the examples considered until now the damage has been concentrated in the lower 
part of the structure. To see if the method is also capable of finding damage in the 
upper storeys, a case is considered where the structure is excited in the 2nd mode. The 
motivation for this is some studies by Koyliioglu et al. [59], [60] for shear structures 
where it is demonstrated that the frequency content of the excitation highly influences 
the distribution of damage. Three different magnitudes of earthquakes are considered and 
they are all scaled versions of the earthquake illustrated in figure 5.18. 
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Figure 5.18: Base acceleration reali zation used in the simulation study. 
The circular eigenfrequency of the Kanai-Tajimi filter has been selected as w0 = 25s-1 
which is in the vicinity of the initial 2nd circular eigenfrequency of the structure of w2,0 = 
26.1s- 1 and will certainly cause resonance as damage reduces the circular eigenfrequency, 
as seen in figure 5.14. T he damping ratio of the filter is chosen relatively low as (0 = 0.2, 
which will enhance the tendency of resonance excitation. The figures 5.19-5.21 show that 
t he method is also capable of capturing the damage in the higher storeys. 
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Figure 5.19: 4-storey frame. Estimated local damages with /30 = 0.6g¥}. [-]: Proposed 
method, [· · ·] : SARCOF. Excitation in the 2nd mode. 
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Figure 5.20: 4-storey frame. Estimated local damages with (30 =OAsT; . [-]: Proposed 
method, [· · ·]: SARCOF. Excitation in the 2nd mode. 
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Comparing figures 5.15 and 5.19 it is seen that the damage is wide spread in the structure 
when the peak frequency in the load spectrum is concentrated around the 2nd eigen-
frequency of the structure. Furthermore, there is a tendency that the beams become 
relatively more damaged than the columns and it is seen that the method is capable of 
capturing this effect. 
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Figure 5.21: 4-storey frame. Estimated local damages with flo = 0.2-lA-. [- ]: Proposed 
method, [· · -]: SARCOF. Excitation in the 2nd mode. 
5 .5.3 Example - Damage Assessment at Storey Level of a 6-
Storey RC-Frame using Several Response Measurements 
The structure considered in these examples is the 2-bay, 6-storey test-frame, scale 1:5 
shown in figure 5.22. This structure is equivalent to the model test frame considered in 
chapters 6 and 7. The modulus of elasticity of the reinforcement bars is E = 2.1·1011 Pa, 
the mass density of the concrete is Pc = 2500kg/m3 . All cross-sections are identical 
except for the reinforcements which are different in beams and columns. The parameters 
of the cross-sections are given in table 5.2. The two lowest circular eigenfrequencies of 
the cracked structure were calculated as w1,0 = 12. ls - 1 , w2 ,o = 38.5s-1 . 
A, I Ec 
[10-6m2] [10- 6m4] [1010Pa] 
Beam 5.65 0.41 3.5 
Column 8.48 0.48 3.5 
Table 5.2: Characteristics of cross-sections. 
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Figure 5.22: 6-storey, 2-bay model test RC-frame, scale 1:5. 
Again, two different load cases are considered. In one case the structure is excited in the 
1st mode and in the other excitation in the 2nd mode. For the investigations performed 
for this structure, main emphasis is put on the effect of using more than just frequency 
information, i.e. mode shapes are estimated at one or more additional measurement 
points. Due to the increased complexity of this structure, the damage is only calculated at 
storey level, i.e. an average damage index of each storey is calculated. Since the reference 
damage is calculated in SARCOF for each element, these element damage indices are 
weighted to a storey damage index using the method where the local damage indices are 
used as weights as described in section 3.3. Due to the increased calculation time when 
mode shapes are included, the damage is only evaluated at the time tM of maximum 
reduction of the highest eigenperiod (maximum softening). In all cases the weights W;; 
are taken as 1 on frequencies and 0.1 on mode shape components. This weighting of mode 
shape information and frequency information was chosen from a sensitivity study where 
it was found that if too high a weight was put on the mode shapes a poor estimate of the 
magnitude of the damage was observed and in general it was found that a weight of 0. 1 
seemed to behave properly. 
Excitation in the 1st Mode: 
In the case where the structure is excited in the 1st mode, the following characteristics of 
the Kanai -Tajimi filter have been used: t0 = 15s , w0 = lOs-1 , ( 0 = 0.3, {30 = 0.3 i?5 and 
t1 = 8s. 
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Figure 5.23: Ground surface acceleration and total storey displacement time series. 
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Figure 5.24: Development in the two lowest circular eigenfrequencies. [--]: Smoothed 
values, (· · ·]: Instantaneous values. 
Figures 5.24, 5.25 and 5.26 show the development in the circular eigenfrequencies and the 
normalized mode shapes as a function of time during the earthquake. In this case both 
the smoothed eigenfrequencies which can be determined from one response measurement 
and one or more mode shapes determined from more measurements along the structure 
are used to estimate the average damage of selected substructures. The dependence of the 
localization on the various inputs and measurements is investigated. The damage indices 
are evaluated at the time tM of maximum softening in the 1st mode. In figure 5.27 the 
mode shapes of the initial and damaged structure at maximum softening are shown. 
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Figure 5.25: Development in mode shape coordinates at the storeys for the 1st mode. 
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Figure 5.26: Development in mode shape coordinate at the storeys for the 2nd mode. 
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Figure 5.27: Mode shapes of the initial and damaged structure at maximum softening. 
[-]: Undamaged. [· ·-J: Damaged . 
The damage distribution is calculated with the proposed method for four different cases: 
1. Only one measurement at the top storey is used. Only the two lowest frequencies 
are estimated from the response measurement. 
2. The measurement at top-storey and one at another storey are used (5 combinations 
for a 6 storey frame) . 
3. The measurement at the top storey and at two other storeys are used (10 combina-
tions for a 6 storey frame). 
4. Measurement at all storeys. 
For each of these cases the storey damage indices are determined and compared to storey 
damage indices determined by eq. (3.22) and eq. (3.23). 
The results for these cases are shown in tables 5.3 and 5.4. The superscript of o indicates at 
which storey /storeys measurements are performed. 6° = only ground surface acceleration 
and top storey response are measured , ok = ground surface, kth storey (k < 6) and top 
storey are measured. More generally, oij, .. k signifies the damage indices, when additional 
measurements on storeys i ,j , .. ,k are performed. The corresponding storey damage indices 
predicted by (3 .22) and (3.23) are designated Ok,E and Ok,DI, respectively. 
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Storey o"·J:, storey ok,UJ storey [JO [Jl [J2 53 [J4 [J5 
1 0.36 0.36 0.27 0.37 0.25 0.30 0.27 0.23 
2 0.24 0.35 0.39 0.39 0.47 0.39 0.38 0.37 
3 0.06 0.16 0.23 0.03 0.08 0.17 0.25 0.33 
4 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Table 5.3: Damage indices at storey level. 
Storey [Jl2 [Jl3 [Jl4 [JlS [J23 024 [J25 [J34 [J35 [J45 [Jl2345 
1 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.24 0.29 NC 0.27 0.32 0.30 0.26 0.35 
2 0.35 0.36 0.40 0.37 0.43 0.46 0.40 0.39 0.38 0.36 
3 0.10 0.08 0.00 0.32 0.07 0.03 0.08 0.17 0.26 0.06 
4 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.05 0.08 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.05 
5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Table 5.4: Damage indices at storey level. NC: No convergence obtained. 
From table 5.3 it is clearly seen that in the case where one additional measurement is 
used, the best location is at the 1st floor if the highly damaged floors are to be identified 
precisely. On the other hand, in this case the estimation of damage in the lightly damaged 
floors is poorer. In the case of two additional measuring points it is seen from table 5.4 
that additional measurements at the 1st and 2nd storey provide a very good estimation 
of the damage. It should here be noted that the results in tables 5.3-5.4 are obtained in 
the case where the structure is excited in the 1st mode which causes a high damage level 
in the lower storeys. 
Excitation in the 2nd mode: 
The same calculations are performed for the case where the structure is excited in the 2nd 
mode. Figures 5.29, 5.30 and 5.31 show the development in the circular eigenfrequencies 
and the normalized mode shapes as functions of t ime during the earthquake for the case 
where w0 = 35s-1 , (o = 0.1 and fJo = 0.4 .r;; obtained from the SARCOF program. 
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Figure 5.28: Ground surface acceleration time series and total storey displacement time 
series. Simulation with SARCOF. 
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Figure 5.29: Development of the two lowest eigenfrequencies when excited in 2nd mode. 
[-- ]: Smoothed values, [· · ·]: Instantaneous values. 
In figure 5.29 it is seen that the reduction in the 2nd eigenfrequency is much larger in the 
case where the structure is excited in the 2nd mode than in the case where a 1st mode 
excitation was applied. 
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Figure 5.30: Development in the 1st mode shape when excited in the 2nd mode. [--]: 
Smoothed values, [· · -]: Instantaneous values. Normalized with (<ll~6)) = 1. 
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Figure 5.31: Development in the 2nd mode shape when excited in the 2nd mode. [--]: 
Smoothed values, (· · ·]: Instantaneous values. Normalized with (<fl~6)) = 1. 
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In figure 5.32 the mode shapes of the initial and damaged structure at maximum softening 
are shown. 1stmode 2ndmode 
6,------...-------, 
5 
4 4 
3 
2 
0 .5 
Figure 5.32: Mode shapes of the initial and damaged structure at maximum softening. 
[-]: Undamaged, [· ·-]: Damaged. 
Storey o"'·b storey {/•UL storey 1)0 1)1 1)2 . 1)3 1)4 1)5 
1 0.38 0.40 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.26 0.40 0.07 
2 0.19 0.29 0.19 0.33 0.25 0.22 0.28 0.40 
3 0.03 0.12 0.25 0.01 0.22 0.45 0.10 0.22 
4 0.06 0.19 0.18 0.13 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.38 
5 0.09 0.13 0.01 0.12 0.12 0.05 0.15 0.00 
6 0.02 0.08 0.00 0.06 0.17 0.34 0.15 0.10 
Table 5.5: Damage indices at storey level. Excitation in 2nd mode. 
Storey 1)12 1)13 1)14 1)15 1)23 1)24 1)25 1)34 1)35 1)45 1)12345 
1 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.35 NC 0.35 0.29 0.33 0.36 0.37 
2 0.27 0.30 0.33 0.31 0.31 0.32 0.20 0.29 0.31 0.29 
3 0.15 0.06 0.02 0.08 0.14 0.13 0.45 0.25 0.10 0.08 
4 0.06 0.19 0.11 0.07 0.17 0.08 0.00 0.04 0.11 0.14 
5 0.16 0.00 0.16 0.18 0.00 0.20 0.03 0.21 0.15 0.13 
6 0.10 0.19 0.00 0.04 0.23 0.01 0.33 0.00 0.06 0.07 
Table 5.6: Damage indices at storey level. Excitation in 2nd mode. 
As previously noted in the case where the structure is excited in the 2nd mode the 
damage is more wide spread in the structure. In case of one additional measurement it 
is seen that if the highly damaged floors are to be identified accurately the additional 
measurement should be performed at the 1st floor as in the first case. In case of two 
additional measurements it is seen that measurement at the 1st and 2nd or 1st and 3rd 
floors provide the best assessment of the damage. 
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In both of the considered cases it should be noted, that even when only frequency infor-
mation is used, the method performs well and only has trouble picking up the damage in 
the slightly damaged storeys. Especially the obtained assessment of damage in the fifth 
and the sixth storeys is relatively poor. This can be explained from the experiences from 
the 4-storey frame where it was found that the method had t rouble assessing the damage 
when the damage level became low. However, it should be noted that when measurements 
are performed at all storeys a very good assessment is obtained. 
5.5.4 Soft Storey Cases 
In all the cases considered until now the strength and stiffness have been assumed constant 
over the height of the structure. However, past earthquakes have shown several examples 
where one storey has suffered severe damage or collapse and the rest has been undamaged 
or much less damaged in the cases where this storey was weakened in advance by some 
kind of change in the material used or changes of the geometry of members' cross-sections. 
Examples of this phenomenon are found in Turkey and Greece, where buildings are often 
built in several stages. After the construction of each stage, reinforcement bars are left 
extended through the next storey and finally through the concrete deck at the roof. 
When the construction work is resumed, perhaps years later, these extended reinforcement 
bars are used to connect and anchorage of the new stuctural components to the existing 
building. Recent earthquake events in Turkey and Greece have shown that such structures 
have a tendency to fail in the storeys where such a connection is performed. The same 
kind of failure mode was also seen in the Kobe 1995 eart hquake, where the mid-storey 
collapses were caused by a sudden change of stiffness and strength of the storey columns. 
Such a structure is called a soft storey building. Besides the simulat ion studies performed 
within this example, the phenomenon will be investigated further in an experimental 
study in chapter 8. 
To illustrate the effects of such a soft storey and in order to demonstrate that the proposed 
method is capable of handling it, the two load cases considered in the previous section 
5.5.3 are simulated again with exactly the same earthquakes but in case 1 with a 50% 
reduced stiffness of the fourth storey and in case 2 with a 50% reduced strength in all the 
components of the fourth storey. The results for the case where the structure is excited in 
the 1st mode are listed in tables 5. 7 and 5.8. Sk,DI signifies the damage indices (3.23) for 
the unweakened structure and s:S/ is the corresponding damage index with 50% initial 
stiffness or strength reduction in the fourth storey. 
Storey Sk,Dl s:~~/ so 81 S2 S3 S4 ss Sl23456 
1 0.36 0.44 0.28 0.42 0.30 0.30 0.35 0.35 0.41 
2 0.35 0.31 0.42 0.42 0.50 0.48 0.47 0.48 0.35 
3 0.16 0.25 0.37 0.13 0.20 0.25 0.17 0.19 0.22 
4 0.03 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.05 
6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Table 5. 7: Damage indices at storey level. Soft 4th storey with stiffness reduced by 50% 
and excitation in the 1st mode. 
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Storey l)k,Dl 5:~~/ 1)0 t? 1)2 1)3 1)4 1)5 1)123456 
1 0.36 0.31 0.12 0.35 0.26 0.26 NC 0.32 0.32 
2 0.35 0.38 0.30 0.37 0.43 0.37 0.34 0.31 
3 0.16 0.18 0.47 0.27 0.26 0.36 0.35 0.29 
4 0.03 0.37 0.38 0.20 0.26 0.25 0.21 0.23 
5 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.13 
6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.05 0.08 0.00 0.00 
Table 5.8: Damage indices at storey level. Soft 4th storey with strength reduced by 50% 
and excitation in the 1st mode. 
From table 5.7 it is seen that the stiffness reduction in the fourth storey causes a sligthly 
different damage distribution in the structure where the first storey suffers more damage 
than in the case where the stiffness was intact . Since the response is completely controlled 
by the 1st mode in this case only sligth damage occurs in the soft fourth storey. Table 5.8 
shows that when the strength of the soft storey is reduced by 50%, this storey suffers severe 
damage. Furthermore, a slight redistribution of the damage in the other storeys occurs. 
In both cases it is seen that the proposed method provides a fairly good assessment of 
the damage when only one measurement is used, but some improvement can be obtained 
by including an additional measurement at one of the lower storeys. 
The results from the case where the structure is excited in the 2nd mode are shown in 
tables 5.9 and 5.10. 
Storey l)k,Dl {J:~f/ 1)0 1)1 [J2 1)3 [J4 1)5 1)123456 
1 0.40 0.39 0.30 0.40 0.33 0.36 0.29 0.03 0.39 
2 0.29 0.30 0.30 0.38 0.42 0.32 0.21 0.26 0.33 
3 0.12 0.21 0.30 0.00 0.09 0.26 0.40 0.39 0.10 
4 0.19 0.04 0.19 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.18 0.43 0.02 
5 0.13 0.16 0.00 0.07 0.13 0.01 0.10 0.02 0.18 
6 0.08 0.06 0.00 0.07 0.11 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.01 
Table 5.9: Damage indices at storey level. Soft 4th storey with stiffness reduced by 50% 
and excitation in the 2nd mode. 
Storey l)k ,DI {Jk,~l 30 t. [JO 1)1 1)2 [J3 1)4 1)5 
[J123456 
1 0.40 0.31 0.28 0.33 0.36 0.28 0.35 0.33 0.33 
2 0.29 0.26 0.29 0.20 0.14 0.22 0.32 0.21 0.21 
3 0.12 0.11 0.28 0.25 0.27 0.29 0.06 0.19 0.20 
4 0.19 0.53 0.28 0.37 0.38 0.39 0.36 0.43 0.43 
5 0.13 0.22 0.20 0.31 0.27 0.35 0.25 0.23 0.24 
6 0.08 0.16 0.48 0.06 0.10 0.00 0.25 0.11 0.10 
Table 5.10: Damage indices at storey level. Soft 4th storey with strength reduced by 50% 
and excitation in the 2nd mode. 
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When the stiffness soft-storey structure is excited in the 2nd mode it is seen from table 
5.9 that the soft storey suffers much less damage than in the case with intact stiffness. 
This is due to the increased yield interstorey displacement of the storey and it is seen 
that the damage instead is increased in the storeys above and below the soft storey. In 
the case with reduced strength it is seen from table 5.10 that the soft storey suffers heavy 
damage when excited in the 2nd mode. In both cases it is seen that the proposed method 
is capable of assessing the damage resonably well when only one measurement is used, 
but some improvement can be obtained using additional measurements around the weak 
storey. 
The general conclusions from the soft storey investigations are that a soft storey in terms 
of strength seems to be more severe than a soft storey in terms of stiffness. This conflicts 
with the results obtained by Koyliioglu et at. [61] where it was found that both stiffness 
and strength reduction caused a severe increase in the damage level of the soft storey. 
This difference can be explained by the difference in the applied models. In the study by 
Koyliioglu et al. [61] a multi-degree-of-freedom shear model was used, whereas a finite 
element model with a full description of all elements is used in this study. As will be 
illustrated later in an experimental study of a soft storey frame in Chapter 8 the model 
used in this study seems to be in better agreement with the considered model test frame 
than the model used by Koyliioglu et al. [61]. 
5.6 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter a new method for localization and quantification of damage in reinforced 
concrete structures is proposed. The method is based on estimation of the two lowest 
eigenfrequencies and possible mode shape coordinates which are used as input to the 
proposed method. The method is formulated sufficiently flexible so that any number of 
storey response measurements can be included as input with increasing accuracy as the 
number of measured responses increase. Initially, the method is tested with a fundamental 
example, where a part of one of the beams has been damaged and the rest of the structure 
remains undamaged. In this case the method is found to work perfectly as expected. 
Afterwards the method is tested with simulated data for three different structures with 
two different types of earthquake-like loading processes corresponding to excitation in 
the 1st and 2nd mode. Finally the method is applied to some soft storey cases where 
either the stiffness or strength of the elements within a storey has been reduced by 50 % 
to see if the method is capable of capturing the damage development in the case of an 
inhomogenous structure. The general conclusions from the performed simulation study 
of the proposed method is that the methods in all the considered cases are capable of 
identifying storey /elements with a high damage level even with only a single measured 
response. The estimation of damage in elements with a relatively low damage level seems 
to be somewhat more uncertain, but can be improved by including more measurement 
points on the structure. Especially in the case where measurements at all storeys are 
used a very good assessment of the damage is obtained in all cases. Further, the general 
tendency is that the method performed best in the cases where the structure is excited 
in the 1st mode and the damage is concentrated in a few storeys. 
Chapter 6 
Shaking Table Tests with Scale 1:5 
Frames 
In this chapter a series of shaking table tests is described. The tests are performed with 
three test structures labelled AAU1, AAU2 and AAU3. The purpose of the tests was 
primarily to evaluate the possibilities of applying the method presented in Chapter 5 for 
damage assessment of real structures under seismic excitation and to study the global 
behaviour of degrading RC-frames. The experimental investigations wi thin this thesis 
are divided so that this chapter contains a description of the performed dynamic tests 
and all the data that have sampled in connection with the dynamic testing of the frames 
AAU1, AAU2 and AAU3. Furthermore, processed data from the tests are presented in 
this chapter. In Chapter 7 the method for damage assessment suggested in Chapter 5 are 
applied to the data for each of the test frames and the obtained damage assessment is 
compared to the assessments obtained from static testing and visual inspections. Further, 
in case of the frame AAU2, the various methods presented in Chapter 3 are applied as 
well and a comparative study is performed. 
Experimental works with shaking table tests of reinforced concrete frame has previously 
been performed by researchers such as Sozen et al. [122], Cecen et al. [19] and Bracci 
et al. [14]. However, these studies mainly concentrated on studying t he response of 
structures with different designs and damage evaluation in terms of visual inspection by 
measuring cracks, permanent deformations etc. The main novelty in the experimental 
works performed within this thesis is not only to consider damage evaluation in terms 
of visual inspection, but also to evaluate stiffness reductions from static testing of the 
various elements of the structure. From the obtained reductions in stiffnesses a relatively 
precise assessment of the damage in the various structural components can be obtained 
using the damage index method suggested in Chapter 5. Since this method is based on 
estimation of changes in modal characteristics another important aspect is evaluation of 
methods for estimation of the modal parameters from acceleration records. In order to 
provide data for such an investigation, various non-damaging tests are performed and a 
comparative study of the various methods shown in Chapter 4 is performed. 
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6.1 The Test Series 
The frames considered are 2-bay, 6-storey RC-frames constructed in a scale of 1:5. The 
reason for choosing this scale is a result of a trade of between the fact that use of ordinary 
steel bars and concrete is desirable in order to get a structure with properties as close 
to a real structure as possible and having a structure that could fi t into the laboratory. 
The test series consists of seven identically constructed frames with the outer measures 
of 2.4 x 3.3 m. The main measures of the frames are indicated in figu re 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1: Main measures of test frames. 
The test frames are built of 50 by 60 mm RC-sections. The weight of each frame is 
~ 2 kN. The frames are tested in pairs of two giving three identical set-ups and the 
last frame is serving as a spare/reference frame. To model the storey deck, 8 RC beams 
(0.12*0.12*2.0m) are placed on each storey. The total weight per frame is then~ 20 kN. 
To avoid overlapping longitudinal reinforcement causing uncontrolled variations of bend-
ing stiffness and strength, anchoring steel- plates welded to the reinforcement are applied 
to the longitudinal reinforcement bars. 
The concrete used has a design compression strength of 20 MPa wi th a maximum aggre-
gate diameter of 5 mm. 
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Figure 6.2: Cross-section of beam and columns. 
The dimensions of the beams and columns in the frame are constant all over the frame 
with outer measures of 50 x 60 mm. Columns are reinforced with 6i216 KS410 (ribbed 
steel) and beams with 406 KS410, see figure 6.2. A more detailed description of the frames 
and the materials can be found in appendix B.l or in Skjcerbcek et al. [117]. 
6.2 Test Set-Up and Conduction of Dynamic Tests 
The frames are tested in pairs of two where the same ground surface acceleration is applied 
to the two frames. The frames are placed at the shaking table at a distance of 1000 mm 
and are stabilized in space by a steel cross at each end. The applied shaking table has 
been designed specifically for this project an therefore fits the considered frames. In figure 
6.3 a schematic side view of the entire experimental set-up is shown. 
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Figure 6.3: Side view of experimental set-up. 
The hydraulic cylinder providing the base motions is controlled by an HBM computer 
system. In the connection between the shaking table and the hydraulic cylinder a load 
cell is placed to measure the actual cylinder force as a function of time. Furthermore, the 
cylinder displacements can be measured as functions of time. 
All storeys are instrumented with accelerometers connected to a data acquisition system. 
In all tests data are sampled at a rate of 150 Hz. 
A detailed description of the tests can found in appendices B.3-B.4 or in Skj rerbrek et al. 
(117]. 
6.2.1 Test Program 
The experiments performed on the frames can generally be divided into two types: 
1. Non-destructive testing (free decay tests) 
2. Destructive Testing (strong motion excitation) 
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The non-destructive testing is performed as free decay tests of the test frames. The 
free decay tests are performed by applying a horizontal force at the top storey which is 
suddenly released and the free decay motions are measured. 
The destructive testing is performed by applying strong motions to the structure. In the 
tests two different types of excitation are considered as illustrated in figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4: Displacements u9 (t) of applied earthquake types scaled to maximum amplitude 
of 20 mm. a) earthquake type a. b) Earthquake type b. 
The type a and b earthquakes are artificially generated using a Kanai-Tajimi filter with 
circular centre frequencies at Wa = 10rad/s and wb = 30rad/s, respectively. The frequen-
cies were selected to ensure significant response in the first and second mode of the frames, 
respectively. The Kanai-Tajimi filter is described in appendix A.3. 
The ground motion time series is specified as a displacement time series in the computer 
code controlling the shaking table. The displacement time series is prescribed as a basis 
time series scaled so the maximum displacement is 20 mm. Depending on the desired 
strength of the earthquake this series can next continuously be scaled in the range [0, 1]. 
6.2.2 Data Processing 
All data sampled from the frames were low-pass filtered to remove high frequency noise 
originated from the hydraulic system. For the filtering process an 8th order Butterworth 
filter was used, see The Math Works, Signal Processing Toolbox, [132]. Displacement 
time series was obtained from the acceleration time series using the integration/filtering 
procedure presented in section 4.1. 
6.3 Results From Dynamic Tests with Frame AAUl 
The frame AA U1 was initially subjected to a series of free decay tests, where the top 
storey of the structure was pulled out of the equilibrium state by means of a rope. Due 
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to a minor hydraulic accident the undamaged structure was exposed to an impulse load 
where no measurements were performed. This impulse load incurred minor damage to 
the structure as revealed by a change in the frequencies. In figure 6.5 acceleration time 
series are shown at the 6 storeys obtained from a pull-out test before the accident. 
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Figure 6.5: Measured total accelerations from pull-out test of undamaged frame AAUl 
before impulse load. 
After initial identifi cation of the virgin frame AA Ul a sequence of strong motion time 
series called EQl, EQ2 and EQ3 was applied to the structure, generated as the type a) 
earthquake in figure 6.4 scaled with a factor of 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75, respectively. The 
acceleration responses measured during EQl are shown in figure 6.6. In figure 6.7 the 
corresponding cy linder displacements and the cylinder force are shown. The equivalent 
plots for EQ2 and EQ3 can be fo und in figures 6.9-6.10 and 6.12-6. 13, respectively. 
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Figure 6.6: Measured total accelerations during EQl for frame AAUl. 
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Figure 6. 7: Measured shaking table displacement and cylinder force during EQl for frame 
AAUl. 
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After earthquake EQl the structure was again subjected to free decay tests by pulling 
the top storey out from the equillibrium state. The obtained acceleration time series at 
the six storeys are shown in figure 6.8. 
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Figure 6.8: Measured total accelerations from pull-out test of frame AAUl after EQl. 
Comparison of figure 6.8 and figure 6.5 clearly reveals a significant change in the funda-
mental frequency of the structure already after EQl. 
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Figure 6.9: Measured total accelerations during EQ2 for frame AAUl. 
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F igure 6.10: Measured shaking table displacement and cylinder force during EQ2 for 
frame AAUl. 
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In figure 6.11 acceleration time series obtained from free-decay tests after EQ2 are shown. 
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Figure 6.11: Measured total accelerations from pull-out test of frame AAUl after EQ2. 
As seen from figures 6.12 and 6.13 the accelerometers stopped measuring halfway through 
EQ3. This was caused by overloading due to total collapse of the structure. Photos of 
the structure after the collapse are seen in figures C.lO-C.ll. 
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Figure 6.12: Measured total accelerations during EQ3 for frame AA Ul. 
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Figure 6.13: Measured shaking table displacement and cylinder force during EQ3 for 
frame AAUl. 
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6.3.1 Modal Identification of Virgin Structure from Free Decay 
Tests 
Based on the free decay test performed on the undamaged as well as the damaged frame 
the modal parameters of the test frame were evaluated. T he t ime series was analysed using 
ARV, ARMAV and ERA methods as described in Chapter 4. The reason for applying 
all three methods is to investigate the performance of each of t he methods and to assure 
that it is physical modes and not spurious modes which are identified. Based on the 
three methods, eigenfrequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes are evaluated for the 
two lowest modes. In table 6.1 the evaluated eigenfrequencies and damping ratios are 
presented for the undamaged structure based on the three methods. 
SI-method /1 (Hz] h [Hz] ( 1 [%] (2 [%] 
ARV (Undamaged) 1.93 6.55 2.42 6.37 
ERA (Undamaged) 1.93 6.54 2.04 2.17 
ARMAV (Undamaged) 1.93 6.55 2.59 3.81 
Table 6.1: Evaluated eigenfrequencies and damping ratios of virgin frame AAUl. 
The corresponding mode shapes evaluated by the three methods are shown in figure 6.14. 
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Figure 6.14: Evaluated mode shapes of the virgin structure. (-]: ARV. [ ... . ]: ARMAV. 
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From table 6.1 and figure 6.14 it is seen that identical mode shapes and eigenfrequencies 
are estimated from the three methods in case of the first mode. Also, damping ratios 
are relatively close. As for the second mode some discrepancy is noticed between the 
predictions. Especially the damping ratios are varying from method to method and also 
the mode shapes obtained by the three methods show variations. A closer look at the 
mode shape of the first mode reveals a somewhat peculiar shape around the third and 
fourth storey. This is likely to be due to calibration errors in the accelerometer used 
at the third storey, and the measurements at this storey should therefore not be used 
uncritically. As explained in appendix B.4 the test set-up was changed for the remaining 
st ructures and this accelerometer has not been used in any of the other test set-ups. 
6.3.2 Modal Identification of Damaged Structure from Free De-
cay Tests 
As in the case of the undamaged structure the modal characteristics have been evaluated 
after each of the damaging events. The evaluated eigenfrequencies and damping rat ios 
are shown in table 6.2. 
SI-method !1 [Hz] h [Hz] (I [%] (2 [%] 
ARV (EQ1) 1.58 5.62 3.80 2.23 
ERA (EQ1) 1.57 5.61 3.49 1.96 
ARMAV (EQ1) 1.58 5.64 3.47 2.87 
ARV (EQ2) 1.31 5.01 4.41 2.16 
ERA (EQ2) 1.31 5.00 4.29 1.78 
ARMAV (EQ2) 1.31 5.02 5.12 2.21 
Table 6.2: Evaluated eigenfrequencies and damping ratios of frame AAU1 after EQ1 and 
EQ2. 
From table 6.2 it is seen that the frequencies obtained after EQ1 and EQ2 show the same 
tendency as in the case of the undamaged structure, i.e. the first mode seems to be 
estimated very well since all methods provide basically identical frequency and damping 
ratio estimates. As for the second mode it is seen that more agreeable estimates are 
obtained in the cases of the damaged structures. This is probably due to less information 
about the second mode in the free decay test with the undamaged frame than in the 
similar tests with the damaged structures. This tendency can be seen directly in the 
measured acceleration responses in figures 6.5, 6.8 and 6.11 where influence from the 
second mode is much more pronounced in figures 6.8 and 6.11 than in figure 6.5. From 
the estimated damping ratios in the first mode it is seen that the damping is increasing 
with the damage level due to formation of crack, sliding between concrete and steel, etc. 
as expected. Only minor changes were found in the first mode shape, and the second 
mode shape remained basically unchanged during the earthquakes, see figure 6.15. 
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6.3.3 Estimation of Time-Varying Frequencies 
As described in section 4.2 the eigenfrequencies of the time-varying structure can be 
estimated from measured acceleration response using e.g. Kalman-filter or a Recursive 
implemented ARMAV model. As explained in section 4.2.2 the recursive ARMAV model 
was found to provide the best identification of the time-varying structure and is therefore 
used throughout the experimental studies . 
In figures 6.16-6.18 the development in the two lowest smoothed eigenfrequencies esti-
mated by the recursive ARMAV model described in section 4.2.2 is shown as a function 
of time during EQl, EQ2 and EQ3. 
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Figure 6.16: Development of smoothed eigenfrequencies in the first and the second mode 
during EQl. 
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Figure 6.17: Development of smoothed eigenfrequencies in the first and the second mode 
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Figure 6.18: Development of smoothed eigenfrequencies in the first and the second mode 
during EQ3. 
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From the figures 6.16-6.18 the minimum values of the frequencies during each earthquake 
are extracted and the results are listed in table 6.3. 
fmin 1 [Hz] fmin 2 [Hz] 
EQ1 1.42 5.28 
EQ2 1.19 4.71 
EQ3 0.96 4.37 
Table 6.3: Estimated minimum smoothed frequencies during the three earthquakes. The 
minimum frequencies observed during EQ3 occurred right before the structure collapsed. 
Comparing the frequencies obtained from the free decay testing of the virgin structure 
and of the damaged structure after EQ1 and EQ2 to the frequency time series obtained 
from the strong motion records as illustrated in figures 6.16-6.18 a resonable agreement 
is observed. Only the frequencies estimated at the beginning of EQ1 deviate from the 
frequencies found from the free decay tests of the virgin structure. As explained earlier, 
this deviation is due to a hydraulic accident which ocurred right before EQl. 
6.4 Results from Dynamic Tests with Frame AAU2 
Based on the experiences obtained from the free decay experiments with frame AA U 1 it 
was decided to change the arrangement for performing free decay tests in a manner so 
the excitation level could be controlled and more standardized. Instead of pulling the top 
storey manually by a rope a load arrangement was constructed so the top-storey could be 
pulled by a given force which was suddenly released by cutting a thin steel wire, see figure 
B.16. In this manner it could be ensured that the structure was excited basically in the 
same way for all experiments. Free decay tests of frame AA U2 were basically performed 
by applying a force of 0.50 kN at the top storey which was suddenly released. After 
EQ2 additional free decay tests were performed using three different pull-out forces to 
investigate if the structure had become non-linear after damage was incurred. The results 
of the free decay tests are shown in figure 6.19 for the undamaged structure. 
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Figure 6.19: Measured total accelerations from pull-out test of the undamaged frame 
AAU2. 
After the identification of the virgin structure AAU2 it was exposed to two earthquake 
sequences labelled EQ1 and EQ2 generated from the type a) earthquake using a scaling 
of 0.2 and 0.4, respectively. The measured total storey accelerat ions are shown in figure 
6.20 and the cylinder force and displacement are shown in figure 6.21 for EQl and in 
figures 6.20 and 6.21 for EQ2, respectively. 
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Figure 6.21: Measured shaking table displacement and cylinder force during EQl for 
frame AAU2. 
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In figure 6.22 the results of the free decay test performed after the first earthquake se-
quence are shown. 
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Figure 6.22: Measured total accelerations from pull-out test of frame AA U2 after EQl. 
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Figure 6.23: Measured total accelerations during EQ2 for frame AA U2. 
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Figure 6.24: Measured shaking table displacement and cylinder force during EQ2 for 
frame AAU2. 
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Finally after the second earthquake free decay tests were performed again. In order to 
investigate the non-linearity of the damaged structure pull-out forces of 0.25, 0.50 and 
0. 75 kN were applied , respectively. In figure 6.25 the free decays are shown for the case 
where a pull-out force of 0.5 kN was used. 
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Figure 6.25: Measured total accelerations from pull-out test of frame AA U2 after EQ2. 
Pull-out force 0.5 kN. 
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6.4.1 Modal Identification of Virgin Structure from Free Decay 
Tests 
The structure AAU2 was identified in the same manner as the structure AAUl. In table 
6.4 the evaluated eigenfrequencies and damping ratios are presented for the undamaged 
structure using the three methods . 
SI-method !1 [Hz] h [Hz] (1 [%] (2 [%] 
ARV (Undamaged) 2.15 6.95 1.70 1.37 
ERA (Undamaged) 2.14 6.94 1. 76 1.40 
ARMAV (Undamaged) 2.14 6.95 1. 70 1.50 
Table 6.4: Estimated eigenfrequencies and damping ratios of virgin frame AA U2. 
The corresponding mode shapes evaluated by the three methods are shown in figure 6.26. 
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Figure 6.26: Evaluated mode shapes of the virgin structure AAU2. [---]: ARV. [ ... . ]: 
ARMAV. [-.- .-):ERA. 
From table 6.4 and figure 6.26 it is seen that both the first mode and second mode are 
identified with high precision since identical eigenfrequencies are obtained from the t.hree 
methods. Also damping ratios and mode shapes seem to be almost identical except for 
the first mode where the ERA method gives a somewhat deviating result. 
Comparing table 6.4 and table 6.1 it is clearly seen that the estimated frequencies and 
damping ratios are sensitive to the applied excitation. The standardized pull-out arrange-
ment where the pull-out force is measured as in the case of frame AAU2 provides much 
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more robust estimates of frequencies and mode shapes of t he first as well as the second 
mode. 
6.4.2 Modal Identification of Damaged Structure from Free De-
cay Tests 
As in the case of the undamaged structure the modal characteristics of the frame were 
evaluated after each of the damaging events. The evaluated eigenfrequencies and damping 
ratios are shown in table 6.5 and the mode shapes in figure 6.27. 
SI-method !1 [Hz] h [Hz] (1 [%] (2 [%] 
ARV (EQ1) 1.79 6.13 2.86 2.52 
ERA (EQl) 1.77 6.14 3.22 2.80 
ARMAV (EQl) 1.80 6.09 1.69 2.67 
ARV (EQ2, 0.25 kN) 1.58 5.62 2.74 2.16 
ERA (EQ2, 0.25 kN) 1.56 5.63 3.30 2.05 
ARMAV (EQ2, 0.25 kN) 1.59 5.62 2.32 1.93 
ARV (EQ2, 0.50 kN) 1.48 5.38 3.83 2.88 
ERA (EQ2, 0.50 kN) 1.46 5.36 3.71 2.65 
ARMAV (EQ2, 0.50 kN) 1.46 5.37 3.36 2.85 
ARV (EQ2, 0. 75 kN) 1.48 5.35 3.86 3.11 
ERA (EQ2, 0. 75 kN) 1.45 5.34 3.54 2.80 
ARM AV (EQ2, 0. 75 kN) 1.48 5.32 3.74 2.83 
Table 6.5: Estimated eigenfrequencies and damping ratios of frame AAU2 after EQ l and 
EQ2. 
From table 6.5 it is seen that the frequencies and damping ratios obtained after EQ1 and 
EQ2 behave as expected with increasing damping ratios and decreasing frequencies. As in 
the case of frame AAUl only small changes in the mode shapes were observed. Comparing 
table 6.5 and table 6.2 it is seen again that the estimates of frequencies as well as damping 
ratios are much more stable when the pull-out arrangement shown in figure B.l6 is used. 
In table 6.5 is seen that the frequencies obtained from free decay testing using different 
pull-out forces indicate that the structure becomes somewhat non-linear when damage 
are incurred. Further, it is seen that the estimated frequencies are approximately 8 per 
cent higher when a pull-out force of 0.25 kN is used compared to frequencies obtained 
from free decay test using a pull-out force of 0.5 or 0. 75 kN . This tendency is supported 
by all the three methods applied. 
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Figure 6.27: Estimated mode shapes of the structure AAU2. [--]: Virgin structure. 
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6.4.3 Estimation of Time-Varying Frequencies 
The estimated smoothed eigenfrequency development during EQl and EQ2 are shown in 
figures 6.28-6.29. 
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Figure 6.28: Development of smoothed eigenfrequencies in the first and the second mode 
during EQl. 
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Figure 6.29: Development of smoothed eigenfrequencies in the first and the second mode 
during EQ2. 
From the figures 6.28-6.29 the minimum values of the frequencies during each earthquake 
are extracted and the results are listed in table 6.6. 
fmin 1 [Hz] fmin 2 [Hz] 
EQl 1. 76 6.00 
EQ2 1.46 5.28 
Table 6.6: Estimated minimum smoothed frequencies during EQl and EQ2. 
By comparing the figures 6.28-6.29 and table 6.5 it is seen that there is a very good 
agreement between the frequencies found from the free decay tests for the virgin structure 
and after EQl and EQ2 and the ones estimated in the initial and final parts of the strong 
motion records. Only at the very beginning of the frequency time series the estimates 
seem to deviate from those found by the previous free decay tests which is due to the fact 
that the recursive ARMAV model needs a certain amount of data points to diminish the 
effect of the chosen initial values of the parameters in the model. 
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6.4.4 Evaluated Interstorey Displacements and Restoring Forces 
In order to perform a comparative study of the various damage indices li sted in Chapter 
3 the deformation response and restoring forces of frame AAU2 are estimated using the 
method described in section 4.1. 
Using the method for double integration of t he measured acceleration responses suggested 
in section 4.1 the interstorey displacements shown in figures 6.30-6.31 were obtained. 
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Figure 6.30: Evaluated interstorey displacements obtained from double integration of 
measured acceleration t ime series during EQl for AA U2. 
From the interstorey displacements plotted in figures 6.30-6.31 it is seen that the structural 
response of frame AA U2 during both EQ1 and EQ2 is strongly dominated by the first 
mode as expected, since the circular cent re frequency Wa = lOs-1 in the excitation was 
chosen to be close to the frequency of the first structural mode. 
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Figure 6.31: Evaluated interstorey displacements obtained from double integration of 
measured acceleration time series during EQ2 for AAU2. 
It is seen that as the structure degrades more and more the second mode response be-
comes present in the displacement. This effect is especially seen in the latter part of the 
interstorey displacements during EQ2 where the structural eigenfrequencies have been 
reduced significantly due to damage. 
Using the spring-mass model described in section 4.1 and the interstorey displacements 
evaluated above the force-deformation curves obtained for each storey during EQ1 and 
EQ2 as shown in figures 6.32-6.33 are obtained. From figure 6.32 it is seen that hysteresis 
mainly occurs in the three lower storeys of the structure, whereas the three upper storeys 
and especially storeys 5 and 6 show basically no hysteresis. This tendency becomes even 
stronger during EQ2 where severe hysteresis is seen in the three lower storeys and also to 
some extent in the fourth storey. 
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Figure 6.33: Force-deformation curves during EQ2 for frame AAU2. 
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6.5 Results From Dynamic Tests With Frame AAU3 
The frame AAU3 is basically tested in the same manner as frame AAU2 wi th t he difference 
that three earthquake sequences EQl, EQ2 and EQ3 are applied obtained fro m the type 
b) earthquake shown in figure 6.4 using a scale of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.35, respectively. 
Init ially, a free decay test on the undamaged frame AAU3 is performed as previously and 
the measured total acceleration response is shown in figure 6.34. 
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Figure 6.34: Measured total accelerations from pull-out test of undamaged frame AAU3. 
The strong motion records of storey acceleration and cylinder force and displacement are 
shown in figures 6.35-6.36 for EQ 1, in figures 6.38-6.39 for EQ2 and in figures 6.41-6.42 
for EQ3. 
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Figure 6.35: Measured total accelerations during EQl for frame AAU3. 
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Figure 6.36: Measured shaking t able displacement and cylinder force during EQl for 
frame AAU3. 
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In figure 6.37 the acceleration time series obtained from free decay tests after EQl are 
shown. 
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Figure 6.37: Measured total accelerations from pull-out test of frame AAU3 after EQl. 
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Figure 6.38: Measured total accelerations during EQ2 for frame AAU3. 
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Figure 6.39: Measured shaking table displacement and cylinder force during EQ2 for 
frame AA U3. 
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In figure 6.40 the acceleration time series obtained from free decay tests after EQ2 are 
shown. 
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Figure 6.40: Measured total accelerations from pull-out test of frame AA U3 after EQ2. 
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Figure 6.41: Measured accelerations during EQ3 for frame AAU3. 
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Figure 6.42: Measured shaking table displacement and cylinder force during EQ3 for 
frame AAU3. 
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Comparing figures 6.35-6.36, 6.38-6.39, 6.41-6.42 and figures 6.20-6.21, 6.23-6.24 it is 
clearly seen that the change in excitation from type a to type b according to figure 6.4 
completely changes the structural response from a clear first mode dominated response 
to a more pronounced second mode response. The storey accelerations are seen to be 
much higher in the case of frame AAU3 due to the fact that the dominant frequencies are 
approximately 3 times higher than in the case of frame AA U2. 
In figure 6.43 the acceleration time series obtained from free decay tests after EQ3 is 
shown. 
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Figure 6.43: Measured accelerations from pull-out test of frame AAU3 after EQ3. 
Comparing the figures 6.34, 6.37, 6.40 and 6.43 it is seen that the free decay responses 
become more and more dominated by second mode response as the frame becomes dam-
aged. 
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6.5.1 Modal Identification of Virgin Structure from Free Decay 
Tests 
In table 6. 7 the eigenfrequencies and damping ratios are presented for the undamaged 
frame AA U3 using the three methods. 
SI-method !1 [Hz] h [Hz] (I [%] (2 [%] 
ARV (Undamaged) 2.25 7.28 1.49 0.96 
ERA (Undamaged) 2.25 7.28 1.47 0.98 
ARMAV (Undamaged) 2.25 7.29 1.40 1.00 
Table 6.7: Evaluated eigenfrequencies and damping ratios of frame AAU3. 
The corresponding mode shapes evaluated by the three methods are shown in figure 6.44. 
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Figure 6.44: Evaluated mode shapes of the virgin structure AAU3. [-- ]: ARV. [ .... ]: 
ARMAV. [-.- .-]: ERA. 
From t able 6. 7 and figure 6.44 it is seen that the eigenfrequencies as well as the damping 
ratios and mode shapes are almost identically identified in both the first mode and second 
mode by the three system identification methods. 
6.5 .2 Modal Identification of Damaged Structure from Free De-
cay Tests 
As in the case of the undamaged structure the modal characteristics of the frame were 
evaluated after each of the damaging events. The evaluated eigenfrequencies and damping 
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ratios are shown in table 6.8. As for the frame AAU2 (see table 6.5) these are almost 
identically identified. Also the mode shape estimates turn out to be in agreement. 
SI-method !1 [Hz] h [Hz] (1 [%] (2 [%] 
ARV (EQ1) 1.97 6.40 2.42 1.95 
ERA (EQ1) 1.96 6.38 2.49 1.67 
ARMAV (EQ1) 1.96 6.40 2.29 1.98 
ARV (EQ2) 1. 73 5.68 3.19 2.40 
ERA (EQ2) 1. 72 5.65 3.26 1.93 
ARMAV (EQ2) 1.74 5.68 3.46 2.31 
ARV (EQ3) 1.41 4.55 4.57 3.24 
ERA (EQ3) 1.40 4.56 4.12 3.59 
ARMAV (EQ3) 1.41 4.55 4.11 3.37 
Table 6.8: Evaluated eigenfrequencies and damping ratios of frame AAU3 after EQl, EQ2 
and EQ3. 
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Figure 6.45: Evaluated mode shapes of the structure AAU3. [---]: Virgin structure. 
[-- -]: after EQl. [-. -.-]after EQ2. [ ... ]: after EQ3. 
Figure 6.45 shows the development of the mode shapes during the three earthquake se-
quences estimated by the ARV method. As seen, the mode shape of the first mode 
changes quite dramatically after EQ2 indicating that severe damage occurs somewhere in 
the structure. 
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6.5.3 Estimation of Time-Varying Frequencies 
The estimated smoothed eigenfrequency development during the three earthquakes EQl, 
EQ2 and EQ3 estimated from the strong motion acceleration records using the recursive 
ARMAV model is shown in figures 6.46-6.48. 
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Figure 6.46: Development of smoothed eigenfrequencies in the first and the second mode 
during EQl. 
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Figure 6.47: Development of smoothed eigenfrequencies in the first and the second mode 
during EQ2. 
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Figure 6.48: Development of smoothed eigenfrequencies in the first and the second mode 
during EQ3. 
From the figures 6.46-6.48 the minimum values of the frequencies during each earthquake 
are extracted and the results are listed in table 6.9. 
fmin 1 [Hz] fmin 2 [Hz] 
EQl 1.97 6.39 
EQ2 1.73 5.67 
EQ3 1.41 4.55 
Table 6.9: Estimated minimum smoothed frequencies during the three earthquakes for 
AAU3. 
Comparing the frequency developments shown in figures 6.46-6.48 obtained for frame 
AA U3 to the corrsponding figures 6.28-6.29 for frame AAU2 it is clearly seen that the 
frequencies change in a completely different pattern when a type b earthquake is applied 
to the structure. As was the case for the frames AAUl and AAU2 a good agreement is 
found between the eigenfrequencies obtained from free decay tests and the eigenfrequency 
estimated obtained in the final stages of the strong motion acceleration records using the 
recursive ARMAV model. 
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6.5.4 Evaluated Interstorey Displacements 
Using the method for double integration of the measured acceleration responses suggested 
in section 4.1 the interstorey displacements shown in figures 6.49-6.51 were obtained. 
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Figure 6.49: Evaluated interstorey displacements obtained from double integration of 
measured acceleration time series during EQl for AAU3. 
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Figure 6.50: Evaluated interstorey displacements obtained from double integration of 
measured acceleration time series during EQ2 for AAU3. 
From figures 6.49-6.51 it can be concluded that in the case where the centre frequency of 
the excitation is close to the second mode of the structure a completely changed distribu-
tion of the interstorey displacements is observed. In the case of frame AAU3 the largest 
interstorey displacements are observed in the second and fifth storey, whereas frame AAU2 
had its largest interstorey displacements in the second and third stor~y. Furthermore, it 
should be noted that the interstorey displacements in the frame AA U3 are much more 
uniformly distributed. 
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Specifically it can be observed that as the frame AAU3 becomes more and more damaged, 
·the interstorey displacements of the third storey become relatively smaller compared to 
the remaining storeys. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that the dynamic 
characteristics of the structure changes due to the introduction of damage leading to a 
changed stiffness distribution. By considering the mode shape of the second mode in figure 
6.45 it can be observed that the slope of the second mode shape changes significantly in 
the third storey. 
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Figure 6.51: Evaluated interstorey displacements obtained from double integration of 
measured acceleration time series during EQ3 for AAU3. 
The force-deformation response of frame AA U3 has not been estimated due to problems 
with handling the mixed first and second mode responses. The main problem in handling 
a system with a mixed mode response is that the digital filtering of both the displacement 
and force time series causes small phase lags in the second mode response which makes the 
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estimation of the force-deformation curves unsuitable using the interpolation technique 
suggested in section 4.1. These problems have also been found by Stephens [125]. 
6.6 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter the results of the dynamic tests performed with three identical scale 1:5 
frames were presented. The methodology used in the dynamic testing was first to identify 
the modal parameters of the undamaged structure in terms of frequencies , mode shapes 
and damping ratios from non-damaging free decay tests using three different system iden-
tification methods, namely the EigenRealization Algorithm (ERA), the AutoRegressive 
Vector (ARV) model and the AutoRegressive MovingAverage Vector (ARMAV ) model. 
Even though the aim was to construct the frames identically, significant differences in the 
modal characteristics were observed as illustrated in table 6.10. 
Structure !1 [Hz] h [Hz] (1 [%] (2 [%] 
AAU1 1.93 6.55 2.42 6.37 
AAU2 2.15 6.95 1.70 1.37 
AAU3 2.25 7.28 1.49 0.96 
Table 6.10: Evaluated eigenfrequencies and damping ratios of the undamaged frames 
AAUl, AAU2 and AAU3 using an ARV model. 
From table 6.10 it is clear that especially the frame AAU1 deviates significantly from 
the others with lower eigenfrequencies and higher damping ratios. These relatively large 
deviations are probably not due to inhomogeneities in the applied material alone, but also 
due to the fact that the frame was the first frame tested on the shaking table and a series 
of weak motion tests were performed to study the behaviour of the shaking table and 
to check accelerometers and the data acquisition system. These tests may have incurred 
micro structural changes in the frame even though the performed tests were at a very low 
intensity. Also the excitation used in the free decay tests offrame AAU1 were found to be 
unsuitable and may have influenced the estimation of especially the damping ratios. After 
the initial free decay testing of each of the structures, the structure was exposed to two 
or three sequences of strong motion, where the acceleration response of the structure was 
measured at each of the storeys. In between these strong motion tests free decay test were 
performed as in the case of the virgin structure. Based on the recorded sequences of storey 
accelerations during the strong motion testing the two lowest eigenfrequencies were evalu-
ated as functions of time using a Recursive implemented AutoRegressive MovingA verage 
Vector model. A very good agreement between the frequencies obtained from free decay 
tests after the damaging events and the frequencies obtained from the recursive ARMAV 
model in the final stages of the strong motion sequences was found in all cases. The fact 
that two signifcantly different types of earthquakes were used did not cause any problems 
in the estimation of the t ime-varying frequencies indicating that the applied recursive 
ARMAV model is very robust to the type of applied excitation. Finally, interstorey dis-
placements were evaluated using the time integration procedure described in section 4.1. 
Also, this method was found to be very robust and independent of the type of excitation. 
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The evaluated interstorey displacements for frames AAU2 and AAU3 showed that in the 
case where the centre frequency of the excitation was close to the first structural mode the 
largest interstorey displacements were observed in the second and third storeys whereas 
a centre frequency close to the second structural mode revealed a much more uniform 
distribut ion of the interstorey displacements with the largest displacements at the second 
and fifth storeys. In case of the structure AA U2 the force-deformation response of each 
storey was estimated. The applied procedure was found only to work satifactorily in the 
case where the response was dominated by the first mode. Even though the procedure 
should theoretically be able to deal with a response combined of both first and second 
mode responses the method failed in practice due to small phase lags caused by t he digital 
filtering process. 
Chapter 7 
Damage Assessment of Model Test 
Frames 
Based on proper processing of measured strong motion acceleration responses as described 
in Chapter 6 fo r the three frames AAUl, AAU2 and AAU3, damage assessment can be 
performed by the methods in Chapters 3 and 5. T he purpose of the present chapter 
is to perform such a damage assessment of the three frames AAUl , AAU2 and AAU3. 
In case of frame AA U 1, which was tested until collapse, damage assessment based on 
measured response is performed using both the LSDI suggested in this thesis and the 
global maximum softening damage index. In a comparative study the indices are evaluated 
by performing a visual inspection of the structure. In case of frame AA U2 the various 
indices investigated in the numerical example in section 3.2.5 are evaluated in addition 
to LSDI and the maximum softening index. The damage assessments obtained by these 
methods are compared to damage assessment obtained from visual inspection and static 
testing of the beams and columns in the structure. F inally, in case of the frame AAU3 
the LSDI and the maximum softening are evaluated and compared to visual inspection 
and static testing of the beams and columns. 
7 .1 Reference Damage Assessment Methods 
Alternati vely to the damage assessment based on measured responses, i.e. the methods 
in Chapters 3 and 5, a conventional damage assessment in terms of visual inspection as 
well as a destructive static testing of the beams and columns in the frame are performed. 
In the following the procedures used for the visual inspection and the static testing are 
explained. 
7 .1.1 Visual Inspection of Test Structures 
After each of the strong motion excitations, the structure was thoroughly examined vi-
sually by means of a magnification glass, and all cracks on the surface were marked. 
Different colours were used after each damaging event. 
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Definition of the Classificat ions 
After each series of ground motion the damage state of each storey of the frame was 
assigned to one of the following 6 classifications: Undamaged (UD), Cracked (CR), 
Lightly Damaged (LD), Damaged (D), Severely Damaged (SD) or Collapse (CO). Each 
of the 6 classifications is verbally defined in table 7.1. 
J Category J Definition 
Undamaged No external sign of changed integrity of any of 
UD the columns or beams in the storey 
Cracked Light cracking observed in several members 
CR but no permanent deformation 
Light Damage Severe cracking observed with minor permanent 
LD deformations 
Damaged Severe cracking and local large permanent 
D deformations observed. 
Severe Damage Large permanent deformations observed and 
SD spalling of concrete at some members 
Collapse Very large permanent deformations observed 
CO and severe spalling of concrete at several members 
Table 7.1: Definition of the 6 damage classifications used. 
7.1.2 Damage Evaluation From Static Tests 
After the last of the dynamic tests one of the two frames in each of the test set-ups AAU2 
and AAU3 was cut into smaller pieces as illustrated in figure B.17. The cutting was 
performed using a high speed diamant based cutting devise as illustrated in figure C.12. 
Each of the half beams and columns can be identified from the labels shown in figure 
B.17. 
Half-beams and columns were subjected to a static test where a force was applied at the 
end of the beam or column. Corresponding values of force and displacement were sampled 
for forces in the range of 0.0- l.OkN for the columns and in the range of 0.0-0.4kN for the 
beams. A schematic view of the test set-up is shown in figure 7.1 and photos of the test 
set-up can be seen in figures C.13-C.l4. 
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a) 
Figure 7.1: Schematic view of the test set-up used for the static testing. a) Set-up for 
beams. b) Set-up for columns. 
Based on the static tests performed with each of the beams and columns the lateral 
stiffness can be estimated. In the following investigations only the initial tangent stiffness 
k; of the obtained force-deformation curves of beams and columns is considered, see figure 
7.2. 
a) p b) p 
u u 
Figure 7.2: Force-deformation curves and definition of initial stiffness for beam or column 
no. i. a) Undamaged element. b) Damaged element. 
As reference an undamaged frame was undergoing the same process of cutting and sta t ic 
testing to evaluate the corresponding undamaged initial stiffness k;,o for the beams and 
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columns, see figure 7.2. A damage index for beam or column no. i can then be defined as 
. ~i OsE = 1 - k. 
t ,O 
(7.1) 
It should here be noted that this damage index is consistent with the formulation used 
for the maximum and the local softening damage indices. 
From figure B.l7 it is seen that in general five types of test specimens are available after 
the frame has been cut into pieces. These five types are illustrated in figure 7.3. In general 
three reference tests were performed for each of these types of specimens. However, in 
case of the type I and II specimens only one and two tests were performed, respectively, 
due to lack of samples. 
Type I Type 11 Type Ill 
u r== 
' 
Type IV Type V 
I il 
Figure 7.3: The five types of test specimens. 
Undamaged Reference Frame 
Force-deformation curves obtained for the beams and columns of the five different types 
of test specimens are shown in figure 7 .4. The different signatures in figure 7.4 indicate 
the different specimens tested. 
From figure 7.4 it is seen that small variations in the force-deformation curves from spec-
imen to specimen of the same type are found but the initial stiffnesses seem to be fairly 
identical. 
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Figure 7.4: Force deformation curves obtained for the columns and beams in the five 
different types of test specimens. [--]: Specimen no. 1. [-- - ]: Specimen no. 2. 
[-. - .-]: Specimen no. 3. 
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7.2 Damage Assessment of Frame AAUl 
In the following the results of the damage assessment of frame AA U1 are presented. Due 
to collapse of the structure during the third earthquake no static tests were performed 
with the columns and beams of this structure. 
7.2.1 Maximum Softening Damage Index 
Using the smoothed eigenfrequency time series plotted in figures 6.16-6.18 the maximum 
softenings in the two lowest modes during the three runs can be calculated as shown in 
table 7.2. 
f>M,l f>M,2 
EQ1 0.27 0.20 
EQ2 0.38 0.28 
EQ3 0.51 0.33 
Table 7.2: Estimated maximum softenings during the three earthquakes . 
From the evaluated maximum softenings it can be seen that the damage primarily affects 
the first mode. Comparing the evaluated maximum softenings to the fragility curves 
shown in figure 3.7 it is seen that the structure after EQl is likely to suffer only minor 
non-structural damage. During EQ2 the structure enters the moderate damage area 
and during EQ3 the maximum softening exceeds 0.5 indicating severe damage. Since 
the structure collapsed during EQ3 the assessment from maximum softening provides a 
consistent indication of the global damage state of the structure. 
7.2.2 Local Softening Damage Index 
Based on the smoothed frequency curves obtained from the acceleration records the Local 
Softening Damage Indices have been estimated by the method described in Chapter 5 for 
each of the storeys and after each earthquake. Only the two lowest smoothed eigenfre-
quencies at the time of maximum softening in the first mode are used for the calculations. 
Using the material test results for the steel and the concrete as indicated in appendix B.2 
the FE-model was calibrated to have modal characteristics as closely as possible to the 
experimentally obtained values of the virgin structure. The damage indices listed in table 
7.3 were then obtained. 
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Case/ storey 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
EQl 0.32 0.33 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 
EQ2 0.52 0.41 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 
EQ3 0.62 0.64 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Table 7.3: Estimated LSDis for each storey in frame AAUl after EQl, EQ2 and EQ3. 
As seen in table 7.3 a relatively high damage level is observed already after EQI whereas 
the three upper storeys are undamaged. During the second earthquake damage is seen 
to increase in the lower half of the structure. The growth of damage is primarily in the 
first and second storeys. During EQ3 a large growth in the damage is observed in the 
second storey. This prediction by the LSDI method is in very good agreement with the 
observations during EQ3 where the collapse actually occurred in the second storey. 
7.2.3 Visual Damage Assessment 
The visual damage assessment for frame AAUl after each of the three ground motions is 
shown in table 7.4. 
Storey EQl EQ2 EQ3 
1st UD CR SD 
2nd CR LD CO 
3rd CR LD CO 
4th UD CR LD 
5th UD CR CR 
6th UD CR CR 
Table 7.4: Damage classifications after the three earthquake events for frame AAUl. 
As indicated in table 7.4 only a few cracks were found in the structure after the first 
earthquake. The cracks were concentrated at the joints between columns and beams in 
the second storey. At the remaining storeys only small cracks were found. After the 
second earthquake extensive crack growth was observed in the lower part of the frame 
and localized crushing of concrete at node 2 and 5 was observed, see figures 7.6-7.5. 
During the third earthquake damage developed dramatically in the second storey and 
after approximately 10 seconds of excitation the second storey collapsed. Photos of the 
collapsed structure are shown in figures C.lO-C.ll. Here it should be noted that even 
though the third storey has been assessed as collapsed after EQ3 this may not have been 
caused by the strong motions during EQ3 but merely by the impact when structural parts 
above the second storey fell one storey down during the collapse. 
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Figure 7.5: Cracks in the centre node (no. 2) of the first storey after EQ2. 
Figure 7.6: Cracks in the centre node (no. 5) of the second storey after EQ2. 
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7.2.4 Comments 
Damage assessment of frame AAUl was performed by the maximum softening index, 
by visual inspection and by the LSDI method. The first approach concerns the global 
damage assessment, whereas the latter methods should be classified as localized damage 
assessment methods. The damage assessment based on the maximum softening index 
predicted the collapse correctly and gave accurate global damage assessments. The two 
methods for local damage assessment provided somewhat agreeable results. However, even 
though the structure after EQ2 was in a moderate damage state, the visual inspection only 
indicated light damage of the structure. Alternatively, the LSDI method tested predicted 
the second storey to be the one with the highest damage level and therefore the storey 
likely to collapse. This highlights the limited reliability of visual inspection methods even 
under laboratory conditions. The tests with frame AAU1 indicate·that the critical value 
of the LSDI is somewhere in the range of 0.6-0.7 for collapse of the substructure. This 
range of the LSDI corresponds to an average stiffness reduction of 75-90 per cent. 
7.3 Damage Assessment of Frame AAU2 
In this section damage assessments of the frame AAU2 are performed. In addition to the 
assessment performed for frame AAUl the various local indices considered in section 3.2.5 
are calculated along with indices obtained from static testing of the beams and columns 
as well. The frame AA U2 is only subjected to two earthquake sequences at a relat ive 
moderate intensity in order to ensure that the structure only suffers damage at a light to 
moderate level. 
7.3.1 Maximum Softening Damage Index 
Using the eigenfrequency time series plotted in figures 6.28-6.29 the maximum softenings 
in the two lowest modes during the two runs can be calculated as shown in table 7.5. 
OM, I 0M,2 
EQl 0.18 0.14 
EQ2 0.32 0.24 
Table 7.5: Estimated maximum softenings during the two earthquakes. 
As is the case for frame AA Ul the evaluated maximum softenings indicate that the damage 
incurred by the structure mainly seems to affect the first mode, where the largest softening 
is seen. The numerical values of the maximum softenings indicate that the structure after 
EQ1 only suffers from non-structural damage, and after EQ2 enters into the light to 
moderate damage area. 
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7.3.2 Local Softening Damage Index 
As was the case for frame AAU1 a finite element model was calibrated to fit the measured 
eigenfrequencies of the virgin frame and the LSDis were calculated for each of the storeys 
in the frame after each of the two applied earthquake sequences. 
Case/storey 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
EQ1 0.22 0.22 0.21 0.07 0.06 0.06 
EQ2 0.46 0.37 0.23 0.13 0.12 0.12 
Table 7.6: Estimated LSDis for each storey in frame AAU1 after EQl and EQ2. 
From table 7.6 it is clear, that damage is incurred mainly in the lower part of the frame 
during EQl. In contrast to AAU1 a slight change in stiffness is seen in the upper storeys. 
This change is probably due to cracking of hitherto uncracked sessions. Since no weak 
motion tests of the shaking table were performed with frame AAU2 as was the case with 
frame AAU1, it is likely that the frame AAU2 before EQl was still uncracked in some 
sections. Obviously the stiffness changes from cracking will then appear as damage when 
the LSDI method is applied. During EQ2 the damage is seen to increase in the two lowest 
storeys and slightly also in the four upper storeys, again the increase in the damage in 
the three upper storeys is most likely due to cracking. 
7.3.3 Damage Assessment using Force-Deformation Response 
From the evaluated force-deformation responses in figure 6.32 the damage indices indi-
cated in section 3.2.5, see table 3.1, can be evaluated. The results after EQ1 and EQ2 
have been indicated below in tables 7. 7 and 7 .8. 
Storey 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
DR 1.02 1.03 0.95 0.74 0.48 0.28 
FDR 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.96 
I Dculver 0.19 0.28 0.26 0.20 0.13 0.07 
IDr&Y 0.0037 0.0056 0.0052 0.0041 0.0026 0.0015 
I Dsozen 0.98 1.48 1.37 1.07 0.70 0.40 
NCD 4.77 4.84 3.94 3.29 2.06 1.43 
NDE 4.16 4.91 3.62 2.49 0.78 0.28 
P&A 0.18 0.30 0.26 0.19 0.11 0.06 
DSS 0.03 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.00 
DSE 0.06 0.10 0.07 0.06 0.02 0.00 
Table 7.7: Damage indices of frame AAU2 after EQl. 
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Storey 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
DR 3.11 2.98 2.79 2.21 1.42 0.85 
FDR 0.71 0.75 0.76 0.75 0.76 0.84 
I Dcu/ver 0.37 0.54 0.51 0.40 0.26 0.15 
IDr&Y 0.0113 0.0162 0.0152 0.0121 0.0078 0.0046 
I Dsozen 1.01 1.45 1.37 1.08 0.70 0.41 
NCD 15.9 15.11 12.34 10.05 5.99 3.92 
NDE 32.34 32.84 23.85 16.57 5.15 1.72 
P&A 0.80 1.18 0.96 0.70 0.36 0.19 
DSS 0.18 0.34 0.23 0.15 0.05 0.02 
DSE 0.23 0.44 0.28 0.20 0.08 0.04 
Table 7.8: Damage indices of frame AAU2 after EQ2. 
In the calculation of the damage indices in tables 7. 7 and 7.8 a fai lure inter-storey drift of 
3 per cent had been used. Further, the parameter /3 = 0.25 was used in Park and Ang's 
index, and the parameter b = 0.77 in Stephen's extended index DSE. 
From table 7.7 it is seen that the ductility ratio DR predicts the first and second storeys 
. to be slightly damaged after EQ1, whereas the storeys 3-6 have a ductili ty ratio less than 
1 indicating that no yielding has occurred. In table 7.8 it is seen that the ductility ratio 
has increased significantly in the three lower storeys after EQ2 and also to some extent in 
the fourth and fifth storeys. The fiexural damage ratio F D R predicts basically identical 
damage in the storeys 1-5 and the sixth storey to be almost undamaged after EQl. Notice, 
that a fiexural damage ratio of 1 indicates that no stiffness change has occurred, see (3.6). 
This tendency is also seen after EQ2 where the first storey incures the highest and the 
sixth the smallest damage. However, being solely based on the observed shear stiffness 
at the time of maximum deformation the index is likely to provide a poor estimation 
of damage in the present case. By considering figures 6.30 and 6.31 it is seen that the 
maximum deformation occurs at an early stage in both of the earthquake sequences, 
but several cycles with large deformation occur later in the sequences causing low cycle 
fatigue damage which is not captured by the F DR. The three interstorey drifts considered 
are basically all scaled parameters of the maximum deformation observed in each of the 
storeys. The interstorey drifts by Culver, I Dcutver, and Toussi and Yao, I Dr&Y, both 
show an increasing damage with increasing earthquake intensity and indicate the second 
storey to be the most damaged. Also the interstorey drift by Sozen, I Dsozen, shows the 
second storey to be most damaged. However, it should be noted that this index merely 
indicates the relative distribution of damage and does not provide an absolute damage 
assessment , see (3.4). This explains the almost unchanged damage values in tables 7. 7 
and 7.8. The cumulative normalized plastic deformation, NCD, and the cumulative 
normalized dissipated energy, N DE, both indicate the first and second storeys as the 
two most damaged storeys, the third and fourth storeys are indicated to be slightly less 
damaged and the fifth and sixth storeys are almost undamaged. T his tendency is seen 
after both EQ1 and EQ2. The Park and Ang index, P&A, predicts the highest damage 
level in the second storey after EQl as well as after EQ2 and only the fifth and sixth 
storeys are est imated to have a relatively low damage level. The same tendency is seen 
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for both the simple, DSS, and the extended index, DSE, by Stephens. It should here be 
noted that significant differences in the numerical values of the simple and extended index 
are observed after both EQl and EQ2 indicating that it is important to take into account 
the dependence on the fatigue exponent of the magnitude of the plastic deformations. 
Comparing the damage indices in tables 7.7 and 7.8 based on inter-storey displacements 
(IDculver, IDT&Y , IDsozen, P&A) with the remaining indices a pronounced deviat ion is 
noti ced in the damage prediction of the first storey. The reason for this is the significantly 
larger stiffness of this storey due to the fixation at the supports. For the ducti lity ratio 
DR this has been partly compensated by the normalization with respect to the yield 
displacement. 
7.3.4 Damage Assessment from Static Tests 
After EQ2 one of the two frames in AAU2 was cut into pieces similarly to the undamaged 
frame presented in section 7.1.2 , and each of the half beams and columns was subjected 
to a static test as illustrated in figure 7.1 and in the photo shown in figure C.l3. Each 
of the force-deformation curves obtained for the half-beams and half-columns in frame 
AAU2 is shown in the figures 7.7-7.9. 
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Figure 7. 7: Force-deformation curves for the centre columns obtained from t he static 
tests. Frame AAU2. Ci,1: Lower part. Ci,u: Upper part. 
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Figure 7.9: Force-deformation curves for the beams obtained from the static tests. Frame 
AAU2. Bf: Outer part. Bf: Inner part. 
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From each of the force-deformation curves shown in figures 7. 7-7.9 the initial tangential 
stiffnesses were evaluated and element damage indices were calculated using (7.1). Based 
on the element damage indices of the elements in each of the storeys, storey damage indices 
8sE,i are calculated using the weighting procedure described by (3.23). T he calculated 
element damage indices as well as the storey indices for frame AA 02 are listed in table 
7.9. 
Storey, i 8ay 8ac . 8cr, 8c'? • u 8c;1 8c~ I U 8sE,i 
1 0.38 0.19 0.14 0.08 0.20 0.14 0.27 
2 0.43 0.30 0.02 0.14 0.16 0.19 0.31 
3 0.34 0.23 0.22 0.07 0.21 0.13 0.25 
4 0.34 0.19 0.00 0.21 0.20 0.17 0.24 
5 0.33 0.26 0.02 0.19 0.08 0.14 0.22 
6 0.24 0.31 0.28 0.12 0.18 0.00 0.23 
Table 7.9: Calculated element damage indices and storey damage indices based on static 
tests of frame AAU2. 
From t able 7.9 it is seen, t hat in general the outer half of the beam seems to be the 
most damaged element in each of t he storeys. Considering the storey damage indices the 
second storey is seen to have suffered the most damage followed by the first storey and 
the third storey. In general it can be seen t hat the d ifference in damage level in each 
of the storeys is smaller than could be expected from the damage assessment methods 
investigated above. This is probably due to introduction of damage from handling t he 
frame during installation on the shaking table, installation of masses at the storeys, etc. 
However, the general tendency seen from the static tests is that the first and second storey 
have suffered the most damage. 
7.3.5 Visual Damage Assessment 
Visual damage assessment of frame AAU2 was performed after E Q 1 and EQ2. The results 
are shown in table 7. 10. Furthermore, photos of all nodes were taken after EQ2. A review 
of the photos is given in black and white in figure 7.10. 
Storey EQ1 E Q2 
1st CR D 
2nd CR D 
3rd CR LD 
4th VD CR 
5th VD CR 
6th CR CR 
Table 7.10: Damage classifications after the t wo earthquake events for frame AAU2. 
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Figure 7.10: Photos of a ll nodes in AA U2 after EQ2. 
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Before the strong motion testing the structure was examined and shear cracks were found 
in the beam at the first, third and sixth storey. These were caused by handling of the 
frame during the construction phase. 
After the first earthquake only a limited amount of microcracks were observed at the three 
lower storeys and the top storey. The crack was largest and most dense in the nodes at 
the first and second storey. At the remaining storeys only small cracks were found. After 
the second earthquake extensive crack growth was observed in the lower part of the frame 
and localized crushing of concrete at the centre node in the first and second storey was 
observed. Also at the nodes in the third storey and in the beam at the top storey shear 
cracks were generated and the existing cracks became longer. 
7.3.6 Comparison of Damage Assessment Methods 
Comparing the two reference methods, visual inspection and static testing, it is seen that 
both methods clearly indicate the first and especially the second floor to be the most 
damaged. The third storey is found by both methods to be somewhat less damaged and 
finally the storeys 4-6 are found to be basically identically damaged. This assessment is 
also given by the assessment obtained by the LSDI, with the deviation that the LSDI 
predicts the first storey to be the most damaged of the two lower storeys. This tendency 
was also supported by the ductility ratio, DR, the fl.exural damage ratio, F DR, and 
the normalized cumulative plastic deformations, NCD, which indicated the first storey 
to be slightly more damaged than the second storey and somewhat less damage in the 
third storey. All of the three interstorey drift indices, IDcutver, IDr&Y, !Dsozen, the 
normalized dissipated energy, NDE, the Park and Ang index, P&A, and the indices by 
Stephens, DSS and DSE, indicate the second storey to be the most damaged storey. So, 
based on the damage assessments performed for frame AA U2 the Local Softening Damage 
Index suggested in Chapter 5 show a good correlation to the reference damage assessment 
methods as well as the traditional response based damage assessment method. However, it 
should be noted that some discrepancy between the various traditional damage assessment 
methods presented in Chapter 3 was found in the considered case. 
7.4 Damage Assessment of Frame AAU3 
In this section damage assessments of frame AA U3 are performed. The damage assessment 
methods considered in this case are the maximum softening damage index method at 
global level and the local softening damage index, static testing and visual inspection 
at the local level. Since the earthquake motions of type b applied to this structure are 
distinctly different from the type a motions applied to the structures AAUl and AAU2 
with respect to frequency content a somewhat different pattern in the damage development 
should be expected. 
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7 .4.1 Maximum Softening Damage Index 
Using the eigenfrequency time series plotted in figures 6.46-6.48 the maximum softenings 
in the two lowest modes during the three runs can be calculated as shown in table 7.11. 
bMI 
' 
bM,2 
EQl 0.12 0.15 
EQ2 0.24 0.22 
EQ3 0.37 0.41 
Table 7.11: Estimated maximum softenings during the three earthquakes. 
Comparing table 7.11 to tables 7.2 and 7.5 it is clearly seen that the maximum softenings 
develop in a completely different manner for the frame AA U3 than in the previous cases. 
The almost identical maximum softenings in both the firs t and second mode indicates that 
the damage is more or less uniformly distributed in the structure. Further, the numerical 
values of the maximum softenings indicate that the structure during EQl only suffers 
non-structural damage and during EQ2 moves into the lightly damaged area. During 
EQ3 the structure becomes close to the severely damaged area. 
7 .4.2 Local Softening Damage Index 
As in the previous cases a finite element model was calibrated to fit the measured eigenfre-
quencies of the virgin frame AAU3 and the LSDis were calculated for each of the storeys 
in the frame after each of the three earthquake motions. The results are given in table 
7.12 below. 
Case/storey 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
EQl 0.13 0.15 0.13 0.09 0.09 0.08 
EQ2 0.24 0.26 0.24 0.18 0.18 0.16 
EQ3 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.35 0.35 0.34 
Table 7.12: Estimated LSDis for each storey in frame AAUl after EQ1, EQ2 and EQ3. 
The LSDI estimates in table 7.12 indicate that the damage incurred in the frame AAU3 
is much more uniformly distributed than for the frames AAU1 and AAU2. As seen in 
general there is a tendency that the lower half is slightly more damaged than the upper 
half, but after EQ3 this tendency has diminished significantly and the LSDI basically 
predicts that all storeys on average are identically damaged. 
7 .4.3 Damage Assessment from Static Tests 
After EQ3 one of the two frames in AAU3 was cut into pieces as in the case of AAU2 
and static tests were performed with each of the half-beams and half-columns. The force-
deformation curve obtained for each of the half-beams and half-columns in frame AAU3 
are shown in figures 7.11-7.13. 
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Figure 7.11: Force-deformation curves for the centre columns obtained from the static 
tests. Frame AAU3. Cf 1: Lower part. Ci u: Upper part. . . 
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Again, from each of the force-deformation curves shown in figures 7.11-7.13 the initial 
tangential stiffnesses were evaluated and element damage indices were calculated using 
(7.1). Based on the element damage indices of the elements in each of the storeys, storey 
damage indices DsE,i are calculated using the weighting procedure described by (3.23) . 
The calculated element damage indices as well as the storey indices for frame AAU3 are 
listed in table 7.13. 
Storey, i 0B9 
I 
DB~ 
I 5cr~ 5c9 I U 5cil Dcc I U DsE,i 
1 0.45 0.25 0.15 0.18 0.27 0.19 0.30 
2 0.44 0.17 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.16 0.30 
3 0.37 0.21 0.05 0.11 0.04 0.07 0.26 
4 0.52 0.25 0.07 0.06 0.03 0.11 0.35 
5 0.51 0.31 0.14 0.13 0.09 0.17 0.33 
6 0.34 0.18 0.18 0.22 0.17 0.00 0.24 
Table 7.13: Calculated element damage indices and storey indices based on static tests of 
frame AAU3. 
Again in agreement with AAU2 it is seen from table 7.13 that the most damaged element 
in each of the storeys is the outer part of the beams. However, a completely different 
damage pattern is obtained in the case of AAU3 compared to AAU2. From table 7. 13 it 
is seen that the fourth and fifth storeys were the most damaged, followed by the first and 
second storeys, whereas the third and sixth storey suffered the smallest damage. 
7 .4.4 Visual Damage Assessment 
Visual damage assessment was performed after each of the three type b earthquakes EQl, 
EQ2 and EQ3, and the results are indicated in table 7.14. A review of the photos is given 
in black and white in figure 7.14. 
Storey EQl EQ2 EQ3 
1st CR LD D 
2nd CR D D 
3rd CR LD LD 
4th CR LD D 
5th CR LD D 
6th CR CR CR 
Table 7.14: Damage classifications after the three earthquake events for frame AA U3. 
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Figure 7.14: Photos of all nodes in AJ\U3 after the last earthquake. 
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Before the strong motion testing the structure was examined and shear cracks were found 
in the beams at the first and sixth storey. 
After the first earthquake only micro cracks were observed at the three lower storeys and 
at the top storey. The cracks were largest and most dense in the nodes at the third, fourth 
and fifth storey. At the remaining storeys generally only small cracks were found . After 
the second earthquake extensive crack growth was observed at the nodes in the fourth 
and fi fth storeys. Furthermore, several shear cuts (horizontal cracks) were observed in 
the columns at the third, fourth and fifth storey. After the third earthquake crack growth 
was observed in all storeys and, furthermore, crushing of concrete was seen at the centre 
column node in the first , fourth and fifth storey. 
7.4.5 Comparison of Damage Assessment Methods 
As previously, a reasonably good agreement between the damage assessment obtained by 
the static testing and the visual inspections is observed. Both methods indicate the highest 
damage level in the first, second, fourth and fifth storeys. The static testing indicated 
a slightly higher damage level in the fourth and fifth storeys. The damage assessment 
by the LSDI indicated a more uniform distribution of the damage with a slightly higher 
damage level in the lower half of the structure. This tendency of a somewhat poorer 
damage assessment by the LSDI in the case where the damage was more spread out in 
the structure were also observed in the simulation studies performed in Chapter 5. 
7.5 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter the results from damage assessment of three 2-bay, 6-storey, scale 1:5 
model test frames were presented. For each of the three frames different damage scenarios 
were observed. The first frame AAUl was subjected to three earthquake sequences of 
increasing magnitude. The earthquakes were generated using a centre frequency close to 
the first eigenfrequency of the undamaged structure. Due to failure in the second storey 
the frame AAU1 collapsed during the third earthquake motion. Damage assessment of 
this frame has been performed using the maximum softening damage index, the local 
softening damage index and visual inspection. The frame AA U2 was exposed to the same 
. type of earthquake motion as frame AAUl, but this frame was only subjected to two 
earthquake motions to be sure that the structure only suffers moderate damage and allow 
the structure to be statically tested afterwards. Damage assessment of this frame was 
performed using traditional methods based on force-deformation response as described in 
chapter 3. Besides, the maximum softening damage index, the local softening damage 
index, vi sual inspection and static testing of beams and columns were applied. In case of 
the third frame AA U3 the centre frequency of the load process was changed to being close 
to the second eigenfrequency of the undamaged frame AAU3. In this case the damage 
assessment was only performed using the maximum softening damage index, the local 
softening damage index visual inspection and static testing of beams and columns. 
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The general conclusions from the investigations performed within this chapter are that 
the local softening damage index seems to work very well in the cases where the structure 
was subjected to earthquake motions with centre frequencies close to the first mode of 
the structure due to the localized nature of the damage distribution in the structure. 
Especially in the case where the structure was tested all the way up to failure, the local 
softening damage index ·was found to predict the damage growth in the failing storey 
very well. For frame AAU2, where several traditional damage indices were evaluated, the 
local softening damage index was found to be competitative to these indices. Further, 
a good correlation was found between the local softening damage indices and the visual 
inspections as well as the damage assessment using static tests of the beams and columns. 
In the case of frame AA U3 the visual inspection and the damage assessment based on 
static testing revealed that the damage in the structure was more uniformly distributed 
than in the case of AAUl and AAU2. Only the third and sixth storeys were found to 
be significantly less damaged than the rest of the structure. This was not clearly dis-
played from the damage assessment by the local softening damage index, which predicted 
uniformly distributed damage in the structure. This tendency was also seen in the simu-
lation studies where the local softening damage index was found to give the best damage 
assessment in the cases where the damage is localized in the structure and not spread 
out as in the case of AA U3. However , since the remaining damage assessment methods 
are based on measurement of the response at all storeys and the assessment performed 
using the local softening damage index only requires measurement of the response at one 
storey the local softening damage index seems to be competitive to the traditional indices. 
Further, the estimation of the local softening damage indices has been shown to work for 
different types of earthquake excitations including cases which made the estimation of the 
force-deformation response impossible in practice due to mixed mode response. 
Chapter 8 
Experimental Case Study: A Soft 
Storey Frame 
In t.hifi chapter <Ut ex perimental s tudy of a. soft storey fr ame as described in section 5.5.'1 
is performed . As explai ned earlier , recent earthquake events in Turkey, Greece and Japan 
have revealed such structures that have suffered significant damage in the storey, where~ 
stiffness or strength changes abruptly. 
Most recently examples of this phenomenon were found in the 1995 Dinar earthquake in 
Turkey and a.n example of such a. failure can be Sf'en in figure 8.1 below. 
Figure 8. 1: Collapse of an inte rmedia floor due to the October 1995 Earthquake, Dinar, 
Turkey. 
J63 
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The purpose of the investigations performed within this chapter is to study the structural 
behaviour of such a soft storey frame in terms of global response and damage accumulation 
and to test whether the proposed LSDI is useable for assessment of damage in such types 
of frames. 
8.1 The Test Structure 
For the test series three 2-bay, 6-storey reinforced concrete frames were cast one at a 
time and were constructed identically. The dimensions of the frames are identical to 
the ones considered in chapters 6 and 7 and all changes from these frames are within 
concrete strength and reinforcement. The frames are described in detai l in appendix B.2. 
Furthermore, a complete description of the performed series of tes ts with the frames can 
be found in Skj rerbrek et al. [118]. Columns 
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Figure 8.2: Plane view of experimental set-up and cross-sections of beams and columns. 
The longitudinal reinforcement used in the frames are of the type KS550 (ri bbed steel) 
with an average yield stress of 610 MPa. In the soft fourth storey St37 steelbars were 
used with an average yield strength of 390 MPa. Columns and beams are reinforced with 
4!156 KS550 and in the soft storey, columns are reinforced with 405.5 St37. A plane view 
of the test frame and the reinforcement of the cross-sections can be seen in figures 8.2a 
and 8.2b, respectively. 
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In figures 8.3a and 8.3b typical stress-strain curves are shown for the two types of steel. 
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Figure 8.3: Stress-strain curves for t he types of reinforcement used. 
The used concrete has a design compression strength of 30 MPa with a maximum ag-
gregate diameter of 5 mm. The modulus of elasticity and the ultimate stress determined 
from the test cylinders' compression tests is approximately fou nd as E = 30000MPa and 
fc = 45MPa. All columns and beams are reinforced against shear with 2 mm steel thread 
which has been formed into spirals with a pitch of 1 winding per 20 mm. 
8.2 Test Set-up and Conduction of Dynamic Tests 
The test-set-up used in the case of the soft storey frame was identical to the one used for 
frames AAU2 and AAU3. During the tests the frame was exposed to the three earthquake 
sequences shown in figure 8.4. 
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Figure 8.4: Applied earthquake base accelerations. a) EQl. b) EQ2. c) EQ3. 
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8.3 Non-Destructive Dynamic Testing 
In this section the results of the non-destructive testing of t he frame in the virgin state 
and the results after each strong motion event are presented . As in the case of the frames 
AAU2 and AAU3 before strong motions are applied t he frame is subjected to various 
loads in the linear range to provide data for modal ident ificat ion of the original structure. 
Furthermore, free decay tests is performed after each earthquake to provide "clean" data 
for identification of the damaged structure. The frame is subjected to free decays of 
pull-outs in bending where a load of 0.25 kN, 0.50 kN, 0 . 75 kN has been applied step by 
step . 
The free decay test time series were again analyzed using an AutoRegressive Vector model 
(ARV), Eigen Realization Algorithm (ERA) and an AutoRegressive Moving Average Vec-
tor (ARMAV) model as described in chapter 4. 
From the performed analyses using the above-mentioned methods the m odal parameters 
listed in t ables 8.1 , 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 were obtained with respect to the virgin s t ate and after 
EQ1, EQ2 and EQ3, respectively. In table 8 .1, the results are listed for all three methods 
in t he case of a pull-out force of 0.25 kN and it can be seen that in case of frequencies all 
methods practically give t he same results. The estimation of t he damping ratios seem to 
be somewhat poorer. The remaining estimates of t he modal parameters in tables 8.1-8.4 
are listed as averages of the results obtained by the three methods . 
Method Force h [Hz] h [Hz] ( 1 [%] (2 [%] 
ARV 0.25 kN 2.68 8.66 1.12 0.54 
ERA 0.25 kN 2.68 8.66 1.14 0.35 
ARMAV 0.25 kN 2.68 8.66 1.24 0.51 
Average 0.50 kN 2.64 8.58 1.35 0 .82 
Average 0.75 kN 2.62 8.51 1.48 0.99 
Table 8.1: Estimated modal parameters for virgin frame AAU4. 
Method Force !1 [Hz] h [Hz] (1 [%] (2 [%] 
Average 0.25 kN 2.31 7.46 2.15 1.44 
Average 0.50 kN 2.22 7.18 2.92 1.90 
Average 0.75 kN 2.16 7.01 3.22 1.94 
Table 8.2: Estimated modal parameters of frame AAU4 after E Ql. 
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Method Force /1 [Hz] h [Hz] ( 1 [%] (2 [%] 
Average 0.25 kN 1.89 5.91 3.13 2.62 
Average 0.50 kN 1.78 5.59 3.85 3.63 
Average 0.75 kN 1. 72 5.43 4.59 4.48 
Table 8.3: Estimated modal parameters of frame AAU4 after EQ2. 
From tables 8.1 and 8.2 it can be seen that the frequency drops by approximately 14% 
after EQ1 while the damping ratio increases by approximately 100%. These values are 
35% and 400%, respectively after EQ2 and 45% and 350%, respectively after EQ3, which 
is also obvious from figure 8.5. 
Method Force /1 [Hz] !2 [Hz] ( I [%] (2 [%] 
Average 0.25 kN 1.55 4.83 3.52 2.27 
Average 0.50 kN 1.42 4.50 5.11 3.06 
Average 0.75 kN 1.38 4.36 4.52 3.30 
Table 8.4: Estimated modal parameters of frame AAU4 after EQ3. 
As an example the top storey acceleration versus time diagrams in case of free decay tests 
is plotted for the virgin structure and after each of the three earthquake sequences, it can 
be seen in figure 8.5. 
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Figure 8.5: The top storey acceleration versus time diagrams from the free decay tests. 
a) Virgin state. b) After EQl. c) After EQ2. d) after EQ3. 
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Using the three presented methods it is possible to obtain estimates of the mode shapes 
as well. The results of the mode shape identification of the virgin structure and of the 
damaged structure after each earthquake are shown in figure 8.6 for a pull-out force of 
0.5 kN using the ARV method. 
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Figure 8.6: Mode shapes of the structure. [--]: Virgin state, [-- -]: After EQl. 
[-.- .-]: After EQ2. [ .... ]:After EQ3. 
No significant changes in the mode shapes were obtained after any of the earthquake 
events as indicated in figure 8.6. Although there is a soft storey in the structure the 
distribution of stiffness as displayed by the mode shapes, seem to be insensitive to even 
large stiffness changes. 
8.4 Destructive Dynamic Testing 
In this section data collected during and after the strong motions applied to the structure 
are presented. In the destructive testing the frame AA U4 is exposed to three sequential 
earthquakes of increasing amplitude called EQl, EQ2 and EQ3. In figure 8.7, measured 
accelerations at the top storey during the three earthquakes can be seen, respectively. 
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Figure 8. 7: Absolute top storey accelerations during the t hree earthquakes. 
8.4 .1 Processed Data 
This section presents processed data where inter-storey and top-storey displacements have 
been found using double time integration procedures as described in Chapter 4. During 
the integration process where displacements are obtained a Butterworth 6th order high-
pass digital filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.95 Hz and a Butterworth 8th order low-pass 
digital fi lter with a cut-off frequency of 20 Hz have been used. Furthermore, time series 
of eigenfrequencies are extracted from the strong motion records. The procedure for 
freq uency est imat ion is described in Kirkegaard et al. [51]. In figure 8.8 the top storey 
displacements during EQL EQ2 and EQ3 are shown. 
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Figure 8.8: Top storey displacements relative to ground surface during a ) EQl. b) EQ2. 
c) EQ3. 
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The displacement time series shown in figure 8.8 indicates that the structural response 
during EQl is very small since the relative top storey displacement is smaller than 10 mm. 
As the structure becomes more damaged and the amplitude of the earthquake increases 
it is seen that the global structural response is increasing quite dramatically. 
In the same manner as for the top storey displacements, the interstorey drifts are evaluated 
and these are shown in figures 8.9, 8.10 and 8.11 for the three earthquakes, respectively. 
Figure 8.9: Interstorey displacements during EQl for frame AA U4. 
The interstorey displacements shown in figure 8.9 indicate that the main response is within 
the second, third and fourth storey where the largest amplitudes are found. Especially, 
the response of the sixth storey is very limited and any damage observed in this storey is 
likely to be due to cracking of hitherto uncracked sections. 
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Figure 8.10: lnterstorey displacements during EQ2 for frame AAU4. 
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During EQ2 the interstorey displacements increase significantly in all storeys and only the 
third storey seems to have significantly smaller amplitudes than the rest of the storeys. 
The maximum interstorey drift is found to be 10 mm in storey 5. 
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Figure 8.11: Interstorey displacements during EQ3 for frame AA U 4. 
In the third earthquake the interstorey displacements increase further but the same distri-
bution as during EQ2 is found between the storeys. Clearly the distribution of interstorey 
displacements is significantly different from the corresponding interstorey displacements 
for the frame AAU3 which was exposed to the same type of loading, see figures 6.49-6.51. 
Especially, the interstorey displacements are significant in the soft fourth storey, which 
can explain the liability of this storey to suffer significant damage. 
8.4. Destructive Dynamic Testing 
In order to evaluate the development of the natural frequencies of the structure during 
the earthquakes a recursive implemented ARMAV model has been fitted to the measured 
acceleration time series as described in section 4.2.2. In figures 8.12-8.14 the obtained 
development in the two lowest smoothed eigenfrequencies of the structure are shown. 
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Figure 8.12: Development of smoothed eigenfrequencies 
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m the first and second mode 
From the development in eigenfrequencies shown in figures 8.12-8.14 the maximum soft-
enings are evaluated as shown in table 8.5. 
State !mint [Hz] fmin2 [Hz] OM,! 0M,2 
Undamaged 2.64 8.58 0.00 0.00 
EQl 2.07 6.54 0.22 0.24 
EQ2 1.57 5.30 0.41 0.39 
EQ3 1.31 4.49 0.50 0.48 
Table 8.5: Estimated minimum frequencies and maximum softenings during the three 
earthquakes. 
By comparing the evaluated maximum softenings in table 8.5 and the fragility curves 
shown in figure 3.7 it is seen that after EQl the structure only suffers minor or non-
structural damage. During EQ2 the structure moves into the moderate damage area. 
After EQ3 the structure is likely to be severely damaged. 
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8.5 Static Tests 
In order to evaluate the distribution of the damage, the structure is exposed to static 
tests on the virgin structure and after each earthquake event. After the last earthquake 
the structure was cut into smaller specimens and each half-beam/column was statically 
tested as in the case of the structures AA U2 and AA U3. 
In the static tests performed after each earthquake, a given force is applied to the top 
storey and the displacements are measured at each storey. The force is varied between 0 
and 0. 75 kN. A schematic view of the test set-up is shown in figure 8.15. 
y 8 p 
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Y• 
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Yz 
Y1 
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Figure 8.15: Static test set-up used for determination of lateral stiffness. 
The static testing was performed on the entire structure in the virgin state, EQl, EQ2 
and EQ3. So the results of all the static tests are shown in figure 8.16. 
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Figure 8.16: Force-deformation curves for interstorey displacements obtained from the 
static tests of the frame. [---]: Virgin structure. [- - -] : After EQl. 
[- . - .-]: After EQ2. [ ... ]: After EQ3. 
As seen from figure 8.16, the interstorey displacement of the fourth storey is about 2.5 
times higher than the avarage of the rest of the storeys in the virgin state, 2. 7 times 
higher after EQ1 and 2.5 times higher after EQ2. As expected, the deformations increase 
a lot after EQ3. It should be noted that there is also a soft behaviour at the top storey 
after EQ3 but still the relative displacement of the fourth storey is about 2.2 times higher 
than the average displacement value of the rest of the storeys. In table 8.6, the stiffnesses 
found for each of the storeys are shown for the virgin structure as well as the structure 
after EQl, EQ2 and EQ3. 
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Storey Virgin EQ1 EQ2 EQ3 
[N/mm] [N/mm] [N/mm] [N/mm] 
1 1499 1390 1010 932 
2 2124 1456 1054 622 
3 1870 1326 991 622 
4 778 554 431 334 
5 1486 1486 895 592 
6 3339 1544 1160 548 
Table 8.6: Evaluated stiffnesses of the 6 storeys . 
Based on the stiffnesses determined in table 8.6, a damage indicator 5s,; for the ith storey 
can be represented as 
5s,; = 1-
f{ final,i 
Ko,i 
(8.1) 
where Ko,i is the apparent stiffness of the ith storey of the undamaged structure and 
f{ final,i is the apparent stiffness of the ith storey after the forcing event. 
The damage indicators calculated after each earthquake event according to this criterion 
are listed in table 8. 7. 
Storey 5s,; (EQ1) 5s,i (EQ2) 5s,; (EQ3) 
1 0.04 0.18 0.21 
2 0.17 0.30 0.46 
3 0.16 0.27 0.42 
4 0.16 0.26 0.34 
5 0.00 0.22 0.37 
6 0.32 0.41 0.59 
Table 8. 7: Calculated damage indices after each earthquake. 
The damage indicator calculated for the sixth storey after EQ1 shows a very high damage 
level compared to the other storeys. This can be explained by the fact that initial stiffness 
obtained from the pull-out tests of the storey is very high, which indicates t hat the 
elements in this storey are still uncracked although the other storeys are cracked. This 
interpretation is also supported by studying the observed interstorey drifts during EQl in 
the sixth storey, where only very small deformations are found. Based on this assumption 
new damage indicators for the sixth storey are found to o:,~l = 0.00, o:,~2 = 0.13 and 
5f~3 = 0.40. 
' 
In figure 8.17, the total deformations for each storey at the maximum load level are shown. 
It is seen that the relative change in stiffness is approximately proportional in all storeys 
which also is supported by the evaluated mode shapes which almost remained unchanged. 
However, the absolute stiffness reduction in the soft storey leads to large plastic deforma-
tions appearing as damage in the structure. It is concluded that the failure occurs when 
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the stiffness reaches a critical value and the storey is no longer capable of transferring the 
shear forces from the storeys above. 
8.6 Static Bending Tests of Beams and Columns 
As in the cases of frames AAU2 and AAU3 the frame AAU4 was cut into smaller specimens 
after the dynamic tests and each of the half-beams and columns were statically tested. In 
the same way the reference frame was cut into pieces and static tests were performed. In 
figures 8.18-8.20 the force-deformation curves obtained for the undamaged as well for the 
damaged structure are shown. Due to symmetry only the beams in one side of the frame 
and the adjacent outer and the centre columns were tested. The location of the beams 
and columns can be identified from figure B.17. 
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Figure 8. 18: Force-deformation curves for the centre columns obtained from the static 
tests. [--]: Undamaged frame and [ .... ]: Damaged frame. C£,1: Lower part. Ci,u: Upper 
part. 
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As in case of the frames AA U2 and AA U3 a straight line was fitted to the measured force-
displacement curves for the damaged as well as the undamaged specimens and a element 
damage index oh given by eq. (7.1) was calculated for each half-beam and column. All 
evaluted damage indices for the elements of frame AAU4 are listed in table 8.8. As in the 
case of frames AAU2 and AAU3 storey damage indices were calculated from the element 
damage indices. 
Storey, i 0B9 . OB~ c5cf, De<:> I U c5ci, 8c~ • u 8sE,i c5s,; 
1 0.29 0.46 0.47 0.30 0.52 0.27 0.41 0.21 
2 0.34 0.30 0.27 0.25 0.41 0.41 0.33 0.46 
3 0.34 0.38 0.30 0.29 0.48 0.41 0.36 0.42 
4 0.39 0.43 0.41 0.31 0.45 0.39 0.40 0.34 
5 0.43 0.39 0.40 0.30 0.55 0.44 0.41 0.37 
6 0.42 0.53 0.30 0.48 0.48 0.56 0.47 0.59 
Table 8.8: Calculated element damage indicators and storey indicators based on static 
tests of frame AAU4. 
From table 8.8 it is seen that there is a large discrepancy between the damage assessment 
obtained using the global static testing and the static testing at element level. The static 
tests performed at global level indicate that only a minor damage is present in the first 
storey, whereas the assessment at element level indicates a relatively high level of damage. 
Also at the fourth and fifth storey this tendency is seen. The opposite tendency is seen in 
the second storey where a high damage level is indicated by the global testing, whereas 
the testing at element level indicates a rather low damage level. Only at the top storey 
both methods indicated a high level of damage. However, despite the deviations between 
the two methods, it should be noted that both methods for all storeys except for the 
global testing of the first storey, indicates a more or less uniform damage distribution in 
the structure. 
By considering the element damage indices in table 8.8 it is seen that in the cases where 
one or two of the elements in a storey are severely damaged and the rest of the elements 
within the storey are only lightly damaged the storey is classified as lightly or moderately 
damaged from the global static testing even though the heavy damaged element may be 
at the limit of failure. Obviously this makes the damage indicator based on the global 
testing unsuitable since severe damage in a crucial member as e.g. the centre column is 
not clearly displayed by the index. 
8. 7 Visual Inspection of Test Structure 
As in the case of the structures AA U2 and AA U3 the structure was visually inspected after 
each of the strong motion loads, the structure is thoroughly examined visually by means 
of a magnifying glass where all cracks were marked with different colours. The visual 
assessment performed in this section is based on the definitions of damage classification 
in section 7.1.1. The main difference between the visual damage assessment performed 
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on frame AAU2 and AAU3 and the frame in the present study is that in this case visual 
assessment of both frames in the set-up is performed. 
8.7.1 Damage Assessment of Frames AAU4a-b 
Generally the cracks/damage were concentrated at the beam-column junctions at all load 
levels and the inspection was therefore concentrated at the nodes. After earthquake 1, 
(EQl ), the inspection made on the nodes showed no serious cracks other than mostly 
micro-cracks. Only the nodes 2, 12 and 18 of frame AAU4b had shear cracks. These 
cracks increased in length after EQ2 and also new shear cracks appeared at the nodes 8 
and 18 of frame AAU4a and 1, 8 and 15 of frame AAU4b. So the general impression from 
these visual inspections after EQl and EQ2 was that the damage was limited since only 
small cracks and some reasonable shear-cracks were present. 
EQ3 resulted in some heavy damages at the nodes of the second and the fourth storeys 
which can be seen from the pictures in figure 8.21. Furthermore, severe cracking tending 
to spalling of concrete was found at the footing of the centre column. At the middle of 
each of the columns in the fourth storey, severe shear cracks were observed on the frame 
AAU4b. Besides these heavy damages, most of the nodes had significant shear cracks. 
There was no total or partial collapse after any of the earthquake events. But the nodes 
2, 11 and 14 of the frame AAU4a and the nodes 2, 11 and 14 of AAU4b can be considered 
as hinges. An overview of these visual inspections is given in table 8.9 below. 
Storey Frame EQl EQ2 EQ3 
1st AAU4a/ AAU4b UD/CR CR/LD SD/SD 
2nd AAU4a/ AAU4b UD/CR CR/CR LD/D 
3rd AAU4a/ AAU4b CR/UD LD/CR LD/D 
4th AAU4a/ AAU4b CR/CR CR/CR SD/SD 
5th AAU4a/ AAU4b UD/UD CR/CR SD/SD 
6th AAU4a/ AAU4b UD/CR CR/CR CR/LD 
Table 8.9: Damage classifications after the three earthquake events for frame AAU4. 
It is quite clear from table 8.9 that the first, fourth and the fifth storeys from a visual point 
of view are the most damaged ones, while storey six has the least damage. Especially 
the observed shear cuts seen in all the three columns of the fourth storey (not visible in 
figure 8.21), prove that the storey has weaker columns than the others and the columns 
are almost in the ultimate limit state of their load-bearing capacities. 
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Figure 8.21: Photos of all nodes in frame AAU4b. Storey 1 at bottom and storey 6 at 
top. 
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8.8 Damage assessment using the LSDI 
Based on the frequency developments obtained from the acceleration records the Local 
Softening Damage Indicator using the damage localization method described in chapter 
5 is calculated after each earthquake for each of the storeys. Only frequency information 
in terms of the two lowest eigenfrequencies at the time of maximum softening is used for 
the calcu lations. 
Using the material test results for the steel and the concrete as shown in appendix B.2 
the FE-model was calibrated to have modal characteristics as closely as possible to the 
experimentally obtained values from the virgin structure. 
By using the same approach as used in chapter 5 the damage indices are listed in table 
8.10. 
Case/storey 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
EQl 0.23 0.25 0.21 0.23 0.23 0.23 
EQ2 0.43 0.43 0.42 0.38 0.37 0.37 
EQ3 0.57 0.56 0.42 0.43 0.43 0.43 
Table 8.10: Estimated LSDis for each storey after EQl, EQ2 and EQ3. 
From table 8.10 it is seen that the damage assessment obtained using the LSDI method 
indicates the damage is more or less uniformly distributed in the structure. Only after t he 
third earthquake it is seen that the method indicates the 1st and 2nd storeys to be slightly 
more damaged than the rest. The results of t able 8.10 for EQ3 should be compared to 
6ss,i of table 8.8. As seen the method assesses larger damage to the first and second 
storeys than obtained by static testing. 
8.9 Discussion 
The results of a series of shaking table tests with a scale of 1:5, 6-storey reinforced concrete 
frame designed with a soft fourth storey have been presented. Initially the structure was 
exposed to various non-destructive tests in order to identify both interstorey stiffnesses 
and modal parameters of the virgin structure. Afterwards three sequential earthquakes of 
increasing amplitude were applied to the structure. After each of the earthquake events 
the structure was again exposed to non-damaging tests to evaluate changes in interstorey 
stiffness and modal parameters. From the strong motion measurements the two lowest 
time varying eigenfrequencies of the structure were estimated as functions of time and the 
maximum softening was evaluated for the two modes. After the first earthquake sequence 
(EQl) the maximum softening was evaluated to 0.22 and 0.24 in the first and second 
modes, respectively. According to the fragility curves for the maximum softening damage 
index presented in the literature this level for the maximum softening corresponds to only 
"non-structural damage". The visual inspection of the structure after the first earthquake 
only revealed development of a few micro cracks in all storeys except the fifth . The static 
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testing of the storeys revealed stiffness changes in the four lower storeys and the sixth 
storey, where the stiffness change in the sixth storey can be referred to internal cracking 
since the response measurements only showed a very low level of interstorey displacements 
in this storey. The mode shapes identified after the first earthquake were found only to 
change slightly, whereas the structural damping ratio in both the first and the second 
mode increased by approximately 100%. 
After the second earthquake (EQ2) a maximum softening of 0.40 and 0.41 was found in 
the first and the second mode, respectively. According to the fragility curves this cor-
responds to a "light to moderate damage" state of the structure. The visual inspection 
revealed cracking spread out in the entire structure and light damage was observed in 
the beam-column junctions above the first and the third storeys. The static tests showed 
stiffness changes in all storeys with the highest level in the second, third and fourth 
storey. Again the identified mode shapes only revealed small changes but damping ra-
tios were increased by approximately 300% compared to the virgin structure. After the 
third earthquake (EQ3) a maximum softening of 0.50 and 0.48 was found in the first and 
second mode, respectively, and this level coresponds to "severe damage" in the structure. 
The visual inspection revealed severe damage with crushing of concrete in the beam-
column junctions above the first, fourth and fifth storey, whereas the static tests showed 
the largest reduction in stiffness in the second, third and sixth storey. After the third 
earthquake sequence each of the half-beams and columns was statically tested and the 
force-deformation response was compared to curves obtained from an undamaged struc-
ture. Based on each of these force-deformation curves a damage index is calculated for 
the considered element. These damage indices are then weighted into a storey damage 
index. Finally, damage assessment using the LSDI method is performed, where only one 
response measurement is used. The damage assessment obtained using this method in-
dicates relatively uniformly distributed damage in the structure with a slightly higher 
damage level after EQ3 in the 1st and 2nd storey. 
None of the applied methods for damage assessment found the soft fourth storey to be 
significantly more damaged than any of the other storeys, even though both stiffness and 
strength of this storey were significantly lower than at the other storeys in the virgin 
structure. No significant change was found in the mode shapes from EQ2 to EQ3 and 
the damping ratios remained at a level aprroximately 3-4 times higher than the virgin 
structure. 
Close values of the maximum softenings 8M,i in the first mode and in the second mode 
of the structure indicate that all the storeys are damaged and this is also supported by 
the visual inspections. Visual inspections, maximum softenings and the static damage 
indicator 8s,i are compatible with each other after EQl. After EQ2 and EQ3 there were 
differences between visual inspections and the 8s,i damage indicators. The reason for these 
differences is that when local damage such as hinges occur the loss of stiffness becomes 
more pronounced at a certain distance from the actual location of the damage. E.g. 
when a hinge develops in the fourth storey the apparent stiffness of the fifth storey may 
decrease significantly which can cause more damage and increase the displacements in the 
fifth storey. 
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8.10 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter the results of a series of shaking table tests with a model test 6 storey frame 
structure designed with a soft fourth storey are presented. The soft storey was obtained by 
reducing the amount of reinforcement and using a poorer steel quality. In the undamaged 
structure the shear stiffness of the soft storey was found to be approximately 50 per cent 
of the stiffness in the remaining storeys. The reduction in strength was approximately 35 
per cent. 
The general conclusion from this study is that a soft storey in terms of changes in re-
inforcement did not have any significant effects on the dynamic displacements of the 
structure since only small increases were seen in the interstorey displacement of the soft 
storey. Furthermore, the mode shapes also did not show any signs of reduction in stiffness 
in the fourth storey. From visual inspection of the structure after the last earthquake, 
the fourth storey was found to be severely damaged e.g. the mid columns in both frames 
had hinge-like joints to the third and the fifth storeys and shear-cuts at the midpoints 
of the columns. The damage evaluation from static tests showed a very low stiffness in 
the fourth storey after the last earthquake, but the relative change in stiffness was almost 
identical in all storeys. This observation is also supported by the evaluated mode shapes 
which almost remain unchanged even though a large reduction in stiffness is observed. 
The reason for failure in the soft storey is therefore not due to changed dynamic behaviour 
of the structure but rather due to reduced ductility and the low absolute stiffness in the 
soft storey which leads to large plastic deformations appearing as damage in the structure. 
It is concluded that the failure occurs when the stiffness reaches a critical value and the 
storey is no longer capable of transferring the shear forces from the storeys above. 
From the test performed in this study, it can be concluded that the structures having 
soft mid-storeys have a tendency to develop severe damage in these storeys and this also 
affects the behaviour and the magnitude of the displacements especially in the storeys 
above the soft storey where severe damage was found as well. 
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Chapter 9 
Suggestions for Future Research 
This chapter contains some suggestions for future research given the knowledge and ex-
perience obtained from working with the project and the preparation of this thesis. Since 
the work carried out in connection with the project does not give a final answer to the pro-
blems connected with damage assessment of reinforced structures from measuring global 
responses the intention of the suggestions below is to point out the future research areas 
thats the author finds to be most significant before a commercial implementation of the 
described damage assessment methods can be carried out. 
In the following the suggestions are divided into a theoretical and an experimental part. 
which will be treated separately. 
9.1 Possible Theoretical Studies 
The following suggestions for further theoretical research are indicated in what is conside-
red to be of decreasing priority. 
1. Investigation of the Local Softening Damage Index for general 3-D RC-structures. 
The formulation of the LSDI in Chapter 5 are given in a sufficiently flexible manner, 
so the method can easily be modified to cover general three dimensional structures, 
where estimation of bending eigenmodes in various directions as well as rotational 
modes should be included in the model. The research should then concentrate 
on investigation of the efficiency of the method for this type of structure using a 
simulation approach. 
2. Investigation of the possibilities of including changes in damping into the process of 
identifying damage. 
From the experimental studies performed within this thesis it can be seen that the 
modal damping ratios are highly sensitive to the damage level of the structure. 
A tempting approach to damage assessment would then be to develop a method 
capable of including the changes in modal damping ratios in the assessment process. 
Damage assessment at global level using observed changes in the damping rat ios is 
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quite straightforward using an approach similar to the maximum softening damage 
index, whereas damage assessment at local level is more complicated due to the 
lack of relations between the locations of the damage and the change in each of 
the modal damping ratios. Following the procedure for the present stiffness matrix 
based localization procedure it becomes necessary to construct the damping matrix 
as an assemblage of sub-matrices, each representing a substructure. Next, for each 
substructure a damage index must be defined representing the overall change in 
damping in the substructure, quite similarly to those defined in Chapter 5 for the 
substructure stiffness matrices. A relation between the modal damping ratios and 
the stiffness matrices of various substructures could then be established. However, 
several studies have revealed major problems with estimating damping ratios at 
a sufficiently high level of precision, which could make the assessment of damage 
very uncertain at least if it is based solely on damping ratios. Therefore, such an 
approach would require an extensive investigation of the accuracy of the estimates 
of modal dampings. 
3. Investigation of the possibilities of estimation of higher modes . 
Finally,the influence of higher modes should be investigated. It has been commonly 
acknowledged that in practice it is only possible to estimate the two lowest modes 
of a plane reinforced concrete frame due to lack of energy at higher frequencies in 
the excitation. This conclusion was obtained from identifications performed using 
relatively simple procedures such as short time Fourier analysis or windowed scalar 
ARMA models. However, during the experimental studies performed within this 
project it was observed that using the more advanced recursive implemented Vector 
ARMA model it was possible to obtain estimates of the third and in some cases 
the fourth mode of the structure. In order to improve the damage assessment an 
investigation of such possibilities for real structures could be rewarding. 
9.2 Possible Experimental Studies 
The following suggestions for further experimental research are recommended, again in-
dicated with a priority of importance according to the estimate of the author. 
1. Experimental studies of substructures leading to the establishment of fragility curves 
for the LSDI. 
In the studies performed within this thesis it has been assumed that the fragility 
curves for the maximum softening have been valid for the LSDI as well since the 
LSD! is basically a maximum softening damage index calculated for part of a 
structure or a substructure. However, the experimental studies indicate that u-
sing fragility curves of the maximum softening for the LSD! lead to conservative 
damage assessments of the substructures. Therefore, an experimental investigation 
of various types of substructures would be mandatory in order to establish a proper 
relation between a numerical value of the LSD! and the actual damage state of the 
substructure. 
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2. Experimental verification of the LSDI for 3-D structures. 
Further to the theoretical research recommended in section 9.1, item 1, experimental 
verification of the LSDI for general 3-D structures should be performed as done in 
this thesis for plane frames. Further, it should be investigated whether the fragility 
curves for the LSDI for plane frames are equally valid in the 3-D case. Also in this 
case the possibilities for identifying higher modes should be investigated. 
3. Investigation of precision of accelerometers in the low frequency range. 
A severe problem observed during the experimental studies was that calibration of 
standard accelerometers in some cases was very difficult in the low frequency range 
where typical civil engineering structures have their dominant frequencies. Since the 
calibration only affects the amplitude, this problem mainly affects the estimation of 
mode shapes and the force-deformation response of the structure. However, since 
mode shapes only show relatively small changes it is of crucial importance to mi-
nimize the measurement errors. Therefore, development of accelerometers designed 
for operation in the low frequency range (0.5-20Hz) is necessary before a damage 
assessment system based on mode shapes can be implemented on a commercial 
basis. 
9.3 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter some suggestions for further research in the area of response based dam-
age assessment of reinforced concrete structures have been given. To the author's opinion 
further research should be dedicated to theoretical and experimental analysis of the Local 
Softening Damage Index Method presented in this thesis. Especially general 3-D st ruc-
tures should be analysed with experimental studies similar to the shaking table tests 
with plane frames carried out in connection with this project. Further, the author be-
lieves that several more practical problems need to be solved before the suggested LSDI 
damage assessment method can be applied on a commercial basis. 
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Chapter 10 
Conclusions 
The present chapter is divided into two parts. Section 10.1 includes a summarized descrip-
tion of the contents of the thesis and some conclusions. General conclusions, a description 
of the new contributions provided by this thesis and a summary of suggestions for further 
research are given in section 10.2. 
10.1 Summary of Thesis 
Chapter 1. Chapter 1 contains the introduction to t he present thesis. The current 
needs for development of damage assesment methods based on measured response of 
reinforced concrete structures subjected to earthquakes are described and motivated by 
several examples of areas that have been hit by severe eart hquakes within the last decade. 
In the scope of the thesis some specific goals for the thesis are set up, and a limitation to 
only considering plane frames is made. A main goal is to develop a method for damage 
assessment based on measuring a single global response since real structures in earthquake 
zones are normally only sparsely instrumented. 
Chapter 2. In Chapter 2 a brief description of the two fundamental materials in rein-
forced concrete structures, namely reinforcement steel and concrete is given. Especially 
the response of the two materials to dynamic loads is considered. Special effects, such as 
strain rate influence of stiffnesses and strengths are evaluated. Also an introduction to the 
concept of damage according to traditional damage mechanics is given, damage assess-
ment at different levels is described, and arguments for choosing a macroscale approach 
in the latter parts of the thesis are given. 
Chapter 3. The literature contains a vast amount of various methods for damage assess-
ment of structures subject to earthquakes. In general most of these methods are based 
on measured displacement time series during the damaging event or on estimated force-
deformation curves. In order to obtain a damage assessment at local level these methods 
require a heavy instrumentation of the structure. Other methods are based on estimation 
of time-varying eigenfrequencies of the structure during the damaging event. In Chapter 
3 a state-of-the-art review of these methods is given, and the methods are investigated in 
a numerical example with simulated data. 
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Chapter 4. The various methods for damage assessment of reinforced concrete structures 
all need some kind of processing of the raw data measured by accelerometers during the 
damaging event. In the case where displacement time series are needed proper integration 
procedures are mandatory. Investigation based on simulated data revealed severe diffi-
culties in performing these integrations when trends and noise were present in the data. 
Using several detrending and digital filtering procedures an acceptable integration rou-
tine was developed and implemented. For estimation of the force-deformation responses 
a simple spring-mass model was developed and implemented and the force-deformation 
responses were obtained using a piecewise interpolation technique. Evaluation of eigen-
frequencies from measured acceleration time series has been treated in Chapter 4 as well. 
Initially, three different models for identification of modal parameters of linear systems 
are formulated, namely the AutoRegressive Vector model, the AutoRegressive Moving 
Average Vector model and the EigenRealization Algorithm. For the identification of the 
time-varying eigenfrequencies a recursive implementation of the AutoRegressive Moving 
Average model is applied. 
Chapter 5. Due to the weaknesses of the traditional damage assessment methods as 
presented in Chapter 3 a more flexible damage assessment method is developed and im-
plemented in this chapter. The method is based on the terminology of the maximum 
softening principle with the difference that damage assessment can be performed at local 
level. The developed method distinguishes itself in being capable of giving a damage 
assessment at local level from only one response measurement. However, when more 
measurements are available these can be included in the model. The degree of localiza-
tion depends on the amount of information available, i.e. the degree of instrumentation. 
Initially the method is tested in a fundamental example, where the method is found to 
work perfectly. Afterwards, a comprehensive simulation study of the method is performed 
and it is found that the uncertainty of the damage assessment increases with structural 
complexity and with decreasing damage level. However, it is found that this can be 
compensated by using more measurements. 
Chapter 6. In connection with the project a series of shaking table tests with 2-bay, 
6-storey scale 1:5 reinforced concrete frames is performed. The purpose of the tests is to 
investigate the method proposed in this thesis and to compare the performance to visual 
inspections and static testing. Chapter 6 is dedicated to the presentation of the model test 
frames, the various tests performed with the frames and the data sampled from the tests. 
The raw data from the tests are processed using the procedures developed in Chapter 4 
and the results are presented and comments are given. 
Chapter 7. Damage assessment of the three model test frames presented in Chapter 6 is 
performed. The first frame was tested by applying three earthquake motions and during 
the third earthquake the frame collapsed due to failure of the second storey. Based on the 
strong motion records recorded during the three runs, damage assessment of the frame was 
peformed using the maximum softening damage index, the local softening damage index 
and visual inspection. It was found that the visual inspection did not reveal severe damage 
before the third earthquake, whereas the local softening damage index predicted the 
second storey to be the one to fail. The maximum softening right before failure was found 
to be in good agreement with the fragility curves established for this damage measure. 
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The second frame tested was only subjected to two earthquake motions of moderate 
intensity and therefore survived the strong motion testing. Damage assessment of this 
frame was performed using the above-mentioned methods and some more traditional 
response based damage assessment methods suggested in the literature. Furthermore, 
after the final dynamic test, this frame was cut into pieces and each beam and column 
was statically tested and the obtained force-deformation curves were compared to similar 
curves obtained for an undamaged frame. Comparison of the local softening damage index 
to the various damage indices revealed a good correlation between this index and the more 
traditional indices and the static testing. The third frame was tested using a different 
type of earthquake motion, i.e. the circular centre frequency has been chosen close to the 
second eigenfrequency of the structure and not close to the first mode as was the case 
of the first two frames. This type of excitation caused the response to be a mixed mode 
response, since a significant amount of energy is present in both the first and especially 
the second mode. In this case the local softening damage index was compared to vi sual 
inspection and static testing. It was found that in this case the damage incurred by the 
structure was much more wide spread in the structure. This was also displayed by the 
local softening damage index. 
Chapter 8. Chapter 8 is dedicated to an experimental study of what is referred to as a 
soft storey frame, which is a frame with a storey that has been weakened of softened by 
e.g. abrupt changes in reinforcement or use of poor material. The model frame considered 
was designed with a soft fourth storey where the reinforcement bars have been changed 
to weaker and thinner reinforcement bars. The soft storey frame was subjected to three 
earthquake ground motions of the type used in connection with the third frame considered 
in Chapter 3. It was found that the soft storey caused a significant increase in the damage 
level of the storeys below and above as well as of the soft storey, but no significant increase 
of interstorey drift was found in the soft storey. The increased damage level can therefore 
not be explained by a significantly changed dynamic behaviour of the structure due to 
the soft storey, but rather due to lower ductility of the soft storey. 
Chapter 9. Based on the experiences from the numerical as well as experimental st udies 
some suggestions for continued research of the present thesis are given. The suggestions 
are divided into two categories , namely theoretical and experimental studies, see sections 
9.1 and 9.2, respectively. 
Appendices. The appendices are dedicated to the establishment of data for the examp-
les. In appendix A the non-linear finite element program used for generation of artificial 
data is presented. Appendix B deals with the experiments performed in connection with 
the thesis and appendix C contains photos from the experiments. 
10.2 Overall Con cl us ions 
The conclusions of the present thesis can be summarized in the following main points: 
1. An overview of existing methods for damage assessment methods was given and 
the various methods have been implemented and evaluated in a numerical study. It 
is found that all methods are based on a detailed instrumentation of the building 
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in order to obtain a damage assessment at local level. Further, in most cases no 
consistent mapping of the numerical value of the damage index to a physical damage 
state was found for the exciting indices. Only in the case of global maximum 
softening damage index fragility curves were established. 
2. A new method for damage assessment at local level only requiring one measured 
global response has been developed. The method is formulated so flexible that addi-
tional measurements can be included. Using numerical and experimental examples 
the method has been verified to be able to assess damage in reinforced concrete 
frames. From the numerical examples it was found that the uncertainties of the 
damage assessments increase with structural complexity and decreasing damage 
level. However, it was found that this could be compensated by including more 
measuring points. Also the experimental studies verified the applicability of the 
suggested local softening damage index. Especially, in the case where the structure 
was tested until failure, the method correctly predicted a severe damage growth in 
the failing storey. 
3. Based on the results from strong motion tests of one of the frames a comparative 
study between the local softening damage index and the various damage indices 
suggested in the literature is performed. Further, a destructive damage assessment 
is performed using static testing of the beams and columns in the frame after the 
last earthquake. The study revaled some divergence between the various traditional 
damage indices but in general it is found that the local softening damage index 
are competitive to the traditional damage indices as well as the damage assessment 
obtained from the destructive static tests. 
4. An experimental study of a soft storey frame was performed. The results indicated, 
that a soft storey in a structure seems to increase the damage level in the soft and 
the surrounding storeys. Further, studying the global response of the structure no 
significant changes were observed due to the soft storey and it is concluded that the 
commonly seen failures in such a storey are likely to be caused by lack of ductility 
rather than changed dynamic behaviour. 
5. The suggested method is found to distinguish itself by being independent of the 
type of earthquake applied which was found to affect the estimation of the force-
deformation response significantly. Further, the method is formulated relatively 
simple and is physically interpretable since it is solely based on stiffness changes. 
New contributions in this thesis are, to the author's knowledge, the following 
1. Formulation of a damage assessment method at the local level based on measuring 
only one global response. 
2. Development of robust techniques for estimation of input parameters for traditional 
as well as the present damage assessment method. 
3. Destructive damage assessment based on static testing. 
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List of topics suggested for further research based on the experiences from the research 
conducted in connection with this thesis. 
Theoretical studies 
1. Investigation of the local softening damage index for general 3-D RC-structures. 
2. Investigation of the possibilities of including damping in the process of identifying 
damage. 
3. Investigation of the possibilities of estimation of higher modes. 
Experimental studies 
1. Experimental studies of substructures leading to the establishment of fragi lity curves 
for the local softening damage index. 
2. Experimental verification of the local softening damage index for 3-D structures. 
3. Investigation of the precision of accelerometers in the low frequency range. 
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Appendix A 
Generation of Artificial Data 
(SARCOF) 
All simulation data used in this thesis have been generated by the non-linear finite element 
program SARCOF (Stochastic Analysis of Reinforced COncrete Frames). The original 
program was developed by M!'brk [73} but in connection with this thesis work it has 
been modified in various ways to meet the extra requirements. The main changes in the 
program are within the evaluation of time-varying modal parameters and the evaluation 
of the various damage indicators presented in chapter 3. 
The program is able to handle the following items: 
1. Asymmetrical cross-sections with different yield capacities at positive and negative 
bending. 
2. Interaction of bending moment and axial forces (P-8 effect). 
3. Stiffness and strength degradation during plastic deformation. 
4. Pinching effect of moment-curvature relation due to shear loading. 
5. Finite extensions of plastic zones at the end of the beams. 
In the following a short presentation of the program will given to give an overview of its 
capabilities and limitations. This appendix is not intended to give the full derivations 
of all details in the program and is concentrated on stating the assumptions made and 
to present the models used for e.g. the constitutive relations, the model used to model 
strength degradation, generation of the ground motions etc. First the modelling of the 
individual beam element is presented, then the system of equations for the entire structure 
with and without modal truncation is presented and finally the used model for generation 
of earthquakes is presented. 
A.l Analysis of Beam Element 
In establishing the incremental stiffness relationships of the reinforced concrete beam 
element, the following assumptions are made in SARCOF: 
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1. All deformations of a beam element are small compared to the beam length. 
2. Initial plane cross-sections remain plane, even during plastic deformations. 
3. Increments of axial forces depend linearly on the increment of the axial elongation. 
4. The influence of shear deformations is ignored. 
5. Inertial and linear viscous loads within the element are applied as external sLatical 
equivalent nodal loads. 
A.l.l Definition of External and Internal DOFs of Beam Ele-
ment 
Figure A.l.l shows a plane beam in the equilibrium state, in the stiff-body displaced state 
and in the dynamically deformed state, respectively. The statical equilibrium state de-
termines the configuration of the beam before the earthquake excitation is applied, under 
influence of gravity loads and/or residual stresses. The stiff body displaced state speci-
fies a fictitious configuration of the beam during quasi-static displacements of the frame 
induced by the displacement of the earth surface. The dynamically displaced state rep-
resents the configuration after additional displacements due to inertial and linear viscous 
loads. 
(0) 
re - re 
y 
u 
y 
Dynamical dl1plac ed at a t.. 
SWf-bo<ly dlaplaeed sht.. 
N~•) 
v~·> x 
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Figure A.l: Plane beam element. Defini tion of internal and external degrees of freedom. 
The local (x-y)-coordinate system is defined with origin at one end of the element in the 
equilibrium state with the local x-axis along the cord line. The displacements of the nodal 
A.l. Analysis of B eam Element 
points due to the stiff-body motions and due to the inertially induced loads are given by 
the vectors r~o) and r e with local components 
r (O)T _ [r(O) r(O) r(O) r(O) r(O) r(O)] e -1 2 3 4 5 6 (A.l) 
(A.2) 
The nodal point loads conjugated to r e are defined by the vector R e with local components 
(A.3) 
In the statical equilibrium state the same symbols are used with a superscript s. 
Because of the fifth assumption, Nt, N2 , V1 , V2 , M 1 and M 2 are linearly dependent t hrough 
the external equilibrium equat ions of the element. Consequently only 3 of these quatit.ies 
are sufficient to describe the element. In the program these are selected as follows 
The nodal point displacements conjugated to Qe are given as 
q e = [ ~e ] 
S e= [ :: ] 
(A.4) 
(A.5) 
(A.6) 
(A.7) 
where u signifies the axial elongation of the beam element. The component of Ge can be 
defined as the internal degree of freedom of the beam element. The rate of Ge is related 
to the rate of re by the compatibility relation 
(A.8) 
where a e is a compability matrix independent of t he nodal point displacement r e, due 
to the assumed geometrical linearity. In the local ( x, y, z )-coordinate system ae has the 
following components 
[ -~ 
1 1 0 1 -!] - ~; i: a e = 1 0 0 1 (A.9) i: -~; 
0 0 1 0 
where le is the chord length of the beam element . 
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A.1.2 Constitutive Relation 
Because of the assumptions 2 and 3, the incremental constitutive relation of the cross-
section at t he coord inate x can be written 
a AEau 
at N ( x, t) = Tat 
a ( . (a"' ) ) a atM(x,t) =El Sign t ,M,p atK(x,t) 
(A.lO) 
(A.ll) 
where N(x, t) is the additional axial force from inert ial and dampi ng loads, M(x, t) is the 
additional moment from inertial and damping loads, K(x, t) is additional curvature from 
inertial and damping loads, AE(x) is axial stiffness, El(x) is bending stiffness and p (x,t) 
is a parameter set speci fying the stiffness and strength degradation of the section. 
From eq. (A.ll) it is seen that the various loading and unloading branches on the moment 
curvature relationships are identified by M(x , t ) and the sign of : 1K(x , t) . The slope of 
t hese branches are at the time t specified by the parameters p(x, t) . 
Normalized eq. (A.ll) is rewritten as 
%tm(x,t) = ei ( sign (~n ,m,p) !c(x,t) (A.12) 
where the following normalizations have been used: 
M(x , t) K(x, t) 
m(x, t) = M:( x ) , c(x, t) = Kt(x) (A.l3) 
.( ) _ EI(x, t) El ( ) M:(x) 
e~ X, t - ( ) , 1 X = + ( ) Eft X Ky X 
(A.l4) 
M; ( x) is the moment on the moment-curvature curve corresponding to first yield of the 
reinforcement bars at positive bending moments for a section with statical axial force 
N(s) , but with zero static bending moment M(s)(x). Kt(x) is t he corresponding yield 
curvature. The corresponding quantities at negative bending are designated M;; ( x) and 
"'; ( x) . Assuming a linear moment-curvature relation below the yield point, Ef1 ( x) can 
be interpreted as the bending stiffness of the cracked section. 
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Figure A.2: Hysteretic model. a) Large amplitude cycles. b) Small amplitude cycles. c) 
Indicator fun ctions for loading branches. 
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In order to close the system of constitutive equations, partial differential equations spec-
ifying the time development of the parameters p(x, t) are specified with the right hand 
side involving %tc(x, t), m(x, t) and p(x, t), i.e. 
f) (f)c ) 
fJtp(x,t) = f ot'm, p (A.15) 
In the program a piece-wise linear moment-curvature model is implemented, as defined by 
the fully drawn lines in figure A.2a and A.2b, showing the conventions at large and smaJI 
cycles respectively. The hysteretic model used in the programme is basically identical to 
the one suggested by Roufaiel and Mayer [100], but the model for strength deterioration 
is recently developed by M0rk [73] . 
A.1.3 Corrections for Axial Forces 
h 
As • • • 
Figure A.3: Stress distribution and statically equivalent section forces of RC-section. 
The stress distribution on the balanced yielding RC-section in · figure A.3 is statically 
equivalent with a yield moment M: and an axial force N referred to centre of gravity 
of the uncracked concrete section. Ignoring the contribution of the reinforcement bars in 
the compression zone to the yield strength of the section, these are determined from 
(A.l6) 
(A.l7) 
where Ny,s are the yield force in reinforcement bars, Ne are the resultant of the concrete 
stresses, 1+ h are the di stance between resultant concrete and steel stresses at posi t i vc 
bending and 6; h is the distance between N and the resultant of steel stresses at positive 
bending. 
A.l. Analysis of Beam Element. 
Combining eq. (A.16) and (A.l7) M: is given as 
M+=N -v+h-N(-v+_s+)h y y,s I I 2 
A similar equation can be derived for negative bending. 
A.1.4 Strength Degradation 
a) 
t---+--+:;>hff=-r-+#---t--.H+--I.I~.......,;¥L-+---1---l c5 [in] 
-30 30 
-15 
b) 
1.50 
g(e) 
1.00 +--------oh • : observations 
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e 
80.00 
Figure A.4: a) Force-deflection curve for cantilever beam. b) Strength degradation versus 
accumulated non-dimensional hysteretic energy. 
The strength degradation of the beam sections is based on a model in which the reduction 
of strength is controlled by the accumulated hysteretic energy in the considered section. 
In figure A.l.4 a typical force-deformation curve is shown for a relative slender beam 
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(a/h=4.46). It is seen that the strength reduction does not seem not to be attributed to 
the maximum ductility ration but merely depends on the number of loading cycles in a 
low-cycle manner. This was the the reason for choosing the accumulated energy as control 
parameter for the strength degradation in the program, M0rk [73]. Figure A.l.4b shows 
+ 
a plot of the strength deterioration g( e) = -!.!!+- versus the non-dimensional accumulated 
my.o 
hysteretic energy e( x, t) defined as 
e(x, t) =lot m(x, r)dc(x, r) (A.l9) 
From figure A.l.4 it is seen that at a certain limit value e0 (x) a rapid decrease in strength 
is observed. In the SARCOF program the following strength deterioration model was 
implemented by M0rk, [73]. 
m:(x, t) = g(e(x, t))m~0(x) (A.20) 
m;(x, t) = g(e(x, t))m;,0(x) (A.21) 
{ 
1 , e ~ eo 
g(e) = exp ( _e~leo) ,e >eo (A.22) 
g(e) as given by (A.22) fits the observation shown in figure A.1.4b for e0 = 26 and e1 = 12. 
A.1.5 Incremental Constitutive Relations for Beam Element 
In the program it is assumed that inertial and linear viscous loads within the element are 
applied as external statically equivalent nodal loads, and therefore the dynamic bending 
moment M(x, t) is varying linearly over the element between the end nodes. From the 
principle of complementary virtual work the following incremental stiffness relation can 
be derived and used to relate the rate of Qe(t) to the rate of the internal degree of freedom 
qe( t). 
where 
[ 
AE 0 ] 
ke(t) = ~T k pt,e(t) 
fl (1 -0~dt l -1 
Jo ei({.t) ... 
rt _£_d 
Jo ei(~,t) ~ 
(A.23) 
(A.24) 
(A.25) 
(A.26) 
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Figure A.5: Distribution of non-dimensional bending stiffness. 
ke( l) is the incremental stiffness matrix of the beam element. k pt ,c( l) signifies the hys-
teretic part. of ke(t), relating the rate of end section bending moments, M c(t ) to the rate 
of end rotations, e e(t). 
In eq. (A.25) the non-dimensional bending stiffness ei(x, t) is required throughout the 
beam. This quantity is determined by linear interpolation between the val ues at five 
control sections, characterized by the coordinates ~;, where~~ = 0, ~2 = c: , 6 = 1 - c:, 
~4 = 1 and ~s = 0.5. The parameter c: will be referred to as the non-dimensional section 
length. The non-dimensional bending stiffness at each control-section is determined from 
the applied constitutive model and is thoroughly described in M0rk [73] . 
It should be noted, that since the hysteretic loops are controlled by the non-dimensional 
moment m;(t) and the derivative of the non-dimensional curvature c; these have to be 
i~terpolated from the end-section moments Me and derivative of the end-section rotations 
E>e . In the program this is done by the following simple interpolations: 
(A.27) 
1 . 
c;(t) = 1:'[4- 6~; 6~;- 2]E>e(t), i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (A.28) 
A.1.6 Inertial and Geometrical Stiffness 
The inertially induced displacements u(x, t) from the stiff-body displaced state to the 
dynamically displaced state of the beam, see figure A.l.4, are approximately determined 
by the following displacement field 
u(x,t) = [ ~~~~:~~] = N(x)re(t) 
N(x) is an interpolation matrix with the components 
0 
Ns(x) 
(A.29) 
(A.30) 
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where 
Nt(O = 1 - ~ 
N2( o = 2e - 3e + 1 
N3(0 = -Le(e- 2e + 0 
N4(0 = ~ 
Ns(O = - 2e + 3e 
N6(0 = - le(e- e), ~ = T 
(A.31) 
The inertial load and the geometrical stiffness from the axial force in the statical equilib-
rium state N(sl(x) are the equivalent to the following external nodal loads on the element. , 
conjugated to the external degree of freedom r e. 
(A.32) 
where m e and ge signify the mass matrix and the geometrical stiffness matrix of the 
element. In the local coordinate system these are calculated as follows 
(A.33) 
(A.34) 
fL is the structural mass per unit length. 
A.2 System analysis 
The system of equations describing t he motion of the integrated dynamic system is derived 
by M0rk [73) and is rewritten as the following system of equivalent 1. order stochastic 
differential equations 
dX(t) = (AX + b(X))dt + e(t)dW(t), X(O) = X 0 (A.35) 
ro 0 0 
ro 0 - {3(t) 
X = 
r 
b(X) = 0 e(t) = 0 
r ' 0 ' 0 
(A.36) 
Q p/ kpt(Qpt, aptr, Ppt)aptr 0 
Ppt fpi(Q pt, ap(r, Ppt) 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 - w2 0 -2(owo 0 0 
- M - 1K et + G - M - 1c wJVRs 2(owoURs M - 1 T 0 A= - apl 
0 I 0 0 0 0 
(A.37) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
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It assumed that a set of modal damping ratios ( 1 , ( 2 , ••• ,(m is available and the global 
damping matrix when hysteresis is absent is syntesized by a Caughey model, Caughey 
[18], as follows 
m - 1 
c = L an ((Kei,O + G)M-1rM (A .38) 
n=O 
] m-1 
( """' 2n-l · 1 i = - ~ anwi 0 , z = , ... , r 
2 n = O ' 
(A .39) 
Kc1,0 is the global stiffness matrix, when all elements of the structure are elastic. Wi,o are 
the eigenfrequcncies of the structure with the stiffness matrix (Ket,o + G). 
The rate of global internal degrees of freedom from elastic and plastic beam elements q e1 
and qpl is related to the rate of r by global compatibility relations 
. . 
q el = aelrel (A.40) 
(A.41) 
where ae1 and apl are global compatibility matrices relating global internal and external 
degrees of freedom. ae1 can be considered as a block-matrix of the corresponding local 
compatibility matrices (A.9) with dimension r x qel, where r is the total number of degrees 
of freedom and qe1 is the number of elastic degrees of freedom. In the same way a pl can 
be considered as a block matrix of the corresponding local compatibility matrices with 
dimension r x qp1, where qpl is the number of plastic degrees of freedom. 
The rate of Qe1 and Qpl are related to the rate of qel and qpl by the following incremental 
constitutive equations 
(A.42) 
(A.43) 
ke1 is a block matrix formed by the local stiffness relations from all elastic internal degrees 
of freedom. kpl is the corresponding for plastic elements. 
The vector Ppl is an assembly of the additional state variables from the plastic elements. 
The differential equations for these are specified by the applied hysteretic model and are 
assembled in the following differential equations 
( A.44) 
In order to increase the speed of the calculations, the system of equations in eq. (A.35) is 
reduced by means of a truncated expansion in the eigenmodes of the undamaged structure, 
M~rk and Nielsen [75]. 
r(t) ~ «P1,0 Yt(t) + ... + «Pm,o Ym(t) = .Po y(t), m:::; r (A.45) 
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where c.t>6 = [CI>t,o .. . Cl>m,o] 
y(t) = [y1(t) ... ym(t)] is known as the modal coordinates. It should here be noted that the 
introduction of this modal expansion only refers to the external degrees of freedom and a 
full non-linear description is maintained for the internal degrees of freedom which control 
the hysteresis. 
The eigenmodes Cl>;,o are obtained from the eigenvalue problem 
(J\.46) 
By using the modal expansion (A.45) the equations (A.35) are reduced to 
dY(t) =(BY+ b(Y))dt + e(t)dW(t), Y(O) = Y0 (A.47) 
ro 0 0 
ro 0 -f3(t) 
Y= 
y 
b(Y) = 0 e(t) = 0 (A.48) 
y 
, 
0 
, 
0 
Qpl kpl( Qpl, apiCl>oY, Ppl )ap1Cl>oy 0 
Pp I fp1( Qpl , ap1Cl>oy, pP!) 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 -wJ -2(owo 0 0 
B= 
0 I 0 0 0 0 
(A.49) - m - 1k -m-1c w2m- lc.t>TUR 2(owom-1CI>6URs -m-Ic.t>T aT 0 0 0 s 0 pi 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
where the modal masses m , the modal stiffnesses k and the modal damping c are calcu-
lated as follows 
(A.50) 
(A.51) 
0 
(A.52) 
Due to the approach described above, the eigenfrequencies and mode shapes of the dam-
aged structure are not determined directly in the time analysis. Since evaluation of 
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eigenfrequencies and mode shapes at each time step would lead to an unreasonably long 
calculation time the eigenvalue problem 
(A.53) 
is solved by the means of a subspace iteration in combination with Jacob i iteration a t. 
user specified times during the numerical integration of the equations (A.17). From tlw 
subspace iteration only the two lowest modes arc determined, and the frequencies and 
mode shapes obtained will be the heavily fluctuating quantites described in chapter :L 
The smoothings (1.30) and (4.31) arc performed in the program to provide the slowly 
time-varying circular frequencies and mode shapes, (w;(t)) and (<l>;(t)). 
A.3 Earthquake Models 
b) 
Figure A.6: Earthquake excitation model. a) Definitions of parameters. b) Mechanical 
analogy of Kanai-Tajimi filter. 
The acceleration process at the ground surface is determined as the response process of an 
intensity modulated Gaussian white noise, filtered through a Kanai-Tajimi fi lter, Tajimi 
[129]. A Kanai-Tajimi filter can be visualized as a model of the dynamic response of a 
sediment layer subjected to earthquake excitations applied at the surface of an underlying 
bedrock, see figure A.6a. The mass of the sediment layer is assumed to be infinitely large 
compared to the mass of the structure, and only a single mode with undamped circular 
eigenfrequency w0 and damping ratio (0 is considered in the modal expansion of the 
response of the sediment layer. The displacement of the earth surface r0 relative to the 
bedrock surface is then related to the bedrock acceleration rb by the different ial equation 
(A.54) 
The bedrock acceleration process {r&(t),t E [O,oo[} is modelled as a time modulated unit 
Gaussian white noise process, i.e. 
rbdt = ,B(t)dW(t) (A.55) 
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{W(t), t E [0; oo[} is a unit Wiener process, which is a Gaussian process with the increment 
properties 
E[dW(t)] = 0, E[dW(tr)dW(t 2 )] = { O, t 1 =I t2 dt, tl = t2 (A.56) 
Realizations of the unit Gaussian white noise process are generated by the method of Ruiz 
and Penzien [101]. 
{3( t) is a deterministic intensity envelope function, defined as 
{ 
( _ttl)2 , 0 :::; t :::; tl 
f3 ( t) = f3o 1 , t 1 :::; t :::; to + t 1 
exp( - c( t - to - tt)) , t0 + t1 :::; t 
(A .57) 
where /30 is a given amplitude. 
The acceleration at the ground surface is then given as 
(A.58) 
where Rs is a two-dimensional amplitude vector. 
Appendix B 
Description of Laboratory Tests 
In this chapter a description of the model test reinforced concrete frames considered in the 
experimetal examples is given. Two series of frames are considered in the tests, one series 
consisting of seven identical frames and a series consisting of three identical frames. The 
seven identical frames were uniformely reinforced in all storeys whereas the three frames 
were reinforced in a manner that produced weak columns in the fourth storey. The series 
consisting of seven identical uniformely reinforced frames are described in section B.1 
and the series consisting of three frames with a weak storey are described in section B.2. 
It should here be noted that the presentation of the test given in this appendix is a 
compressed version of the two laboratory reports by Skjrerbrek et al. [117] and [118), 
where a more detailed description of the test set-ups and the tests can be found. 
B.l Definition of the Model Test Frames 
All the 7 frames considered in the test series were constructed identically. The test frame 
considered is a 6-storey, 2-bay RC-frame. The dimensions of the test frame are 2400 x 
3300 mm, corresponding to a "real" structure with dimensions 12 x 16.5 m. The test 
frame is built of 50 by 60 mm RC-sections reinforced with 6 mm KS410. A plane view 
of the test frame is shown in figure B.l. The weight of each frame is ~ 2 kN. To model 
the storey deck, 8 RC beams (0.12 x 0.12 x 2.0m) are placed on each storey. The total 
weight per frame is then ~ 20 kN. 
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Figure B.1: Plane view of test frames. 
B .1 .1 Reinforcement 
All longitudinal reinforcement used in the frame and reference specimens are of the type 
KS410 (ribbed steel) with a characteristic (2% fractile) yield stress of 410 MPa. Three 
samples were collected for standard testing in tension and the results are shown in table 
B.l. 
Specimen fsy [MPa] J.u [MPa) Es [ 1~~) 
1 535 642 2.003 
2 535 644 1.842 
3 542 650 2.013 
Table B.1: Characteristics of the longitudinal rei nforcement. 
In figure B.2 the force-deformation curves for the steel samples are shown. 
To avoid overlapping longitudinal reinforcement giving uncontrolled changes in bendi ng 
stiffness and strength anchoring steel plates are welded to the reinforcement at the end 
of the longitudinal reinforcement bars. 
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E- modulus test, KS41 0 Ultimate test, KS41 0 
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Figure B.2: Force deformation curves for the steel specimens. 
B.1.2 Concrete 
The concrete used has a design compression strength of 25 MPa with a maximum ag-
gregate diameter of 5 mm. From each concrete mixture (one mixture per frame) three 
samples were taken and formed into standard 100 x 200 mm reference specimens, see 
section B.l.5 and tested in a standard compression test. The results of the tests for all 
concrete specimens are shown in table B.2. 
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Specimen fc [MPa] Eo [MPa] 
AAUla-1 20.2 -
AAUla-2 20.9 -
AAUla-3 20.5 16900 
AAUlb-1 19.6 -
AAUlb-2 21.0 -
AAUlb-3 19.7 19200 
AAU2a-l 22.6 -
AAU2a-2 21.7 -
AAU2a-3 22.2 20000 
AAU2b-l 22.7 -
AAU2b-2 23.0 -
AAU2b-3 22.9 21600 
AAU3a-1 21.6 -
AAU3a-2 21.7 -
AAU3a-3 22.3 20200 
AAU3b-l 22.6 -
AAU3b-2 22.0 -
AAU3b-3 20.7 18200 
AAU4-l 22.8 -
AAU4-2 27.1 -
AAU4-3 24.9 20800 
Table B.2: Characteristics of the concrete for the frames. 
B.1.3 Shear reinforcement 
The columns in the lower storey are reinforced for shear with 3mm steel thread which has 
been formed into spirals, see figure B.4. 
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Figure B.3: Main reinforcement in frame. All measures in mm. 
Figure B.4: Shear reinforcement of columns in the lower storey. 
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B.1.4 Beams and Columns 
The dimensions of the beams and columns in the frame are constant all over the frame 
with outer measures of 50 x 60 mm. Columns are reinforced with 6!1!6 KS410 (ribbed 
steel) and beams with 4!1!6 KS410, see figure B.5. 
Columns Beams 
~ !1 • • • • • 
e e 
~ 0 .. ;:1 :i: 
• • • • • ~ !1 
'!<~~'!- '1<-10 'k: ,. 'k~ 
60 mm 
'1<- 50 mm ::.of\ 
Figure B.5: Cross-section of beam and columns. 
B.1.5 Reference Specimens 
For determination of the strength and stiffness parameters of the concrete, 3 circular spec-
imens wi th dimensions 100 x 200 mm for compression tests of the concrete are cast. For 
determination of the strength and stiffness parameters of the reinforcement 3 reinforce-
ment bars with length 500 mm are tested in tension. The reference specimens are shown 
in figure B.6. 
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Figure B.6: Reference specimens. 
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B.2 Definition of the Weak Storey Model Test Frames 
For the weak storey test series, 3 reinforced concrete frames were cast one at a time. As for 
the uniformly reinforced frames, three reference specimens were cast for determination of 
compression strength and modulus of elasticity of the concrete used for each of the frames. 
In the following the design specifications of the frames and the reference specimens arc 
described. 
B.2.1 Frame Structure 
All the 3 frames considered in the test series were constructed identically. The weak 
storey test frames had the same outer measures as the uniformly rei nforced frames and 
the differences are in concrete strength and reinforcement. The weak storey test frame is 
reinforced with 6 mm KS550 or 5.5 mm St37. 
B.2.2 Reinforcement 
The longitudinal reinforcement used in the frames is of the type KS550 (ribbed steel) with 
an average yield stress of 610 MPa. In the weak storey St37 steel bars were used with an 
average yield strength of 390 MP a. In figures B. 7 and B.8 the stress-strain curves for t he 
two types of steel are shown. 
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Figure B. 7: Stress-strain curves obtained from the three reference specimens of the applied 
KS550 reinforcement bars. 
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E-modulus test, St37 Ultimate test, St37 
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Figure B.8: Stress-strain curves obtained from the three reference specimens of the applied 
St37 reinforcement bars. 
Specimen /sy [MPa] fsu [MPa] Es [ 1~~] 
1 590 725 1.983 
2 600 735 1.979 
3 615 740 1.991 
Table B.3: Characteristics of the longitudinal reinforcement, KS550. 
Specimen /sy [MPa] fsu [MPa] Es [10~~] 
1 370 480 2.089 
2 405 490 2.080 
3 385 505 2.056 
Table B.4: Characteristics of the longitudinal reinforcement, St37. 
To evaluate the performed butt-welding between the two types of reinforcement, three 
reference specimens were constructed and tested like an ordinary reinforcement bar. The 
obtained stress-strain curve is illustrated in figure B.9. 
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Figure B.9: Stress-strain curves obtained from the three reference specimens of the welded 
connection between KS550 and St37. 
B.2.3 Concrete 
The concrete used has a design cylindrical compression strength of 30 MPa with a max-
imum aggregate diameter of 5 mm. For each frame approximately 80 1 concrete is used. 
For each frame three reference concrete cylinders were cast and the modulus of elasticity 
and maximum compression strength were measured. The results of the tests for the three 
frames are shown in table B.5. 
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Specimen fc [MPa] E [MPa] 
AAU-Wl-1 42.5 -
AAU-Wl-2 41.5 29300 
AAU-Wl-3 41.3 29800 
AAU-W2-l 44.0 -
AAU-W2-2 46.2 34000 
AAU-W2-3 41.1 32500 
AAU-W3-l 47.1 -
AAU-W3-2 41.2 29000 
AAU-W3-3 43.0 26000 
Table B.5: Determined characteristics from the reference concrete cylinders. 
As seen from table B.5 t he actual concrete strength is approximately 50% higher than 
the design value. 
B.2.4 Shear Reinforcement 
All cross-sections are shear reinforced with 2mm steel thread which has been twisted 
around the longitudinal reinforcement into spirals, see figure B. lO. The characteristic 
tension strength is 235 MPa, and the distance between the loops is approximately 20 
mm. 
Figure B.lO: Shear reinforcement of columns and beams. 
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B.2.5 Beams and Columns 
The dimensions of the beams and columns in the frame are constant all over the frame 
with outer measures of 50 x 60 mm. Columns and beams are reinforced with 406 KS550 
(ribbed steel) , see figure B.lla. The columns in the weak fourth storey are reinforced 
wi th 411)5 .5 St37 reinforcement bars as illustrated in figure B.llb. 
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Figure B.ll: Cross-section of beam and columns. 
B.3 Shaking table 
The shaking table is constructed of two frames of HEB 160 steel profile. The two frames 
are connected by t wo linear leaders with a dynamic load-earring capacity of 9000 N per 
carrier. The force is produced by a 63 kN HBM cylinder with a ± 20 m m displacement 
field . A schematic view of the shaking table is shown in figure B .12. 
'""'""" "'""""" 
......... 
Figure B.l2: Dimensions of shaking table. 
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B.4 Experimental set-up 
The frames are tested in pairs of two where the same ground surface acceleration is applied 
to the two frames. The frames are placed at the shaking table at a distance of 1000 mm 
and are stabilized in space by steel crosses at each end. 
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Figure B.l3: Side view of experimental set-up. 
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The hydraulic cylinder providing the base motions is controlled by an HBM computer 
system. In the connection between the shaking table and the hydraulic cylinder a load 
cell is placed to measure the actual cylinder force as a function of time. Furthermore, the 
cylinder is capable of measuring the cylinder displacements as a function of time. 
B.4.1 Instrumentation of Frame AAUl 
Each storey of the left hand frame (seen from t he hydraulic cylinder in figure 13 .13) is 
instrumentecl with an accelerometer measuring the horizontal acceleration of t he storey 
and the right hand frame is instrumented with an accelerometer at the 2nd, 4th and 
6th storey. Furthermore, the top storey of each of the frames is instrumented with au 
accelerometer which is analog double integrated on-line. To measure any rotations of 
the structure, the right hand frame is equipped with 2 accelerometers at the top storey 
measuring the" out-of-plane" movement of the frames. The total number of accelerometers 
is 14. The two last channels in the 16 channel data-recorder system are used to measure 
the displacement and the force provided by the hydralic cylinder. The exact location of 
t he measuring devices is shown in figure B.14 and the number and type of transducers 
are shown in table B.6. 
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Figure B.14: Instrumentation of the left hand (channels 3-10) and right hand (channels 
11-16) frame in set-up AAUl. 
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Channel Response Type Calibration 
1 Force HBM 10V=63kN 
2 Displacement HBM 10V=20mm 
3 Acceleration BK8306 0.991 V /ms-2 
4 Acceleration BK8306 0.989V /ms-2 
5 Acceleration BK8306 0.994V /ms- 2 
6 Acceleration BK4370 Variable 
7 Acceleration BK4370 -
8 Acceleration BK4370 -
9 Acceleration BK4370 -
10 Displacement BK4370 -
11 Displacement BK4370 -
13 Acceleration BK4371 -
14 Acceleration BK4371 -
12 Acceleration K8304B2 956mV /g 
15 Acceleration K8304B2 963mV jg 
16 Acceleration K8304B2 1027mV/g 
Table B.6: Applied transducers and calibration factors for frame AAUl. BK=Bruel and 
Kjrer, K=Kistler. 
B.4.2 Instrumentation of Frames AAU2, AAU3 and AAU4 
After the shaking table tests with frame AAUl the instrumentation of the test frames 
was changed so all storeys at both the right hand and left hand frame were equipped with 
an accelerometer measuring the horizontal acceleration. Due to the experiences from 
the tests with frame AAUl the entire set-up was changed in a manner that prevented 
the frame from making any rotational movements and the accelerometers used in the 
transverse direction were moved to measure horizontal accelerations at the right hand 
frame. 
The exact location of the measuring devices on frame AAU2, AAU3 and AAU4 is shown 
in figures B.15 and the number and type of transducers are shown in table B.7. 
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Figure B.l5: Instrumentation of the left hand (channels 3-9) and right. ha nd (channel 
11 -16) frame for set-up AAU2, AAU3 and AAU4. 
Channel Response Type Calibration 
1 Force HBM 10V=63kN 
2 Displacement HBM 10V=20mm 
3 Acceleration BK8306 9.86V /g 
4 Acceleration BK8306 9.80V /g 
5 Acceleration BK4370 l.OOV /ms-2 
6 Acceleration BK4370 l.OOV /ms- 2 
7 Acceleration BK4370 l.OOV /ms-2 
8 Acceleration BK4370 l.OOV /ms-2 
9 Acceleration BK4370 l.OOV / ms- 2 
10 - - -
11 Acceleration K8304B2 1027mV/g 
13 Acceleration K8304B2 963mV /g 
14 Acceleration K8304B2 956m V /g 
12 Acceleration K8304B2 1008mV /g 
15 Acceleration K8304B2 963mV /g 
16 Acceleration K8304B2 963mV /g 
Table B.7: Applied transducers and calibration factors. BK=Brucl and Kjrer, K=Kistlcr. 
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B.4.3 Free Decay Tests 
Free decay tests with the frames were for the frames AA U2, AA U3 and AA U4 performed 
by applying a horizontal force at the top storey of the frame. A force t ransducer was used 
to measure the pull-out force, sec figure B.l 6. 
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Figure B. l 6: Pull out arrangement used for free decay tests . 
Depending on the considered set-up the applied force was between 0.25 and 0.75 kN. The 
st ructure was then put into motion by cutting a thin steel tread momentarily. 
B .4.4 Data Acquisition System 
All transducers are connected to a 16-channel HBM data acquisition system where data 
from all channels are sampled simultaneously at a rate of 150 Hz. 
B.5 Static Bending Tests with Beams and Columns 
After termination of the dynamics tests the test structures were disassembled and one of 
the two frames in the set-up was cut into smaller pieces by a highspeed diamant based 
concrete cutting device, see figure C.l2. The cutting lines and the applied labels for each 
test specimen are illustrated in figure B.l7. Each of the 2, 3 or 4 beams adjacent to the 
nodes are tested statically, to measure the relative loss of stiffness. 
As illustrated by figure B.l7 each beam and column in the structure is cut into halves and 
each of these half-beams or half-columns is subjected to a static test where a definite force 
is app lied at the end of the beam or column and the corresponding deflection is measured. 
Based on the measured force and deflection an apparent stiffness of the half- beam or 
column can be determined. Photos of the test set-up arc shown in figures C.l3-C. l4 . 
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Figure B.17: Cutting lines for separation of frames into smaller specimens for statical 
testing. Example for frame no. 7. 
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Appendix C 
Photos from the Laboratory Tests 
C .1 The Construction Process 
Figure C.l: The form used for construction of the frames. 
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Figure C.2: Detail of reinforcement. 
Figure C.3: Mixing of co11crete. 
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Figure C.4: Check of concrete softness. 
Figure C.5: Pouring and vibration of concrete. 
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Figure C.6: Casting and vibration of reference concrete specimens. 
Figure C.7: The frame and form after pouring and vibrating of concrete. 
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Figure C.8: Data acquisition system. 
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F igure C.9: Undamaged structure before testing. AA U 1. 
C.2. Desiructivc Testing and Da.mage Evaluat.ion 
C.2 Destructive Testing and Damage Evaluation 
Figur~ C.l 0: Collapsed st ructure after EQ3. 
Figure C. ll: Close-up of the collapsed second storey. 
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C.3 Static Testing 
Figure C. l 2: Cutting of t he frame into smaller specimens. 
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Figure C.l3: Photo of the static test setup. 
Figure C.l4: Photo of the data acq uisition system used for the static tests. 
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C.4 Weak storey frame 
Figure C.l5: Construction of the reinforcement gr id . 
Figure C.l6: Detail showing butt -welding between 6mm KS550 and 5.5 mm St37 111 
reinforcement grid . 
Appendix D 
Resume in Danish 
Formalet med den foreliggende afhand ling har vceret at skabe et overblik over metoder 
til vurdering af skader i jernbetonkonstruktioner , der har vceret udsat for en eller flere 
kraftige rystelser i form af jordskcel v, samt at udvikle en ny metode baseret pa opsamling 
af et minimum af information. Ved anvendelse af traditionelle metoder til skadesvurdering 
af jernbetonkonstruktioner har det vceret n~?Jdvendigt at male det strukturelle respons pa 
a.lle etager for at kunne foretage en detaljeret fastlreggelse af skadesniveauet og skades-
fordelingen i konstruktionen. Idet virkelige konstruktioner normalt ikke har en sa kraftig 
instrumentering, men er begrcenset til kun at vcere forsynet med et eller to accelerome-
tre pa. f.eks. den 0verste etage og midt pa konstruktionen, er det fundet ~?Jnskeligt med 
metoder, der kan anvende denne information til at give en lokalisering og kvantificering 
af ska.den. 
Skade i jernbeton kan observeres pa en rrekke forskellige mader ud fra maling af global 
respons i forskellige punkter pa konstruktionen. De simpleste metoder ba.seres kun pa 
observation af deformationer, hvor skaden defineres som forholdet mellem en observeret 
maksimal deformation og f.eks. den deformation, der teoretisk giver ftydning. Mere 
ava.ncerede metoder ba.seres pa observation af a.kk umulerede pla.stiske deformationer eller 
akkumuleret dissiperet energi. Andre forslag bar vreret forskellige former for observede 
st ivhedsrendringer samt en sakaldt low-cycle fatigue model. Frelles for a.lle disse metoder 
er, at sa.fremt skaden 0nskes bestemt i lokale omrader af konstruktionen sasom i en etage, 
er en kraftig instrumentering n0dvendig med a.ccelerometre pa alle etager. ldet en sa-
clan instrumentering sjreldent findes i praksis, er der i denne afhandling opstillet en ny 
metode til skacleslokalisering og kvantificering baseret pa maling af mindst et globalt 
respons af konstruktionen. Findes malinger af ftere responser, er metoden formuleret 
sa. generel, at den ekstra information kan inkluderes. Den opsti llede metode verificeres 
f0rst ud fra et simuleringsstudium, hvor elementmetodeprogrammet SARCOF anvendes 
til at simulere globalt respons af jernbeton-ra.mmer a.f forskellig kompleksitet. Ud fra 
disse simuleringsstudi er vises det, at den foreslaede metode er i stand ti l at lokalisere 
og kvantificere skade i de unders~?Jgte rammer, men at usikkerheden pa lokalisering og 
kvantificering stiger, nar der er tale om sma skader i konstruktionen. Desuden er det 
konstateret, at usikkerheden ligeledes for~?Jges med 0get kompleksitet af konstruktionen. 
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I forbindelse med dette Ph.D. projekt er der foretaget en serie af rystebordsfors!Zig med 
model jernbetonrammer, pa hvilke der har vceret anvendt en kraftig instrumenteri ng, der 
har muliggjort en bestemmelse af sa vel de forskellige skadesindikatorer som tidligere ncevnt 
samt skadesindikatorer bestemt ud fra metoden fores laet i denne afhandling. Skadesvur-
deringen opnaet ud fra de forskellige metoder er blevet sammenlignet og sammenholdt 
med eksperimentelt fundne skadesindikatorer fundet ud fra statiske fors0g med de enkelte 
bjcelker og s!Zij ler i modelrammerne. For hver af de testede rammer er der ligeledes foretaget 
en visuel inspek t ion, hvor revner, permanente deformat ioner etc., er blevet registreret. 
D.l Opdeling af Afhandlingen 
Generelt kan afhandlingen opdeles i tre hoveddele. I kapitlerne 2,3 og 4 bliver begre-
bet skade gennemgaet i detaljer, de i litteraturen foreslaede metoder ti l skadesvurdering 
gennemgas, og m etoder til estimering af de forskellige 110dvendige parametre ud fra malt 
accelerationsrespons gennemgas. I kapitel 5 prcesenteres en ny metode til skadesvurdering 
baseret pa m aling af kun et globalt respons , og metoden verificeres gennem et omfattende 
simuleringsstudium. I kapitlerne 6,7 og 8 beskrives og behandles dataene opnaet ved de 
rystebordsfors0g, der er udf0rt i forbindelse m ed projektet , og de forskellige metoder til 
skadesvurderi ng afpr0ves pa fors0gene. Endelig bliver afhandlingen afrundet i kapitlerne 
9 og 10, hvor de opnaede erfaringer bliver opsummeret for hver t kapitel. Tillige gives 
opfordringe r til , hvilke omrader den videre forskning b0r forega inden for, og en samlet 
opsummering af de opnaede resultater angives sammen med afhandlingens hovedkonklu-
swner. 
Derudover beskrives teorien bag det anvendte simuleringsprogram SARCOF i appendix 
A, og i appendikserne B og C en udf0rlig beskrivelse af de rystebordsfors0g, der er udf0rt 
i forbindelse med projektet. 
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Nomenclature 
The lists in this section contain the most frequently used symbols, typically applied in 
several sections of the thesis. Symbols used for several quant ities are explained when used 
in the cases where the interpretation deviates from this list. Symbols not included in the 
list are explained when used. 
Symbols 
a 
A 
c 
D 
e 
Es 
Esh 
Ec 
En 
Elo 
El 
Jc 
Js 
jy 
!yd 
fsu 
J; 
fm in ,i 
(J;(t)) 
I 
F 
Fi 
h 
H 
J(i ) 
K 
Ko 
Ke 
crack depth 
area 
damping matrix 
damage parameter 
error vector 
modulus of elasticity of steel 
modulus of elasticity in hardening 
modulus of elasticity of concrete 
normalized cumulative dissipated energy 
undamaged bending stiffness 
bending stiffness 
concrete stress 
steel stress 
yield stress 
dynamic yield stress 
ultimate stress 
ith natural eigenfrequency 
minimum value of the ith natural eigenfrequency 
: smoothed ith natural eigenfrequency 
: identity matrix 
force 
restoring force of the ith storey 
storey height 
height of structure 
mean square error in ith iteration 
stiffness matrix 
undamaged stiffness matrix 
: equivalent stiffness matrix 
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K; 
I\Rs 
Kr 
Km 
M 
M 
M, 
PM 
Ps 
Ta 
To 
Trnax 
u 
w 
X 
y 
z 
llg 
Hm 
1Lp, 
lly 
Uu 
Qy 
f>M 
8(1) 
I 
8~1) 
6-max 
j. failure 
€ 
initial stiffness 
secant stiffness at maximum displacement 
reduced secant stiffness 
secant stiffness at the onset of failure 
mass matrix 
moment 
mass of i th storey 
measured modal parameters 
modal parameters of structural model 
window length 
initial fundamental eigenperiod 
maximum value of t he fundamental eigenperiod 
mat rix of eigenvectors 
positive definit weight matrix 
vector of displacement and rotations 
displacement response at i th storey 
measured displacement vector 
state vector 
ground surface displacement 
maximum displacement 
plastic displacement in the ith half-cycle 
yield di splacement 
ultimate displacement under monotonic loading 
yield strength 
maximum softening damage index 
damage index for substructure 1 in iteration 1 
damage index for substructure 2 in iteration 1 
maximum storey displacement 
storey displacement at fail ure 
error vector 
concrete strain 
steel strain 
yield strain 
strain at ultimate stress 
strain at failure 
strain at beginning of strain hardening 
diagonal matrix of eigenvalues 
eigenval ues of continuous system 
rotation ductility in the ith half-cycle 
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Nomenclature 
A 
A 
W; 
w;,o 
(w;(t )) 
cl»; 
cl»;,o 
(cl~;(!.)) 
( <I>lN\ t)) 
Pc 
(T 
0 
(; 
diagonal matrix of discrete eigenvalues 
weight matrix 
circular eigenfrequency of the ith mode 
circular eigenfrequency of the ith mode for undamaged structure 
smoothed circular eigenfrequency of the ith mode 
eigenvector of the ith mode 
eig<>nvcctor of the ·ith mode for undamaged structure 
smoothed eigenvector of the ith mode 
smoothed eigenvector component at the Nth mea.surcnwnt poi11L 
mass density of concrete 
stress 
rotation 
damping ratio of the ith mode 
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